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ABSTRACT 

A 

In developing a subfield of medical geagraphy, the discipline has' 

applied its own methodologies and theories ta problems in health services 

research. Considerable effort has focused Qn access. ta medical care, 

as measured by util;~at;on, wh~by spatial accessibility is evaluated 

by the ~riterion of spatial effici~ncy. Criticism of these endeavors 

leads ta the suggestion that a dynamic~perspective such as that affarded 

by diffusion theory, with its emphasis on the process of information 
, 

dissemination, might be advantageously applied ta utilization problems. 

This research applies such a framework to a utilization problem. but does 

not impose any ~ priori assumptions re~arding utilization and diffusion 

processes. Rather, principles of grounded theory are employed in arder 

to generate hypotheses réga rd; ng 1;hese processes. Interviews were con-

~ ducted during J~ne and July of 1977 w1th 124 new patients at,Four Family 

Medical Centers in Montreal. Based on this data and methodology, sev-

era l different adopti on processes were hypothes i zed and refi ned in. terms 

of var;ous descriptive dlmensions. Associations between othese charac-

teristics and the process and outcome of adoption were explored. On 

the basis of these ~in~ings, the implications for the use of geographital 

concepts· and methodologies in a medica 1 care context are cfi scussed. 
:f'- ... 
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The Util ization of Famtly' Medical Centers in Four Montreal 
Hospitals: A Diffusion Study 

Karen J. Kohlhof 
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RESUME 

,J 

Geography 
MA 

En ·é l aborant un sous-domai ne de 1 gêographi e mêdi ca 1 e. la, 

discipline a appliqué ses propres méthodologies et théories aux problèmes 
, 

liés aux recherches en matiêre de services mêdi~aux. -Les recherches ont 

",Hé axées sur 1 'accês aux soins ,mê.dicaux, mesurJs selon leur utilisation; 
'" 

ainsi l'accessibi.1ité de l'espace- est-elle évaluée selo", le critère de 
Ir 

l'efficacité de cet espace. Les critiques formulées a propos de ces recherches 

donnent a penser qu·une perspective dynamique telle que celle que procure 

la théorie de la dif.fusion qui insiste sur le processus de diffusioo de 
\ 

l'information. pourrait avantageusement être appliquée aux prob1êmes d'uti-,'" 

1isation. Cette recherche applique un tel cadre a un prob1ême d'utilisation. 

mais -n'impose aucune hypothêse a priori concernant les processus d'utilisation' 

et de diffusion. Au contraire, on utilise des principes de théorie bien fondée 

pour produire des hy~thèses concernant ces processus. Des entrevues ont 

été menées en juin et juillet 1977 avec 124 nouveaux clients de nos quatre 

centres de médecine familiale de Montréal. D'après les données et la 

méthodologie en questi,on,'on a imaginé plusieurs processus d'adq,ption et on 
"/1 .::. ...... 

• ." f, ". 

les a précisés en termes de divers aspects-descriptifs. On a étudié les 

~associations entre ces caractéristiques et le proce~sus et l'issue de 

. '" l'adoptlon. Grace a ces conclusions. on a expos~ les implications quant a . 
l'7nJ;>loi de concepts et de mêthodologies- d'ordre 'géographique dans·un contexte 

,-ff 

',~e soins mêdicaux. 
r' 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Statement and Importance of the Problem 

Geography is one of many'disciplines whose particular methodological 

exp~tise and disciplinary bias are currently being applied to many problem 

areas in health services researc~ i~ order to provide a reasoned basis for 

responsible health care policy. Such pOlicy has the implicit goal of 

improving access to medical care and c'ontrolling the costs of providing that 

care. Ii requires the resolution of a pÔltt'féal equation that seeks a just 
, t 

and rational equilibrium between demand and resource~. The utilization of 
.... 

mediçal care represents a resolution of that equation: the amount of need 

that is translated into actual use both 'signifies effective demand and 

refl ects the avaiJ abi l ity and accessibil ity of resources. Accordingly\ con

siderable interest has been expressed in the problem of the utilization of 

medical care, and many disciplines have focused efforts on those dimensions 

of utilization that act as barriers to 'access which are most germane to themt 

Geography is one such discipline which, in developing a subfield of medical 

geoyraphy, has focused much> attention on distance and associated mea'Sures of .. 
spatial behavior tha't may act as barrfers to accessibil ity and the util iza-

tian of medical care. It has applied its own methodologies and theorie~ to 
f _ • 

problems in the medical care context, evaluating spatial accessibility and. 

spatial utilization behavior accordfng to the criterian of spa~al efficiency. , ., 
1 

Two genera l cri ti c1 sms may be 1 eve 11 ed wi th respect to these efforts. 

First, the criterion of efficte~y (by any measure) may be an inappropriate 

one by which to evaluate utiliz~on behavior in the medical care context due 
• 

ta the mediating factors of need and the lack of knowledge regarding the 

• 
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complex medical care delivery system. Second, it has been difficult tQ 

distinguish'between the impact of structural and behavioral effects on util
'\ 

ization behavior, i.e., between the geographic availability of services and 
- 0 

the perception of distance as a barrier ta therapeutic béhavilor. 

8y viewing utilization over time, observed changes in the structure of 

the delivery system and/or in utilization behavior may reveal the dynamics 

of the procèsses generating patterns of spatial beha~ior. 0 The necessary 

perspective is afforded by placing the utilization problem within the frame-

work of an innovation diffusion problem. There are two es~ential components 

of an' innovation diffusion problem, the adopters and the innovation, which 
,)., , 

parallel those elements of the utilization problem. In that problem, the o 

decision ta seek care and ta use a purveyor of care are the two events neces

sary for utilization ta occur. q In the case of adoption of an innovation, an 

additional event must also occur, i.e., the acquisition of information about 

the innovation. For the adopter, access to t,he innovation, as signified by 

initial utilization, is contingent upon the acquisition of information re-
v 

garding ft. The focus of diffusion research on the mechanisms of informa-

tion dissemination and acquisition provide a dynamic perspeGtiveoon changing 
I:.)f 

util i zation behavior through time. . \ \ 
o 

Like the field of health services research and the problem of utilization 

, , 

and access therein, innovation diffusion research is also characterized by' J 

multidisciplinary research efforts including .important contributions fro~ the 

J ~ discipline of geograp~y. The Pi?ential significance of this research has 

been recognized for two problems in planning and policy arenas that bear on 

aCCèSSl the dissemination of knowledge and the inculcation of (or overcom-
"'"" 

lng resistance to) a change in attitude. In the medi ca 1 .ca~e context, the 
e 

use of diffusion research has been limited overall, and interest has been in 

'" !\'1 
1 
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applications te technological rather than organizational innovations in 

health care delivery. Only one example of the latter is found in this lit-

erature search. ' In general, diffusion research is plagued by difficulties 

and shortcomings that are inherent in any multidisciplinary research: there 

is presently inadequate knowledge regarding diffusion research to advise in

tervention strategies for policy and planning purposes. One hopeful avenue 

of recent endeavor is that which emphasizes the influence of the supply infra

structure on diffusion processes as a potentially fruitful point of interven-

tion. 

The researc~ in geography on spatial diffusion is illustrative of the na

ture ofr disciplinary and methodological problems encountered in diffusion 

research. Muéh work in geography on diffusion falls under the rubric of 10-

cational diffusion pioneered by T. Hagerstrand, who conceptualizes the prob

lem as one of information diSsemination. His methodological contribution 

is the stochastic Monte Carlo model of diffusion in which the probability of 
• 

interpersonal communication between individuals at different locations is ~ 

function of the distance separating them. Subsequent work based on Hager

,strand's contributions has been primifily devoted ~pplying or lfitting' 

the model ta empirical data. As a result, there have been many methodologi

cal refinemeots at the expense of c9nceptual developments. Severe method-
{'e 

olog1cal difficulties ~e encountered however, in testing the validity of 
,'/ 

these newly specified and calibràted models, the most serious being that of 

equifinality, Q.r the inabi1;ty to infer that the model tested against reality 

is a causal rather than merely a plausible explanation of the diffusion pro

cess observed. Thus, geographers have the ability to replicate spatial 

diffusion patterns without being able to discern why. i.e., without discern-
\ 

,i ng the èausa l process of such patterns. "--Al though alternative conceptua 1 ! 
i 
1 

l 
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formulations of changing behavior over time hold promi~e, they tao are 

left with similar seemingly inextricable methodological problems. Diffi

culties in demonstrat1ng causality are characteristic of diffusion research 
~ 

irt many disciplines as well as geography and have prompted the recognition 

of a need for an approach that emphasizes the investigation of the funda

mentals of diffusion, i.e., definit;ons of the processes of diffusion and 

adoption, and the identification and explanation of variables in those pro-

cesses. This research may be seen as a response ta such needs. 

Within the diffusion framework,the objective is to identify and relate 
• 
those factors that account for a sequence of events leading ta adoption of 

an innovation. In this study, the innovation is represented by the set 

of four innovative primary care Family Medical Centers (clinics or FMCs) in 

Montreal, and the adopters by those patients who are using any one of the 

clinics for the first time. The questipn integrating the eclectic back

drop for this re~earch is: given an innovative service 8ffering primary 

medical care, what are the circumstances under which an individual acquires 
• 

inform~tion regarding it and the circumstances under which he will proceed 
, 1 

ta make an i~tial visit to the FMC? 

With such an objective and given the many disciplines that are relevant 

ta it, the inductive logic of grounded theory ;s applied as an integr~tive 

1 

methodological approach ta this research. T~e significance of the grounded 

theory approach for this study is that it do es not involve the verification 

of hypotheses and theory based on a priori assumptions of any discipline .. 
('1~ 

regarding diffusion and adoption. Instead. the objective of the grounded 

theory approach is to generate hypotheses and theory from empirical qualita

tive data. $uch a method is well-suited ta the objective of this research. 

Principles of grounded theory were used during a one-week field test to 
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derive an interview agenda for data collection. During a tWQ month 

period in the Summer of 1977, personal interviews were conducted with 124 ~ 

new patients at four clinics in different Montreal hospitals. Principles 
.~ 

of grounded theory were used throughout data collection and in the analysis 

of data which resu1ted in. the formulation of hypotheses describing the adop

tion processes;of all patients. Based on the sequence of the three prereq-

uisite events to initial utilization, a.four-group.typology of adopters was 

constructed us;ng all 124 interviews. Descriptive analytic techniques were 

then employed to test the validity of the typology by relating the construct 

to the sets of variables that measure those events leading to adoption. 

These methodswere further used to analyze aggregate trends of adoption by 

~examining the relationships between variables measuring the events for all 

adoption experiences. 

~ach part of this three stage analysis may be viewed as addressing in

creasingly explicit requirements imposed by the research question, objective. 

and the two issues related to utilization r~search, respectively. The find

ings provide increasingly specific statements regarding the process by which 
, 

initial util{zation, or adoption of the FMC occurs, and the implications for 

some of the program objectives of the clinics. Based on these findi~gs. 

a recommendation is made that might enhance access to the innovative clinics 

for those individuals at whom these services are targeted. In addition to 

generating this recommendation, allowing the principles and hypotheses of 

the adoption process to evolve within the particular medical care context 

provides a pertinent point of comparison from which to assess the use of , 
selected geagraphic theories and methods ln this context. In conclusion, 

this thesis cautions that if applications of geographic approaches are to , 
have greater relevance for palicy and utility as tools in health care plan-
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.. 
ning strategies, a consc;entious effort must "be made to take into ac-

count those particular characteristics of the context of the problem that 

might violate any underlying a~sumptions of applied theories and methods. 

e 

1. 2. Organization of Thesis 
~ , 

The presentation of research will proceed as follows. This Chapter 

will conclude with a description of the two elemen~ of the diffusion prob-· 

lem: the innovation and the adopters. the set of Family Practice Centers 

that are the site of research are described, emphasizing those aspects of 

the facilities that might be associated with the adoption process. Next, 

the subjects of research; i.e., the adopters, are defihed and the implica

tions of the perspective afforded by choice of this group are discussed. 

The literature review in Chapter Two is intended ta provide a background 

for the research problem and a focus on research issues. An extensive 

multidisciplinar.Y literature,is reviewed that focuses first, on the general 
~ 

problem of utilization of medical care and secondly on geographic approaches • 
to that problem. Thirdly, innovation diffusi~n is discussed, including an 

overview of diffusion in general,as well as a discussion of spatial diffu-

sion. 

Chapter Three begins by rev;ewing a methodological literature that con-

siders the principles of grounded theory that were used as an integrative 

approach to this research. As mentioned previously, in contrast to the 

deductive approach of verification of research hypotheses that typifies the 

scientific method, the principles of this inductive method are concerned 

with the generation of research hypotheses. With this objective in mind, 

a literature on interview methodology 1s then reviewed as a background for 
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conducting the interviews. The Chapter continues with a discussion of 

the methods used to collect the interview data·and the descriP1jve analytic 

techniques thatwéreemployed in testing the construct validity of the emer

gent hypothese~a~d i~ exploring the diffu~ion proçess. Particular atten

tion is given to consi~eration of the field test conducted in preparation 

for data collection. 

Chapter. Four presents the analysis of data. A typology of adopters is 
1 

hypothesized based on a synthesis of infonnat\on accumulated during data 

collection. The validity of this constr~ct ;s then tested by relating it 

to variables that measure those events that determine the typologized pro-

cess. Finally, the adoption process itself is explored by examining the 

interaction of these variables in the var~ous adoption processes. 

Chapter Five. the final Chapter. summarizes these findings and disFusses 

the implications for the use of concepts and approaches developed in geogra

phy and diffusion research in a medical care context. 

1.3. Family Medical Centers and New Patients 

The selection of Family Medical Centers as the sites for study is based 

on their definition'as an innovation. i.e .• they represent innovative 

practices and principles of health care de11very and have been recently in

troduced into the health care system. Several important attributes,shared 

by the clinics represent innovative trends in the delivery of primary medi

cal care. The establishment of these centers must be seen in the following 

~olit;cal context. 

The provision of good primary care has ~een cited as the most elfective 

element in simultaneously.improving the health of the population and reduc-
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ing the overal1 cost of delivering services. In 1970. Quebec had the 

highest proportion of medical specia1ists of any province in Canada. Evi

dence of limited access to primary care providers was found in a growing 
, 

use of hospitad emergency services as a major source of primary care in the' 

Province genera11y. and in Montreal specifically. The increasing special

ization of the medica1 profession was seen as an undesirab1e and wasteful 

product mix of medical manpower. In 1970, these trends prompted the Pro-

vince to propose the implementation of community based centers known as 

Local Service Community Centefs (LeSes) that were to provide primary care in 

a neighborhood clinic setting using a medica1 team approach. Tnis politi

cal momentum prompted a recognition of the need to .. upgrade the qua1ity of 

primary care physicians in the Province by providing post-graduate training 

of family. practitioners in a university setting. In addition. the new 

roles envi~ioned for primary care physicians in the LCSes necessitated modi

fied training programs. 

In 1971, the Dean of the Facu1ty of Medicine at McGill University in 

Montreal began enc~uraging five hospitals (already affiliated with the 

Faculty) to develop residency training programs in Family Practice. The 

five hospitals were the Montreal General Hospital (MGH). the Jewish General 

Hospital (JGH). The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH) , St. Mary's Hospital 

(SMH), and the Montreal Children's Hospital (MCH).* Provincial support of 

these programs was sought in the ensuing years while each unit developed in-

dependently under its own hospital auspices and budgets. ;n 1974, appro
) 

* It was d1scovered during the field test that the Montreal Children's 
Hospital clinic would saon begin to sharply curtail its intake of new 
patients over the coming months due to certain administrative changes .• Con
sequently, this clinic was dropped from data collection so that actual inter
v{ewing was conducted in only four of the five clinics. The thesis title 
thus reads Il ••• in Four Montreal Hospitals .. ~.". The MCH clinic will 
be omitted from further discussion. 
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fPriation for provincial funds was achieved under justification that the 

r clinics served as tra{ning institutions for the type of physician required 

by the proposed LCSCs. Twelve Family Practice Centers throughout the Pro-

vince were included in this provision: the five located in Montr~ came 

under the official direction of t,he newly estab1ishèd Department of Family 

Medicine at McGill University, while the remainder were the responsibi1ity 

of similar departments at three other Universities in the Province. Uneer 

this provision, the f~ve Montreal clinics were brought s;mi1ar standards, 

offeri'llg the same distinctive practices of teaching and service in 1974. 

The distinctive philosophies, objectives apd practices of teaching and 

delivering primary care in the mode of family practice are the basis of com-
't< 

• 

mon operational practices in the c-linics. It isubelieved that in an open l ' 
system characterized by many medical specialties, the resulting fragmented 

1 

pattern of patient utilization implies a
o 

lack of continuity of care for the 

patient and also the inefficient and ,sometimes ineffective consu~ption of 

services by virtue of multiple-source patterns of use. In attempting to 

deal with these problems. the FMCs impose the following conditions upon pa

tients who wish to use the clinic for the first time. A patient is only 

permitted an initial _appointment if he confirms that he has no family doctor. 

Secondly, the patient is requeste,d to 'register' with the clinic; in so doiY9 

he agrees ta receive all his basic medical care at that c1inic. Because 
l ' 

one tenet of family practice medicine is that the medical problem of the in

dividual can be better appreciated when viewed in the context of his family 

relationships, the new patient ta, the clinic is encauraged to reg;ster his 

entire family with the FMC under similar conditions ,of commitment. 

Upon registrat1on, the patient is' assigned to a medical team, typically, 
,l ; .. 

cqnsisting of a staff physician, one or more family pract;ce resi-dents in 

1 
( 

1 
l 
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train~g, and a nurse (who ;s often a nurse practitioner). The rea 1 i gil-

ment of the traditiona1 hierarchical organization of medica1 practice a

chieved in this approach implies a major change in th~ patient/physician 

relationship since the patient often may not be seen by a physician upon 

presentation of sorne medical complaint. In addition, according to the 

proposed holistic approach to providing primary therapeut;c, preventive and 

social measure~ for the entire family, the patient is offered a comprehen-

sive range of consultative, services with necessary 'specialists, as well as 

with para-medical, educational, and social service prefessionals within the 

clinic, itself and the corrrnunity at large. By virtue of hospita1 associa-
• 

tion, the clinics offer immediate links in the case of required hospitaliza-

tion or special testing that is hospital-based or requires hospitalization. 

Comprehensive services range from home care for convalescent and chronic pa

tients ta 24-hour availability for emergency services. 

The teach1ng and service activities of the FMC are documented by a com

prehensive information system developed in cooperation with Laval University 

in Quebec City in,1973 and standardized for use by the c1infcs in 1974. 

Thi9Psystem documents each initial patient visit to an FMC with an encounter 

form that is used to register the new patient at his first visit, and medi

cal and social service"encounter forms that summarize the nature of the visit. 

The latter two are only completed on subs~quent patient visits. While 

these were not used as a data source in this research, the registr-ation form 
'1 

was used as a source of basic socio-demographic data on each patient inter-

vlewed. These data were available on a monthly basis, and were summar;zed 

in annual reports. Of particular interest in the AnnuaT Report of 1976 

were data showing the month1y cumulative increment in the number of new 

pafients registering at each clinic (see Figure 1.1., page 11). 
/> 
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". ~f\ti-, 
FIGURE 1.1. CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF NEW PATIENTS BV FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER '~ 

tJ,' 

Source: LAVAL Annua1 Report for 1975. Laval University, Quebec City, 
Quebec. 
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The documentation of 'new' patients registering with the clinics over ~ 

time provides the basic e1ements of an a-spatial, logistic modeb of the dif-

fus i on proces s . In such a mode l however, the number ~f new patients (or 

adopters) would typically be expressed as a percentage of the total esti

mated demand for services at each clinic, ; .e., the potential number of 

patients who are in 'need' of affiliation with a primary care service. The 
,. 

use of abso1ute cumulative numbers of new patients over time exhibits mono-

tonically increasing slopes that are adequate for the purposes of a compara-

'l\ive discussion. 

An 'eyeball' analysis or the slopes in Figure 1.1. reveals two strikingly 

distinctive patterns of in~rease in the intake of new patients~ The first 

of these trends is characterized by a very steep slope that ;s the result of 

very large monthly increments of new patients. Parallel trends of this 

type are noted for the FMCs affiliated with the 1arger Montreal General and 

Jewish General hospitals. rn contrast, the second trend exhibits parallel 

slopes that are much more sha110w for the clinics of the smaller St. Mary's 

and Queen Elizabeth hospitals. The monthly increments of new patients re-

main remarkably consistent over time. The association of 'steepness' of 

slope and 'size' of hospital with which a clinic is aff1liated suggests two 

possible explanations of these trends )n terms of supply characteristics. 

First, the slopes may reflect operational 1evels of the FMCs insofar as 

these are representative of hospital size. The functional relationship be

tween the two rests with the fact that all clinics part.ly rely on an intake 

of new patients from other hospital departments in arder to ensure an ade

quate patient volume to meet teaching and service requirements. Secondly, 

it 1s possible that the unit may be identified with the hospital ta the-ex

tent that this hospital i~ge. rather than that of the clinic, is projected 
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to and perceived by individuais. Thus, the characteristics of the hospi

tals, as weIl as those operational characteristics of the clinics may ex-
" ' 

plain these trends. CQnsideration of these attributes' is consistent with 

recent trends in diffusion research that emphasize the influence of suppl.y 

characteri sti cs. In addition to these traits. the independent development 

of each PMe and the traditions of hospital service from'which they grew may 

provide insight into these trends. 
# 

The Montreal General and Jewish General hospitals. having higher rates 

of intake of new patients and'larger clienteles. are both large metropolitan 

hospitals with ~OO and 700 beds. respectively. While the Montreal General. 

is also a teaching~ospital associated with McGill University, the Jewish 

i s tak i ng on i ncreased ~eachi ng respons i bil it i es. Both hosp i ta 15 opera te 

extensive ambulatory services used by metropolitan Montreal. Although oon

sectarian in service, the Jewish has a patient population wh~ are B5% Jewish, 

1 and who are highly ethnic in character. The hospital itself has tradition

ally served irrmigrant p.opulations,though through the years the composition 
< 

of groups served has changed. Both are located at intersections of major 

a~ter;als and by virtue of size and site are highly visible institutions 

that are well served by public transport. 

The Queen Elizabeth and St. Maryls hospitals, showing lower rates of iA

take and smaller total clienteles. contrast in almost every respect to the 

Jewi sh and ~tontrea 1 General hospita 1 s. They are sma 11 genera l hospita 1 s; 

the Queen Elizabeth with 250 beds and St. Maryls with 300. Both are affil

iated with McGill University, but in a lesser capacity than are the larger 

hospitals. Both offer ambulatory services that are much reduced in scbpe'''~ 

compared to those at the metropolitan general hospitals. Both hospitals 

have traditions of a lower ethnie composition of patients than do the Jewish 
( 

..... 
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General and ta sorne extent the Montreal General (although this compOSltion 

has begun to chan~ at St. Mary's since the surrounding area has under-
~,y 

• < 

gone a recent infJüx of immigrants). Bath the Queen Elizabeth and St. " , 
,-~ 

Mary's are community general hospitals that identify the Notre Dame de 

Grace/Montreal West, and Cote des Neiges communities as thfir respective 

domains of service. Evidence of the community identification of these 
li 

hospitals tests wHh the fact that the Ft~C clinics at both hospitals are 

the only ones to ever have imposed geographic boundaries upon the;r pa

tient intake. These boundaries had approximate~ community territorial 

boundaries but have been modified and finally dropped by the clinic at St. 

Mary's and only recently relaxed at the Queen Elizabeth clinic. These 

boundarie~ may be interpreted as the identification of communities tradi-

tionally served by the hospitals with which the F.MCs are affiliated. 

Although these geographic restrictions are not now enforced, the relative 

10Gations of these two hospitals is such that there is an interface of com

munit y boundaries shared by the clinics which 1s said by both adminstrations 

to be tacitly observed in the intake of new patients. Th~ location of 

these two hospitals in blocks which are on major arterials. but' which do not 
J 

f.ront them. means that they are much less visible as institutions and less 

accessible by public transport than are the two larger genera1 hospitals. 

Their discreet situation' in those ccmnunities may be seen to symbolize al-

legience to community service. 

The independent development of the FMCs under the different hospital 
~ 

auspices which led to present opera,tianal ch~racteristics may be considered 

in light of h'ospital traits. The clinic at the, Montreal General began 

operation in name only in 1972. Three privati'practices of staff physi

cians were housed in different locations; two in the Montreal General and 

1 ! 
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. 
one in the Queen Mary Veterans Hospital. In 1974, they were brought to-

gether in the same physical space cm the sixth f100r Uest Wing of th~ Mon-

treal General, which they still occuPY. Under the newly established' De-

partment of Family Medicine at McGill, rapid expansion of the staff of this 

clinic occurred as additional pract;ces were grafted un. In addition to 
" 

this core group of patients. referral mechanisms from other hospital depart

ments now augment new patient intak~, as well as word-of-mouth referrals. 

Service staff, excluding administrative and clerical personnel, was 36. 

The Jewish General FMC called Herzl has a unique history. The name 

cames from the Jew,; sh Genera l Hospi ta l conmunity servi ce that had a fort y 

year tradition of serv;ng indigent patients. many of whom were immigrants 

to Canada. The name was retained by the clinic wh en Herzl merged with sev-

eral private practices of Jewish General staff physicians in 1972 under the 

éncouragement and direction of the McGill Facu1.ty of Medicine. A shift 

from service ta a teaching o-rientation followed .the merger as the 'cl inic as

sumed increas1ng training responsibilities for family prac~ice residents. 

In 1973, the Herzl clinic moved from its separate location on Decelles Ave-

nue ta its present location in the ~ast Wing of the hospital. The core 
• 

group of patients formed by the original Herzl center and the practices 

that joined the clinic at the tlme of the merger have been augmented by new 

patient intake as a result of additional practices of physicians, indexing 

of patients from the ambulatory CIre departments of the hospita1, and word

of-mouth referra1s. An estimate of total service staff excluding clerical 

and administrative Pfrsonnnel at the time of the study was 32 persans. 

The Queen Elizabeth i~ the mo~t recently establis~ed FMC ~linic. 1ts 

establishment .is largely due .to efforts by th~_Chief Physician at the hosp;~ 

tal who became cha1rman of the Oepa\tment of Family Medicine in 1974 . 

.. 

1 

j 
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Service at the Queen Elizabeth FMC began in 1973 in physical space on the 

sixth floor of the hospital; the FMC relocated in 1976 in newly renovated 

quarters in a duplex adjacent to the hospital on Marlowe Avenue. The 

clinic did not begin with a cor~ group of patients nor did the addition GJ' 
practices augment the intake of new patients. Sorne initial work was done 

~ 

with community groups to facilitate the spread of information about the 

clinic~ but it ;s thought by staff that word-of-mouth. referral ,in the commf'" 
,nit y i~en~ified as its domain has been the most important determinant of 

new patient intake, in addition to indexing and referrals trom other hospital 

departments. At the time of the study, staff personnel was 20, ex~luding 

clerical and administrative staff. 

The clinic at St. Mary's hospital, like Herzl, had p unique and early 

beginningj it was originalTy established as a facility extending primary 

care to Jt's own hospital employees and their families, It was prompted by 

-,an in-hdt~ital survey in 1970 that revealed that about 70% of hospital em-
(Il ;) 

Plo~ees tad no family doctor. This core group was the basis of operations 

beginning in 1972, but several. months later in the same year, services w~re 

extended' to the',Cote des Neiges cOJTJT1unity. The new patient intake was 

augment~d by the addition of a single physician practice in 1974 when it 

came'under the direction of the McGill Department of Family Medicine. . {. 

Later th'at same year. the FMC moved from a basement lo.cation in the Annex 

of St. Mary's to newly renovated quarters on the entire second story of the 

Annex. While the clinic made early attempts ta inform.the cemmunity ef the 

clinic's services, these were net believed to have enhanc~d patient intake 

which now/dependS pr;mari"ly on word-of-mouth referrals and also on referrals 
, 

from ether hospital départments. Present service staff at the time of the 

study was 22-persons. Q 

1 

\ 
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In summary, it may be said that the dichotomous character of larger vs. 

smaller hospital 'supply' trarts parallels the two trends observed earlier 

with respect to intake rates and volume, thus offering sorne insight ~ 
their exp1anation. A1though between-clinic comparisons are not the object 

of this research, a comparison strengthens the exp1anation of observed dif

fusion trends by these characteristics. Finally, whi1e thlS analysis is 
• 

primarily concerned with the demand processes generating the injake of new 

patients, or adoption,1 in considering such processes it may well be useful 

to bear in mind the traits discussed. 

In examining the adoption process, the Objective of this research is to 

discover the individual 's experience of information acquisition and adoption 

.' that have res~ed in registration with the Family Medical Center. In this 

study, the adopters are defined as 'new' patients, i .~., those patients 

registering in a clinic for the first time. The agreement made by the 

patient upon registration at his initial visit, i.e., that the clinic.J.will 

become his central source of care, 'is the basis for the definition of this 
• 

group as adopters. All new patients share the comman trait of having bro-

ken with whatever past pattern of care they had practiced; whether it in

volved a 1ife1ong ~ssociation with a fami1y physician who had recent1y 

retired or no experîence with the medica1 care system at al1, there was sorne 

change in the previous pattern by virtue of this being their first visit to , 
1 

the FMC. On the basis of this selection, a prospective cross-sectional 

sarnple was planned; the sarnpled population was defined as al1 new patients 

who registered in an FMC clinic during the period of d~a collection. 

These sets of definitions had several logistic and methodo1ogical advan

tages in a9dition to the advantageous perspective for the research object

tives. Logistic problems inherent in a retrospective study, such as the 
;. 

, 

f , 
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selection of patients by some past registration date, inciude the 

posslbllity of the patient having moved, died, gone mad, or otherwise 

being unreachab1e. By intercepting new patients at the point and time 

of entry ta the Ft1C clinic, the patient is P~S;C~lly avai1able to the 

interviewer. 

Methodo1ogicaT advantages to this approach are two-fo1d. First, th 

patients are in re1ative1y simi1ar environments, as wel1 as simi1ar 

psycho1ogica1 states. Second1y, the common point in time implies that 
p 

the enforcement of regulations regarding the patient's agreement at 

registration is standardited at least within c1inics, and is highly similar 

between them. Finally, prob1ems of reca1l capacity;that may endanger 

the re1iability and validity of the intervîéw data,are minimized since 

the experiences of 'adoption' will be as recent as possible. 

In summary, the choice of new patients provides an ideal vantage 

point from WhlCh to examine individual experiences of the adoption process. 

Having spelle~ut the research question and objective, and described the 

means to that end in Chapter One, Chapter Two turns to the task, of 

providing the context within which the prob1~m must be se4n. . 

<.' 

'1 
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CHAPTER TWO; LITERATURE REVIEW 

The 1iterature review presented in this chapter has the objective "of 

providtng a substantive and methodological context within which to view the 

application ofageographic perspective and methods; and diffusion theory to 

the problem of utilization of medical care. An extensive discussion ;s 
~ 

presented that examines the util ization problem in the,-field of health 

services research, and the various approaches employed by many disciplines. 

The topic of Section 2.1. is an overview of the broader issues of access ta 

medical care that areassociated with utilization, and the value of issue-

oriented, multidisciplinary research as an approach ta that problem. In 

Section 2.2., the~esults of util ization research conducted in many disci-

" 
plines are discussed. The concepts and methodologies of these disciplines 

are repre'sented by their respective foci on the economic, organizationa1, 

social and psychological dimensions of access to medical care. The geo
~ 

gr8phic concepts and methodologies that have been employed ta address the 

spatial aspects of accessibility ta med1cal care are discussed and assessed 

in Section 2.3.. The potential ut;l ity of viewing the util ization problem , 

within a diffusion framework for gaining insight into the dynamies of util-

ization behavior is the general. topie of 2.4 .. Conceptual and methodolog
-<1IJ 

ical contributions to diffusion theory from several disciplines are eon-

sidered; partjcular emphasis is given ta those developed fn geography for 
o ,-

spatial diffusion. In the final Section, 2:5., a summary an~ synthesis of 
1 

the literature reviewed is provided that suggests the approaeh to be em

ployed in this research. Derivation and exeeution of that approach are the 

topie of the following chapter, Chapter Three. 

\ 
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2.1. Overview: Problem and Approach 

This thes1s lS part of a burgeoning multidisciplinary approach ta prob-
"it 

1 ems 1 n the f1 el d of hea lth servi ces research. The rap1 d and i ntens i ve 

development of this field is due to the perceived economic and social ur

gency of its problems. While the dramatic increase in prices and expendi-'" 

tures in the last twenty years have been a primary cancern in the provision 

and financing of health services, it is their effect on the ratioging of 

medical care resources that has assumed political significance (Feldstein, 

1966; Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 1976; Strauss, 1975). Indeed, the percep-

tion of a 'health care crisis ' is due not on1y to the uncertain and high 

costs of medical care but to a multitude of factors which together determine 
-tI 

whether or not persans obtain the care they need (Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 

1976) . The identification of barriers that must be overcome in order to 

ensure the avai1ability of health care to those who need it constitutes the 

access prob 1 em. 

The commitment of health policy ta assuring access to care is based on 

societ~'s mandate of the right to health care (Leveson, 1970). Thi sis a 

modification of the original prem;se that holds health to be a right (Banta, 

1977). Whi1e the latter position may be argued in terms of social overhead 

capital where hea1th has socio-economic benefits beyond those accruing ta 

the individual, the former is not readily justified (Grossman, 1972; Leve-

son, 1970). Concern over the. access problem is based on the assumption 

that health is dependent upon the resources allocated to its production 
1: 

. (Grossman, 1972), even though it is genera11y recognized that the causal 

factors 6f hea1th are many and the provision of medica1 care is only one 

(Fe1dstein, 1966; Ward, 1975; Arrow, 1963). Whether or not and te what 

-

\ 
1 
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degree,medical care is related ta hea1th has been questianed, hawever 

(Illich, 1975; McLachlan and McKeown, 1971), raising the possibility that 
, 

public be1ief in and pOllCy ernphasis on access may be contrary ta the actual 

extent ta WhlCh medical care contributes ta hea1th (Fein, 1973). 

It has been noted that the distribution of health in society, ideally 

aimed at achieving equal health status for all, is dependent upon the speci

fi cation of criteria for its distribution (Donabedial}, 1V72). For exarnple, 

alternative criteria rnight be the generation of: 1) rnost health potential; 

2) equal incrernents of health potentia1; or 3) equal levels of health po-

tentia1. Each of these has different implications for resaurce allocation. 

According ta any one of these criterian, the arnaunt and distribution of 

access should be proportionate to the potential 'payaff' rather thaQ te th€ 

/traditio~a1 criterian of 'equity' of access that is assurned ta achieve a 

'just' rationing of resources. Equity does not take into account the fact 

that identical expenditures for health care at different incorne levels are 

not equal (Oonabedian, 1972), 'nor that the resource purchased at this level 

may vary in quality (Fein, 1973). In'this sense, it can be argued that 

only horizorital equity and an average quality, rather than vertical equity 

Bnd equality of access can ever be achieved (Fein, 1973). Tt;s clear 
~ 

that 'equity' as applied ta the distribution of access can be a controver-

sial criterion when used ta define health policy goals. Yet the focus of 

p~b1 ie pol icy has been primarily upon access ta health care and the achieve:;... 

~nt of equity of acèess rather than of equity of health status (Fleming, 

1~6). Consequently, much of health services resea:-ch has focused on 

rnefsures of process that reflect the orga,n;:~a,t~on and delivery of health 

care. (', ,,\ 
\ J 

Cons iderable interest has been generate"à~"Hî util ization studies, the re-

sults of which have served as an important basis of social policy (Hershey, 

\ 
1 

1 
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Luft. and Granares, 1975). The conflict of the premise of health care as 

a right with the scarc;ty of resources is apparent, so that rationing of 

care is a question of how and not if (Leveson, 1970; Lewis, Fein, and Mechan-

ic, 1976; Cooper, 1975). Under these conditions, access ;s necessarily 

limited and the access prob1em becomes one of ensuring that those in need 

can obtajn care (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 1978). Availability, as 

indicated by the presence of resources, is inadequate as a measure of 

accessibi1ity. Rather, uti1ization, or specifica11y, the leve1 of use in 

relation ta need, becomes proof of àCléSS (Aday and Andersen, 1975; Donabedi

an, 1972; Taylor, Aday, and Andersen, 1975) . .. 
As the outcome of a complex process whicn rations medical care, uti1iza-

" ' 
tion ref1ects both the availability of resources and the incidence of medi-

cal need, or health status (Fe1dstein, 1966; Shirrvnler, 1975). It reflects 

therefore, not on1y supp1y, but also demand and the interactive effects be-

tween the two (Ward, 1975). It has been repeated1y observed that the equil-

ibrium between supply and demand' depends upon the ava;labi1i~ of resources 

(Hyman, 1971; Kane, Thompson, and Vertinsky, 1972), in that demand will 

gravitate tOV,iard a given 1ev.e1 of provision (Cooper, 1975~ Feldstein, 1966; 

Ward, 1975). A1ternative1y stated, supp1y constrains demand 50 that a 

rationing of resources based on effective demand, or the amount of need that 

is actually translated into uti1izat;on, may be discrepant with an alloca

tion based on the concept of social need (Bradshaw, 1974). The extent 

of effects accruing to inequities in accessibility ta medical care (as 

the rationing mechanism) on the expression of need has been estimated by 

the metaphor of the 'medica1 iceberg' (Beek, 1973; LeWis.~.n, and Mechanic, 

1976). In ,this mode1. unmet medica1 need is the portion 'S~~rged 
, /' 

underwater and effective demand ;5 the tip above water. n assessing the 

,1 
i 
i 
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discrepancy between the extent of medi cal need and observed effecti ve 

demand, it is essential to recognize and consider both supply and demand 

factors as potential sources of barriers to the conversion of medical need 
'" 

ta the demand for medical care. As effective demand, utilization behavior 

may reveal barriers in many dimensions to the expression of need that 

vitiate an 'equitable ' allocation of resources. 

The significance of utilization behavior as an indicator of access has 

been recognized by many disciplines. As with a11 problems in the field of 

healtR services research, the complex nature of this problem has necessitated 

an issue-oriented, multidisciplinary approach. The lack of a disciplinary 

focus has both hindered and enhanced progress on the utilization problem. 

On the'one hand, issue-oriented resear~h has the task of resolving those 

disciplinary biases of concept. substance, and technique brought to bear on 

health related problems, including tendencies to ignore variables that are 

exogenous to that discipline and to develop theory most germane to it 

(Alves and Morrill, 1975). On the other hand. the rigorous structure for. 

research w;thin a discipline concomitantly fosters standards of excellence 

and the expertise that are necessary for developing a basis for responsible 

social policy. The recognition of a problem orientation as the critical fo

cus in health services research requires the application of a criterion of 

relevance that measures the social im~ortance of research. Problem-oriented 

research. in transcending disciplinary ethnocentrism. has the dual effect 

of developing the applied discipline itself,' an~ of producing research that 

is mOre relevant to social policy (Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). 

The problem focus and interdisciplinary efforts that hallmark health 

services research are uMdoubtedly due to the extensive reliance on the be-

havi6ral and social sciences that ~e themselves typified by the borrowing 
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and exehange' of theoretica1 eonstructs and methodologies necessary for 

thelr own development. The application of geography and diffusion theory 

,ta health services researçh illustrates th~s precess. The subfie1d of 

medical geography has been defined as'the application of geographical con

cepts and techniques te hea1th related prob1ems (Hunter, 1974). A wide , 
range of fields,including geography, current1y conduct research on diffusion 

theory (A1ves and Marri 11 , 1975); the value of applying this research to 

hea1th relatéd issues has already been realized (Gorda~, Fisher, and Law-

rence, 1975). With regard ta the social sciences as they relate ta dif-

fusion, both are noted to be in a preparadigm state of development (Gordon, 

Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975; Kuhn, 1970; Mas~rman. 1970). This evaluation 

is consistent w;th the high degree of indeterminacy of most social science 

knowledge (Barber. 1962). Despite the tendency of findings in these fields 
~ 

to be non-cumulative, conceptually non-comparable, and of questianable rele-

vance for social policy, it is believed that this may be mediated by focus-

ing on specifie prob1em areas (Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975; Alves 

and Morril1, 1975; Hunter, 1974). The research discussed in the next 

three sections il1ustrates some of the problems and prospects associated 

with the multidiscip1inary approach ta the utilizat;on of m&dica1 care, as 

well as diffusion re~earch. 

2.2. The Utilization of Medical Care: Barriers to Access 

The ~mportance of utilization of medical care as an indicator of access 

has already been established. Research cited in this section i11ustrates 
"-that whether or not an individual receives the care he needs is a function 

nat...onlyof the availability of medical care resources, but also of 
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the individual's own predisposition and reSQurces (Aday and Andersen, 1975). 

With regard ta the former, two primary aspects of access have been described 

as barri ers in the system structure - the geographic and the socio-organi

zat10nal (Donabedian. 1972). Geographie aspects, focusing on "the friction 

of space that is a function of time and physica1 distance that must be trav

elled to get care" (Donabedian, 1972), are reserved for exclusive discussion 

in the subsequent section. Socio-organizational aspects, ;ncluding those 

attributes of supply in the system structure and resources (other than spa

tial attributes) that either facilitate or hinder efforts to obtain medical 

care, are discussed in the subsection 2.2.a .. Results of this research 

suggest that even when availability lS ensured, certain groups still do not 

obtain the medical care they need; availability is insufficient to account 

for access as measured by utilization (Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic. 1976). 

Because utilizat10n also reflects the incidence of need that precipitates 

the search for medical care, bot~ the change in health status and the indi

vidual 's willingness and ability to seek care assume importance. The dif

ference in utilization between certain groups thbt is not exp~ained by avail

ability, therefore. may be explained by differences between the individuals 

;; us;ng those services. The socio-economic, socio-cultural, socio-demographic, 

and socio-psychological dimensions caf the individual's attitudes toward 

health, his knowledge of health care and its delivery. ~nd his definition of 

illness that may act as barriers to access are discussed in subsection 2.2.b .. 

2.2.a. Socio-organizational dimensions of access 

This discussion focuses on those econom;c dimensions of socio-organiza-

tional attributes that determine the availability of care, and consequently 
f ;' 

contribute to access. The belief that thé costs of medical care are singu-
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larly slgnÏ"'lcant barriers to ohtalni'1g medical r:are ras reF'n t"e lf'1p<:!tus 
j.. 

for Soclety's provlsion 0'" entltlPlTlent tn fTlP.(iica 1 care vla ruh11c tblrrl-

party payors (Lewls, Fein, and ~echanlc, 1976). ~XDer1r1ents ... /ith COr:1pre-

rensive un;versal health ;nsurance rave sho\'tn, "owever, ~"a~ 'çree' care 

does)1ot ensure access U1cY.in1ay. 1972; Anderson, 1973; \.Ian and <ïoiçer, 

1974). Under tl1esp conditions, su~h (]Uestlons are raisp('i as: wbat#œcra-

n;sms ration care in the 'med;cal marretp1ace'; what ar'e the posslhle in-

equitab1e effects of these mechanlsms on access, anrl for which groups ln 

the population? 

Rased on the assumption that at zero-money price, non-money organiza-

tiona1 and/or structural harrlers will supplant finaneia' harrierc;, fur-

Her research has examinerf the oprortllnity costs assoelated with utiliza-

tinn. Tvpica1 measures Of aval1abi1ity t"at have heen userl are vlaitinq . , 

g, 

and travel time. However, !'>ecause these are essentlal1y 'priee' variahles, 

it is "lot surprisinq that such costs should rave any greater in çluence 

(if as f'1uch) upon obtaining medical care than does finaneia1 cost. In 

fact, further research shOlr/s that even when services are bath 'çrep' 
( 

and eonvenient, utillzation of medica1 care hy certa,n groups in neerl 

(of medica1 carel is still not ensurerl (Leveson, 1970~ Leveson, 1972). 
Q 

The ensu;ng discussion of tre economic model, entitlement, and the r1edica' 

marketplace is, therefore, pertinent to all such price variahles, and 

suggests why even under these conditions eQuitah1e access is not acl"leverl. 

Viewed as a consumer beravior, the utll ization of medical care has heen 

approached at the aggregate level through thé economist's tool (')ç rlemanrl 

ana1ysis (Leveson, 1972). In normative economics, the predictrve value 0 .... 

the competitive model lS hased on price, in~ome, and tastes (Leveson, 

1972; ~rrow, 1963). Economists have traditional1y ~een concerned 
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wlth prlce and lncome varlab1es (Grossman, 1972; Leveson, 1970). However, 

because the consumpt19n of med1ca1 care 15 based on 'need' rather than 

want, 1.e., the 1nd;vidua1 has 1ltt1e (lf anyl$i1n some cases) dlscretlon 

over the declslon of whether or not to purchase rnedica1 care, the in-

f1uence of prlce and lncome on hlS demand are much reduced. Based on 

dggregate expendltures or other utl11zation measures, empirica1 findlngs 

genera11y revea1 the demand for medica1 care ta be lnelast1c w1th respect 

ta prlce and lncome (Fe1dsteln, 1966~ Ward, 1975). 

More reèent1y, the affects of hea1th status, as a surrogate measure 

of need, have been incorporated lnto competitive economlC mode1s. The 

measurement of hea1th status may be lnc1uded within the 'taste matrix', 

or treated as a separate varlab1e (Grossman, 1972; Hyman, 1971; Leveson, 

1970). It lS argued that since the e1ast1è1ty of demand for priee and 

lncome vanab1es w111 be influenced by the 'leve1' of l11ness, health 

status must be he1d constant in order to interpret the true effects 
" 

of pr1ce and incorne (Hershey, Luft, and Granares, 1975). For examp1e, 

a dramatic increase in uti1izat4on by low 1ncome groups was observed 

when i nsurance coverage was extended.' ta th 1 s papu lat lOn. However, the 

increase may not be ent1rely attributab1e to the ze~o-money price (effeet 

of health insurance) but rather to the greater need, l.e., the lO\'Jer 

health status, of that popu1ation:;'(Hershey~ Luft, and Granares, 1975). 

Thus the most important ef)ect of the health status variable in. the 

economic model appears ta be ltS influence on the pr1ce and lncome 

variables (Shimmler, 1975). 

The element of uncertainty introduced by the variable health status 

can make the predictlon of demand based on the competitive mode1 very 

difficult depending upan the level of aggregation considered (Grossman, 

" 

\ 
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1972; Hyman, 1°71). At aggregate 1f've 1s, estlmat.lng tl'e f"Iagn1tude o· 
-

the random element for illness (or the incidence' 0& neeci) can be h'ased 

on popu1atlon characteristlcs; macro-leve' chanqp.s in ~emand can ~e 

seen as a flJnction of the population at rlsk (Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 

1976; Cooper, 1975; Feldstein, 1966). For p.xample, 'thp. well documented 

1 tJ 1 shaped curve .or meni cal care as a funct ; on of aqe i s shift 1 n9 

towards the higher age groups reflectinq the cranglng co~positibn o· 

thE" popu1 at i on (rooper, 1975; t1ard, 1 q75; Hyman, 1(11). ~uch macro-fore

casting Of changes in population cl,aracteristics, and thus ien need, 

are of paramount importance in estimating forthcoMing changes in demand, 

sa that future access ta care ·or these grours may t-e ensurerl. Estimates 

of chaQges in realth status at disaggregate 1evels, I,owever, a1thouC)r 

also important, are not sa readily accomplished (Leveson, 1972). 

In additlon ta operationalizing the hea1th status variable in economic 

models, there are prohlems ln the use of aqgregate ut,lization data as 

mpasure$ of medical care rlemanrl. Empirical measures t~'pical1y employed 

have generated sorne concern that the demand inelasti~ity ·or price and 

incarne generally ob'served "'as been assume1 rattter than proven (Ward, 

1975). For example, aqgregate expenditure data is a +~nction of two 
'. 

inseparahle ef;ects, i.e •• the rrice (or co~t) of the 1ervices and tre 

quantity (and mix) of services used (Feldstein, 1966; l.[ard, 1975; 

"Hyman,1971). In other utillzation data, slJch as the numher of patient 

visits, the two components of initiation, or demand initiaten hy the 

patient, and continuation, or that initiated by the physician, can not 

he separated (Donabedian, 1973; Feldstpin, ~966; r~cKinlay, 1972). 

This crucial distinction ~ill be discu~sed i'n greater detail below. 

Finally, because the el asticity of defTland may vary with respect to 
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the type of servlce, the fal1ure of mast studies ta control for thlS 

varlab1e llmlts the lnteqiretat 1011 of flndlngs based on thlS aggregate 

data (Fe1dsteln, 1966; McKlnlay, 1972). 

Despite the eontraversy over emplr1eal flndlngs regardlng' the impact 

of priee and incarne on demand, pa11tlca1 and social support for~financial 

entltlement has become manifest in varl0US forms of publlC1y flnanced 

hea1th lnsurance. The prlnclple of entltlement lmpl1es-that effective 

demand wi 11 not be 1 imlted by elther the wlll ingness nor, the ab il. ity 

to pay ln the face of rlsk and uncertalnty (Cooper, 1975). Entit1ement 
, \ 

has the goal of c10s1ng the gap between the distrlbutl0n of we11-being, 

as measured by health, and the dlstrlbutlon of 1ncome (Leveson, 1972). 

Whl1e ltS lntent is to limit the use of lncome as a ratlonlng devlce 

(Fe1n, 1973), 1ts effect lS one of redlstrlbutlng uti11ty rather than 

incorne (Leveson, 1972; Arrow, 1963). Under these eonditlons, the tendeney 

toward lncreased demand ref1ects the tendency of bath patients and 

phYSlcians ta opt for treatment without regard ta incarne and/or prlce 

(Ward, 1975; Leveson, 1970). 

It has been observed in research on uti1ization under the provilions 

of entitlement that the rernoval of finaneial barrlers to demand does 

not ensure equitable dccess (Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 1976; White, 

1975; McKinlay, 1972). Because entitlement addresses only one barrier 

to demand, and ignores those relating to supply, the opinion has been 

voiced that entitlement will only exacerbate current inequitleS\ lhe 

persistent problem of ph~sician maldistribution in Canada is a prirœ 

example of such a perverse effett. 'Despite society' s provis ion of 'free' 

care, if that care is unavailable by virtue ,of attributes of the system 

structure, the removal of costs is irrelevant. Because entitlement does 
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nat affect the supp1y candltions, 1tS inipact lS 1im1ted ta -reorganizatlOnal 

and red1stribut1ve changes within the eXlsting prov1s1ona1 arrangement 

(Navarro, 1973; deFr1ese, 1975; Lewis, Fein, and ~lechan1c, 1976). 
" 

A ser1es of stud1es on the impact of Quebec Medicare revea1ed severa1 

,1nteresting effects in different dimensions of access. For example, 

although the results of ,one -study did indicate a redistribution from 

'rich'.fo ,'poor,,' as measured by a reduction in services ta the former, 

the same study indicated a shift from lower ta higher age groups (Enter1ine, 

et al, 1973a). This lS supported by results of another study, ln which 

findings indlcated the persistence of a strong 1ncome gradient for low 

age groups, although 'access' was 1mproved for adu1~s under 'free' care 

(McDonald, et al, 1974). Not only were effects age specifie, but symp-

tom specific as well. The findings of two more studies indicated that 

t here were sorne part i cu 1 ar needs. pre'fi ous-ly unexpressed due to i ncome 

1 imltatiorrs, that were being met under 'free' care (McDonald, et al, 

1973; Enter1lne, et .( 1973b). "-

The provisions of entitlement under Quebec Medicar~ had other more 

alarming and unanticipated effects. As measures of avai1ability common1~ 

employed ;n util,izatlon res.earch, both the time waited to get an appoint- • 

ment, and that waitèd inthe physician's office increased-for all incorne 

groups (Enter1ine, et- al, 1973a). It was observed in another study that 
, , . 

the arnount of' physician service hours gener,a11y dropped, and furthermore 

that the type of serv,ke rendered changed in direct -response to-the 
j , 

structure of the adQptêd fee schedule of physicians (Eoterline, et al,' 

1975). In response ta these developments, 'a ,shift from primary care 

physicians ta specialists was noted Tor the hig~er incorne groups 

--(Enterline, et al, 1973b). 
.... 

, , 

1 
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Findings <suggest that the age, symptom and lncome speclflc effects of 

unlversa1, comprehenslve health 1nsurance may have rad perverse consequences 

on the rat10ning of care Wlth respect to redlstrlbut10n and qual1ty. They 

would a1so suggest that the prlmary lInpact of entltlelllent may not be upon 

the fundamental questlons of whether care was received at all, but rather 

on the more per1pheral ones of whether, what, and how good the serVlce 

used was (Leveson, 1972). Slnce health insurance is a proxy varlab1e for 

priee and lncome (Feldsteln, 1966), thlS conc1uslon wou1d be in keeping 

with the suygestion that although the total demand for medica1 care 

is probably price insensltlve, the cholce between sources of care is 

probab1y high1y sensitive (Leveson, 1970). However, if entlt1ement is 

aimed at groups whose medlcal care needs have been previous1y unmet 

due to lncome barriers, its predominant lmpact, not on who receives 

care but where, wou1d 1ndlcate that the effectiveness of this mechanlsm 

with r~spect to ensuring an equitable ratloning of resources lS 1im1ted. 

The fallure of entit1ement to implement the ideal of equltable access, 

as well as sorne of the perverse consequences observed as outcomes, may 

be part1y explained by a Imlsta~enl use of traditlona1 market models 

(Shimmler, 1975). Severa1 pecu]iar features of the ' medica1 marketplace ' 

make competitive consumer mode1s inappropriate in this çontext. First, 

medical care is not itse1f a source of uti1ity, but the cost of prevent-

ïng disutility incurred with il1 health (Arrow, 1963). Slnce it 1S 

rea11y not medical care that is being demanded but gaod health, the 

, demand for medical care has been considered by many as derived demand 

(Grossman, 1972; Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 1976; Fe1dsteln, 1966; Ward, 

1975; Leveson, 1970). 

As the abject of nonnative eCOnOllllCs) the medica1 marketp1ace revea1s 

.' 
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several d1stlnctive features departlng from the competltlvl~ lilrlr~:~;. ilodel 

that is used to determlne the demand for medlcal care. Vlrtuallyal1 

speclal characterlstics of the medlca1 care industry stem from the 

uncertalnty of risk involved ln both the lnCldence of need for care 

and ln the beneflt of treatment. Further, the eostllness of that risk 

dlfferentlates the nature of demand for medlcal care. The non-market-

ablllty of this rlsk has meant a failure of the eXlstl~g market to pro-

vlde a means of offerlng and demandlng serVlees upon payment of a priee 

(Arrow, 1963). Under eondltlons of eertalnty, the two optimality theorems 

of Pareto underpln the competitive model. In the Pareto sense, optimallty 

may have many states not necessarily representing an equitable market 

equll1brlum, but rather one where the allocation depends on the inltlal 

dlstrlbutlon of resourees (Arrow, 1963). Under conditions of uncertainty 

of rlsk, the market fails to achieve optlmality. But ln elther case, there 

are no mechanisms for ensuring equlty in the ratloning of resources. 

The uncertalnty which plays the most lmportant ro1e ln the demand for 

care is that regarding the efficacy of treatment; even if treaifment is 

obtained, recovery ltself is still unpredlctable. In this regard, uncer

tainty takes on a specla1 quallty in that informatlon and knowledge become 

eommodities with an associated cost of production transmission (Arrow, 

~ 1964). The imperfect marketability of this information is manifested 

in the lnequa11ty of information possesse~ by the prQvlder (the physlcian) 

and the user (the patient). Essentially, the purchase of medica1 care 

may be viewed as one of informatl0n. Accordingly, contrary ta traditional 

competitive models where the consumer selects the mix and quantity of 

goods and servi,ces he wants by their maryinal util ity value, the consumer 
~ 

of medlcal care relinqu;shes that role to the physician (Feldstein, 10966). 

__ ~t~· ___________________ ~ 

- - ~-----
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Not on1y does the consumer rave 'ittle lnformatlon about the gooos 

and serVlces and their relative values or priees (Lewis, Fein, anrl 

Mechanlc, 1976), but he alsn has 1ittlp opportunity ta develop exper1ence 

in this regard since each ppisode of nped lS like1y to differ from tre 

last. Faced with a ba f f1in0 array of components, the patient's dlscretion 

over /lis clecision to IJse medical serVlces is restrlcted ta the inltia 1 

'" choiee of a ~vider of care, "Ihose choice of gonds and serVlces arp 

assumerl to reflect his own abilities and needs (Feldstein, 1q66; Levesnn, 

1972; Arraw, 1963). 

In thlS role, the physieian is not on1y the supplier, hut a1so the 

demander of goods and services (Ward, 1975). The implication of this 

dual role is trat supp1y and demand are not independent, and trerefore 

cannat he resolved via the rrice mechanlsm Qf tradltional competitive 

models (Cooper, 1975; ~Iard, 1975; Hyman, 1971). The tendeney +or 

supply to be met by demanrl (Felostein, 1Q66), rests on tre ohserva-

tion that the supply of merlical qnoos and services is f'a'lacïolls1y 

based on physician demand for them (Cooper, 1975). Variations in the 

resources demanded, it is argued. may tren he accounted for by the 

physician's decision-making role (Feldstein, 1966). These resources, 

as measured by empirical aqgregate utilization data, hO\·,ever. re f 1ect 

not on1y the decisions of the physician but those of the patient as 

well. In fact, the decisions oç the physician. as ta which an~ haw 

much treatment will be given, are continqent upon those of the ratient, 

as ta whether or not and where to go for treatment (Fe1~stein, 1966; 

Arrow. 1963). In addressing the access issue, it is primarily the 

consumer initiative that is of interest (ShiIm11er, 1975). !t is impera

tive therefore, in analyzing utilization data. to distinguish between 

l. , 

1 

1 
l 
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these two sources of demand (Feldsteln, 1966). 

The clear theoretlcal value of 'lnformatlon' ln the rnedlca1 marketplace 

becomeii manlfest ln both the physlclan and pat1ent decislOns: the aegree 

of discretlon afforded each lndlVldual lS dependent upon knowledge, 

espec1ally ln regard ta the substitutab11ity of alternatives (Arrow, 

1963). In the physician decision, the lack of informatlon wlll affect 

the quality of care slnce lnformation p1ays a vital ro1e ln the effl-

~iency and effectiveness of hlS consumption of goods and services for 

the patient (Fe1dsteln, 1966; and Leveson, 1970). For the patlent, the 

lack of lnformatlon lS an important factor that may preclude the decision 

to seek care (Leveson, 1970)~ In this role, the provision of informatlon 

has the potent1al to reduce unmet medical need, or the discrepancy be~ 

tween need and effective demand (Feldsteln, 1966). For the patient, the 

lack of 1nformatl0n may make his decision among alternatwe sources of 

medical care a matter of chance rather than cholce. Thus the consequences 

of a 1 ack of knowl edge may be seen both ln terms of under and/or over, 

as well as 1nappropriate~utilization of Illedlcal care resources (Taylor, 

Aday. and Andersen. 1975). A1so, wlth respect to the patient decis1on, 

the provision of infonnation has further potentia1 for enhancing the 

effectiveness of the uti1ization of medical care as one component in 
\ 

the individual's production function for good hea1th (GrossmanJ 1972; 

Ward, 1975; Leveson, 1970). In evaluating accessibility, the crlterl0n of 
,fJ 

efficiency (as measured by financia1 cost and other' structural character-

istics of providing medical care resources) has been emphasized whi1e 

the effectiveness with which they are provided to individua1s who benefit 

fram them (as measured by non-money costs and outcome measures such as 

patient satisfaction) has been ignored.· Bath criteria are probably , , 
i , 
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necessary to evaluate accessibillty (~/hite, 197~), however, lt is suggested 

that the provlsion of lnformation may ~e more likely ta enhance the eÇ~ec

t1Veness of êâre ohtaineo rather than the ef-4'iciency .,.,ith whlcr it is prrl-

vlded. If this is so, then patient knowled~e reqarninq the provision 0-4' 

medical care has an especia11y important potential for aChieving eauitahle 

access to medical care. 

2.2.b. Behavioral dimensions of access 

Bp.cause inequities in tf-e rlistrihution nf medical care in society 

are dependent upon the initiative of the consumer (Shimmler, 1975), 

extensive research on uti1ization in the past decade has turned to 

behaviorally hased formulations of the indivinlJal's process 01= obtaining 

care. These models have several advantages over the economic mOde1s 

of demand that use aggregate utilization data in that they: (n focus 

on the access i SSlJe by separat i ng the two sources of demând; (2) are 

usually restricterf to a particlJlar type 0-4' service; and (3) can exp1icitly 

treat the changing 'health status', or 'need', variable. A wide array 

of behavioral determinants, including the socio-demographic, socio-

cultural, and soci o-psycho1ogical factors, have be~n examined in formu-

lations of the individual's realization o-Ç illnes~ and his consequent 

decision to seek care (Andersen, 1973; Shimm1er, 1975). In addition, 

these dimensions of the utilization decision have heen used in formulations 

that determine not only whether the individual comes into care at a11, 

but where in the care net\-lOrk he appears (r4echanic, 1974; Fe1dstein, 1966). 

Several prob1ems are noted in these models. First, in Çocusing on 

patient-initiated hehavor in response to neea, the mode1s are clear1y 

ortented ta 'acute' rather than 'preventive' types of i11ness ~ehavior. 

'J 

.. 
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Secondly, the formulations tend to focus on the slngle lndlvidual ' 5 

deClsion to seek care rather than on the Iprocess' of seeklng care (MechanlC, 

1974)~ raislng questlons regarding the appropriate unit of observatlon 

for these models. Thirdly, the models include many independent variables 

ln multivariate analyses that employ the volume of utillZation (b-ased 

on survey data) as a surrogate measure of access for the dependent 

variable (Feldstein, 1966; Hershey, Luft, and Granares, 1975). The 

lnteractlve effects and relative irnportance of the independent variables 

are se1dom systematica11y ascertained, nor are changes examined ln the 

relatlve importance of the independent variables that occur according 

to the type of illness behavlor (Hershey, Luft, and Granares, 1975; Wan 

and Saifer, 1974). Final1y, the question is raised here, but unresolved, 

as to whether or not the patlent1s primary decision to seek care can 
.. 

be separated from his declsion on a source of care. In fact, in the 

literature reviewed, there is a tendency not to make the dlstinction 

between mod~ls of the patlent's decision of whether vs. where to obtain 

care. Assuming that the two decisions can be separated, by not clearly 

doing 50, many of the behavloral models are not the formulations of 

cholce among competing alternatives that they purport ta be. 

One successful approach to many of the problems inherent in this 

uti1ization research that has galned wide acceptance is that of delineating 

'episodes' of il1ness and 'patterns' of care (Solon, et al, 1960aj 

1960b; 1960c; 1967). Research is presented in the ensuing discussion 

that is representative of the behavioral formulations of an individual's 

utilization decision. A disc~ssion of the c~ncept b~hind the 'episodlC' 

approàch that structures these discrete units in1:o meaningful entities 

concludes this subsection. 

1 

1 
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Most formulations of the utlllzatlon declsion focus on the patient

initiated response to need. Three phases may be dellneated lncluding 

the lndivldual's perceptlOn of: (1) symptoms, lllness, or need; (2) the 

value of medlcal care as a solutlon to the problem; and (3) the outcome 

vs. the costs of obtalnin9 care ln terms of the resources aval1able 

(Anderson, 1973; Shimmler, 1975; Wan and Soifer, 1974; Kaitaranta and 

Purola, 1973). While the concensus of research based on such formulations 

lS that the ,'health status ' varlable predicts utilization (Hershey, Luft, 

and Granares, 1975; Aday and Andersen, 1975; Leveson, 1972; Strattman, 1975; 

Andersen, 1968), emplrical research testing the influence of socio-demo-

graphic, soclo-cultural, an4.socio-psychological factors on t~e perception 

of 'i11ness' is inconc1usive. It is generally belleved that beyond bl0-

109ica1 dlsease, the psychologlcal distress experienced by the individual 

in response ta the onset of symptoms, l.e., the lllness behavior, the decl-

Slon to seek medical care is detennined by these social contexts. Lltt1e . ' 

is known about 'illness behavior' (Shinvn1er, 1975). Attempts ta explaln 

the different lndividual perceptlons of the same disease and symptoms there-

of, i.e., of the threat of the disease (Anderson, 1973; McKinlay, 1972), 

have emphasized the role of cultural conditioning (Anderson, 1973), 50c10-

demographic traits of individua1s and groups (Anderson, 1973; Leveson, 

1972; Strattman, 1975; Suchman, 1972), and socio-psycho1ogica1 aspects 

(Shimmler, 1975; Andersen, 1968) in the recognition of the need for 

medical care. 

.. 

This set of ~e1iefs and behaviors of the individua1 constitutes his 

'medica1 orientation,,' which affects not on1y his perception of need but 

a1so detennines his propensity to seek'care, (McKin1ay, 1972). Conslderab1e 

empirica1 support is found for the role of cultural differences, both in 
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. , 
perCelVlnQ illness and seeking care (Zola, 1966; 7obrowskl, 1952, P1CP, 

1972). Althouqh there is no clpar theoretical ["lace "or soclo-demographic 
1 

variahles in tre utilization decislon (Hershey, LlIft, and Granares, 

1975), sorne (e. q., ; ncome) may have an i ndi rect effect through hetter 

overall health statlls (Andp.rson, 1973; ~Ian and Soifer, 1974). There;s 

some support' for the idea t~at socio-deMogr~phic craracteristics exp1ain 

patterns of use rather th an single instances nf uti1ization (Andersen, 

1968; Strattman, 1975; Levpson, 1972). These approaches have heen criti-

cized on two counts in that they fOClJS on groups rather than indivirlua1 

differences, and that the empirical mpthod IIpon \'Ihich results are hi'lse~ 

is non-comparative, i.e., the cultural, demographic, ?nd socio-economic 

traits of the non-users cannot be rletf'nnined U~c:Klnlay, 1972). StudlE'S 

that emphasize the role Of social-psyc~ological factors in brinqing the 

patient ta the physician (Anderson, 1973) ~ave focused 0n the influence 

of the medica1 orientation and the importance Of past utilization of 

and experiencf' with the merlical care systyem as dp.terminants of the propen

sity to seek care (Soderstrom ana Reirl, 1973). Work in this area has 

broadened the cancern from the individual's decision to seek care ta 

the 'process' of seeking care (Lewis, Fein, and Mechanic, 1976). Thus 

. the amount of need is that~rceiv.ed hy the fami1y (tlndersen, 1963), 

and the family is viewed as the relevant decision-making unit in seeking 

care (Gross, 1972). The indivirlual's interaction with immediatE> "'amily, 

and kinship and social networks is be1ieved ta appraximate a 'lay' re-

ferra1 structure that determines whet~er or not (and where) the 

individua1 receives care (Lewis, Fein, and ~echanic, 1976; Anderso~, 

1973; Andersen, 1968; McKi nl ay, 1972). 

Irrespective of the decision-making unit, the uti1ization decision 

f 1 
1 
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has been conceptual1zed as the outcome of a cost-effect1veness calculatlon 

of the percelved costs and benef1ts of obta1nlng care (Shlmm1er, 1975). 

A cost-beneflt equation has been"proposed by some to explaln the declsion 

of which source to use. Those of the former group malntaln that a cal-

culation resulting ln net benefits wl11 motlVate use (Lewls, Feln, and 

MechanlC, 1976; Leveson, 1970; Shimmler. 1975). The expected utllity, 

or the percelved value of utilizatlon outcome. lS a function of pa st 

experlence wlth the system, as weIl as of the lndivldual's own medical 

or1entatlon (Shah and MacBrlde,1977; Soderstrom and Reid, 1973). The 

latter group argues that the cognitlve construct of bellefs regarding 

health vs. 111ness that lS a functl0n of the medical orlentation and 
\ 

past experience with the med ica 1 care systelo can exp la l n whether or not 

the lndlvldual wlll seek care wlthout a cost-effectiveness framework, 

but that the selection of a source of care must be conceptual ized by 

such a model. The indlv1dual's evaluation of cost-effectlveness lS viewed 
\ 

in these formulat10ns as a human lnvestment declsion. Llke the ut11 ization ., 
decis1on. it de pends upon the same cognitive percept10ns and constructs 

that determlne recognition of need and the decisi~n ta seek med1cal care 

(Leveson. 1972; SOhm. 1971; Strattman, 1975). In either case, the 

positlon that the utilization and/or choice of medica1 care is analagous 

to other consumer behaviors. i.e •• that elther behavior can be explalned 

as a function of perceived ut;llty, lS untenab1e. This is so because, 

for the patient, there 1S less consumer discret ion, both in the declsion 

to use and in the selection of a source of caret than ;s the case for 

most consumer g~ods. Two factors fIIediat~ this patient discret ion. both 

of which have been discussed above (see 2.2.a.). First, the level of 

discret10n ;s mediated by medical 'need'. Second. there is 1 ittle infor- -l, 
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matian avallahle upon which ta hase a decls;an. A cornllary o· th1S 

latter feature is that wltr respect ta croice, there 15 11tt1e occasion 

to re1y on requisite experlence frr per+anning ln the var;ous forma l 
~ 

institutional settings (~cKin1ay, 1972). 

W,th respect to discretion as a funcf,;~--of need, one hehavioral 
" 

mode1 of a familyt~ use of hea1th servic~s tests the hypothesis trat 

the leve1 of discretion afforded tre patient in his utilization rlecision 

is determined by the severity of need (Andersen, 1968). The level Of 

--'d'iscretlon; vis a vis the 'predisposing ' and 'enahling' factors (inclurJing 

a hast of variahles representing the dimensions of the uti1izatlon rlecision 

considered above) is mediated by need: the relative influence of such 

variahles is reducerl as the sever,ty (or urgency) of the need ;ncreases 

(Lewis, Fein, and ~1echanic, 1976; \a/an and SOifer, 1974; Anrlersen, 1968). 

There is also evidence to suggest that the nature of tre health prohlem 

influences the search behavior in choosing a source Of care (Soderstrom 

a nd Re; d, 1 973 ) . 

With respect to the 1ack Of knowledge and/or experience that is re1e-

vant ta the identification of need, the decision to obtain care, and the 

choice of care, it is argued that the ratinnality of the individual's 

utilization decision can on1y be evaluated in terms 0& the information 

he has (5trattman. 1°75). ~Iit~in these constraints. he \'1i11 exercise 

a cognitive tradeoff between catel]ories of criteria of \-~"'ich l'e is 

both aware and which are salient. rn·t~is way. his behavlor is benefit 

maximizing (Strattman. 1975). Viewed under these con~itions, the dec;s;on 

of where to obtain care is not capricious. althoug~ it may appear to 

be 'irrationa1 ' if eva1uated in terms of ef·iciency. 

The lack o~ knowledge regarding health vs. illness that confounds , 
,4 
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the perception of need, the fact that the perception o~ need me~ia~es 

diseretion ln the ~ecision ta use medical care, and the lack of experience 

" and/or i nformat i on about a compl ex system of medica1 care that medi ates 
~ 

the choiee of a source of care, "lOuld make il rational c1ecision (as defined 

hy efficie~cy criteria) unlHely. More important, however, 1$ the lHe-

1iho~d that even if t~e individual had a maxim'Jm level Of disr.retion 

available to him in making his dec;sion, concerns of ~~ficiency woulri he 

subordinate to those o~ perceived ef~ectiveness, as incJicated by his OVin 

cognitivè assessment of the value of il service and his' expected satis-

faction. Indeed, empirical evidence indicaLes that patients are not 

attracted by an 'efficient ' point of entry if the services the~1 received 

there were unsatisfactory (Levesor, 1972). 

The failure of 'free ' care ta change the health be~aviors o~ certain 

groups, including how trey use the Medical care system, indicates that this 

provision did not improve the level Of discretion afford~d patients in the 

utilization cJecision and consequently, did not improve access (Soderstrom 
~ 

and Reid, 1973; Wan and Soifer, 1974). The provision of information ano edu-

cation holds promise ~or altering these persistent health beravior~ ry 

enhancing t~e effective recognition o~ the need Çor treatment (~an and 
6-

SOifer, 1974), and hy provi~ing a basis for changing past patterns of use 

of sources of care that May have been either inefficient Çrom a policy 

viewpoint, or unsatisfactory from the patient perspective. Thùs the 

orovision of infonnation has potentia1 for improving access, as fT'easured 

hy the criterion of effectiveness, as well as that o~ efficiency. 

The importance of patterns of care (rather than isolated instances 
_ r{.! 

of utilization) as a meaningful indicator of access for various groups 

in the population is recognized by their relationship ta socin-economic 
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and socio-demographlc variables (Feldstein~ 1966; Leveson, 1972; Strattman, 

1975). It has been argued that nelther the volume of users of services, 

nor dlscrete unlts of serV1ce reflect the complex reality of med1cal 

care, 1nclud1ng the course and content of medical care recelved, and 

the lnterrelatedness of services. A framework lS suggested for clustering 

d1screte units into cohesive enti.ties that may be constructed around 

either a pathology or preventive care (Solon~ Sheps, and Lee, 196Qa; 

196Gb) • 

Wlthin this framework, the discrete service is related to need and 

purpose, i.e., it must be seen wlthin an ep1sode addressed to a particular 

problem, but a1so ln terms of the ent1re range of medica1 care resources 

that the indiv;dual uses (Solon, Sheps, and Lee, 196Ga; 1960b). The 

configurat1on of med1cal resources used by the indlvldual lS comprised 

of multiple providers and sources that may be understood by the type 

of care being sought, 1.e., emergency, specialty, or primary care, as 

well as by the factors of circumsfance, personal feelings, conven1ence, 

finances, aff1liations, cultural and administrative influences that are 

brought ta bear on any sin9le instance of use at a given tlme (Solon, 

et al. 1967). 

The individual's use of one resource assumes greater meaning when lts 

function in his total pattern of medical cqre can be determined (Solon. 

Sheps, and Lee, 1960b; Solon, et al, 1967). The identitication of current 

sources of care and their relationship to one another determines the-con

figuration of medical reso~rces and, consequently, the pattern of utillzat10n 
, . 

(Solon, Sheps, and Lee, 1960b; Solon, et al, 1967). The most significant 

determinant of this configuration and utilization is the identificat!Çn 
<....' 

of the central source of care and the role of the central source in the 

... : 

1 
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pattern of care. The central source of care ~as heen adooted in essence 

ln various forms as il primar~1 detenninant 0+ Iltilization ano an inr:!lcator 

of access. rn empirica1 research, the presence of a usua1 or regl11ar source 

of care hehrlves in muc'1 the c;ame manner as rloes I-,ealth status, i.e., its 

greatest influence on utilization is through that of the other variables 

(Hershey, Luft, and Granares, 1975; Arlay and Andersen, 1975; Pobert ~Iood 

Johnson Foundation, 1978). 

In terms of a single instance Of utilization, because the ro1e 0+ the 

same service may be different for each patient, the component may'have 

different funetions in an individual's pattern Of Cire. ThU$ different 

types of of user! are implied and may be identified for a given comronent 

(Solon, et al, 1967). ~ome functions, and therefore users, that r1ay appear 

to be inappropriate or duplicative, max. in terms of the given level of 
. "-rliscretion an~ pereeived patient satisfaction, ~e comp1ementary in an 

effect1ve way (Solon, et al. 1967). This approach i$ exemplary of t~e 

sort of integrative construct necessa~1 to appr~ach the utilization problem 

in the context of the compl ex array of medica,l çare service component's. 

2.3. Geographie Approaches to tre Utilization Droblem .. 

The second of two primary aspects of access that have been descrined as 

barri ers in the system structure are the"geographic aspects, eonsisting o~ 

the friction of space that is a function Of time and p~y~ical dis~anee 

" th~t must ~e traveled to get care (Donabedian, 1972). T~e importance 

of these functions as barri ers ta access have been reflecteo in the 

~ier use of distance, and more recent use of time trave1ed, as policy 

c~iteria Of access (Shannon and ('lever 1974; "'eGlasha,n, 1972; Hunter, '-

\ , 
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1974; Gross, 1972). Studies of the impact of geographlc factors on 

utillzatlon may be dichotomlzed into two main groups which para1lel the 
, , 

dua} aspects of structure and behavlor (or lndivldual differences) thdt 
o 

characferized the socio-oryanizational aspects of access as discussed 

in Sectlon 2.2 •• This research may thus be distlnguished by that which 

focuses on the system (or structural) effects on access, and that which 

addresses the impact of distance (as perceived by the indivldual) on 

therapeutic behavior. 

The main thrust of effort has been towards discerning system effects, 

i.e., the availability of services, on access. Two problern areas are 
"" . 

noted in this research. In the first, physital distance is viewed 
~ 

as a barrier ta availabillty, and research focuses on issues of geographic 

maldistribution, 1.e., the lnequities ln the d1stributlon of resources 

with respect to a population. In the second area of research examining , 
system effects, the interface,between supply and d~and as a function 

of space, i.e., the attenuating effects of distance on social interaction, 

are examined sa that the spatlal efficiency of bath the aistribution of 

resources and patient"utilization (in terms of t~avel) may be evaluated. 

The concept of di~tance relevant ta bath these problem areas is that of 

Hawley's "friction of space" (Weiss, Greenl1c,k., and Jones; 1971). Nothing 

in,\his concept accounts for lndividual perceptions of distance as a 

barrier to seeking medical care, i.e., its effects on illness behaviar. 

Based on evidence in other discipl ines that shows utilization to be a 

function of such individually determined differences of·the user, similar 

effects on the perception of distance as a barrier to seek'ing care might 

be expected (Weiss and Greeolick, 1~70). Studies of the impact .of. geographic 

factors on utflizatfan that atte~t ta determine the influence of perc~i~ed 
"" 
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distance on the acqu1sltlon of medical thus constitute the second 

type of research ln the dichotomous wo raphlc barrI ers ta access 

(Shannon and Dever, 1974; Shannon, Bashur, and Metzner, 1969). Vlewlng 

dIstance as a cast factor in the decislon ta seek care (Bashur, Shannon, 

and Metzner, 1971), the models for this research are essentlally behavloral 

consumer models (Shannon and Dever, 1974). A1though the concept of dIs
/{/' 

tance as a system effect has been more wide1y (and perhaps more apprp-

priately) app1ied in a medica1 care context, lt is the concept of distance 
'-IJ 

as a cost factor affectln~ therapeutic behavlor that is most relevant to 

this research • 
.-/ 

For this reason, reVlew of the former will be highly re-

stricted to research that is representative of the concepts and methodologles 

us~d, whl1e researchthat uses the latter' concept of distance and related 

methodologles wlll be discussed~ ln detalT. 
/' ,- -

Two general criticisms emerge based on the applIcatIon of these concepts 

and methods to medical care utilization data. Much of the ~rk in the struc-
1 

tura1 and behavioral prob1em areas noted above uses methodologies and tech-

nl~ues that have been developed in transportation geography (Hunter, 1974): 

the trip for medical care is viewed 1ike any other tfavel problem (Bashur, 

Shannon, and Metzner, 1971). Particularly wlth respect to structural 

problems, locational analyses are efficiency based, I.e., accessibility < 

for the population is tantamount ta the most efficien,t distribution of 

s~rvices since this will result in minimizlng the distance traveled (and 
" 

cast) by all to obtain care (Pyle, 1971; Shuman, Hardwick, and Huber, 1973; 
'" 

Hunter, 1974). Whne' it is argued that such a reduction in distance and 

time traveled will raise the general level of satisfaction (Shannon and 

Oever, 1974), it has been repeatedly note~'that too much importance has 

been placed on the efficiency of distribution of resources (supply) as a . 

1 
.. 

& 
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cnterlOn of access (Morrl11 and Ear;ckson, 1969; Gross, 1972), and too 

11tt1e on the appropnateness of demand, i.e., the effective use of those 

resources (Buttlmer, 1971). The result of app1ylng such a entenon lS 

that although econom;cally high1y efflclent, these locatlona1 analyses are 

behavlorally unrea11stic because of the many personal factors, lnc1ud;ng 

the severlty of need, as wel1 as predlsposing and enab1ing factors,that 

mediate the influence of distance as conceptua1ized in this research 

(Shannon, Bashur, and Metzner. 1969; Morrllland Earickson 1969; Hunter, 

1974; Gross, 1972). That the importance_ of efficiency, as the criterion 

for assessing ratlonal behgvlor, may be overemphasized begs the questlon 
, 
as to whether other criteria, or mlxes of criterla, might be used in these 

analyses to evaluate the appropriateness of d~and rather than, or ln 

additlOn to: that of the efflciency of supply. 

The second general crltlclsm stems from the behavloralist's dllemma of 

separat ing. and/or determining the conjoint impact of the effects of struc-

ture and behavior on access \'Ihich are lnherent in empirlca1 data on the 

uti1 izat;on of medical care (Aday and Andersen, 1975). Travel patterns, 

as the outcome measure of geographic aspects of access, reflect the 

system structure as much as behavioral preferènces and effects 50 that 

it is impossible ta determine the degree to which the distance trave1ed 
" 

;s a function of the genera1 avai1abil ity of services or of the individual's 

wi11ingness to trave1 (Weiss, Greenlick, and Jones, 1971). Despite this 
.' .. 

diff;cul~, however, successive subsections will be based on the distinction 

~etween research that emphasizes the impact of availability on access 
, 

(2.3.a.) and that emphasizing the influence of distance on utilization 

behavior (2.3.b.). A means of reconciling these effects through their 

relationship to each other is one of severa1 advantages afforded by dif-

'. 
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fusion theory and methodology that is reviewed in the next C)ection 2.4. 

2.3.a. The impact of system availability on utilization 

T~o types of problems have been noted relating ta the e~+ects of system 
. ., 

structure on access; those prohlems of provider location (maldistj'bution) 

and their service areas, and those o~ thf! provirier/patip.nt inter7dce in 

the health care l'lelivery system. Roth have reen LJseo as healtr plan ng 
I~ 

tools, and have been applied to ll1anpower (software) as well as facilit.v 

(hardware) problens (Shannon and Dever, 1974; Hunter, 1974). Various 

geographic scales of analysis have been examined, a1though the attenuatinq 

effects of distance are mucr. more difficult to detennine at an intraurhan 

scale - a problem that is exacerbated by the complexity of the delivery 
1 
\ system at this scale (Weiss, Green1ick, and Jones, 1971). Methodo1ogically, 

\ 
approaches to the first type of problem are essentia11y descriptive 

(C;hannon and Dever, 1974; Hunter, 1974), while those of the seconrl type 

are predictive, and moreover may be prescriptive and normative (Morrill 

and Earickson, 1968). Various levels of agqregation have been examined 

using these methodologies, a1though ecological prob1ems p1ague research 

at al1 1evels above observations of the individual. Conversely, highly , ; 

~isaggregated formulations must ultiMately ne aggregaterl at sorne system 

1eve1 to be meaningful predictors and usefu1 planning too1s (Gross, 1972). 

The sophistication of ana1ytica1 techniques ranges from a simple description 

of travel patterns and covariation of two or more phenomena in time and space 

for the fi rst type of prohl em (McGl ashan, 1972; ~hannon and Dever, 1974; 

Shannon, ~ashur, and Metzner, 1969; ~unter, 1974) t to the interaction moc1els 

Of the second type which may be based on physical analogues (deterministic 

models) ~r may be stochastic modifications of these models that are use~ in 

( 
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slmulation technlques (Shannon and Dever, 1974; Shannon, Bashur, and 

Metzner, 1969). Research on the two types of problerns del ineat ing struc-

tua1 effects lS summarized below. 

Interest in the dlstribution of medlcal serVlces has the longest hlstory, 

first examined ln the Unlted States in the 1930's (Shannon, Bashur, and 

Metzner, 1969; Hunter, 1974). Descrlptive technlques flrst documented 

the spatial varlation ln the availabl1ity of services (McGlashan, 1972). 

However, maldistribution became an issue only when the spatlal covariatlon 

of both providers and the populations served was examined, reveallng that 

, the services were not spatia11y distributed on a per caplta basls (Shannon 

and Dever, 1974). Whl1e lt has been noted that Judgerllents of inequltable 

geographlc access based on these analyses assumes that there are siml1ar 

(if not ldentlca1) needs for the different populations served (Shannon, 

Bashur, and Metzner, 1969), the striki~g discrepancles in the spatial 

distribution of provider services have served as the groundwork ior 

planning strategies having the objective of improving access (Gross, 

1972). These area1 disparlties have been found ta be ObV10US not only 

at a regiona1 level, i.e., between rural and urban areas, qut also 

at urban vs. suburban leve1s, and even intrametropolitan 1eve1s (Shannon 

and Dever, 1974; Shannon, Bashur, and Metzner, 1969; Hunter, 1974). A 

dramatic example of the latter is found ;n the work "of the Chicago 

Regional Hospital Study (CRHS), where the location of physicians and 

hospitals c~aries directly with the race and income_ characteristics 

of the population (Morrill and Earickson, 1968). 

While this work was based on political or de jure units, additiona1 
'" work done by the CRHS describing the empirical spatial travel patterns 

of patients to providers suggested quite different de facto units of 

• s 7 
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servlce. Thus the simple description of travel patterns was used as 

requlslte knowledge for de1ineating hospital service areas/(Shannon 

and Dever, 1974; Shannon, Bashur, and Metzner, 1969; Earickson, 1970, 

Hunter,1974). It has been stressed in one study that the de1ineation 

of service area boundaries is lmpossible at the urban level since the 

scale and system complexity seldom permits the determination of areas 

that are spatially mutually exclusive (Cherniack and Schneider, 19~7). 

However, at this level the eco1ogical approach did identify vanatlon 

in the distribution of trave1 patterns accordlng to the Slze of the 

facility (Morril1 and Earickson, 1969). Further analysis by the CRHS 

of empirical travel patterns found that there were different gradient 

patterns, or dlstance decay functions_, for different SlZes of hosplta1s 

(Eanckson, 1970). Specitlcally, a hierarchial size vs. distance ru1e 

cou1d be genera1ized (McGlashan, 1972; Hunter, 1974), whereby smaller 

facilities had steeper, shorter distance decay sl~" ln contrast to 

the more sha110w and longer slopes of the functions describing trave1 

patterns of the 1arger faci1ities (Marrill and Earickson, 1969). A 

'sphere' of influence could thus be identified according ta the gravit y 

constraints specifie to the hierarchical pos1tlon (in terms of size) of 

a service facility (McGlashan, 1972; Hunter, 1974; Morrill and Earickson, 

1969; Shannon, Bashur. and Metzner, 1969). 

The simi1arity of the hierarchical structure of trave1 patterns observed 

in this work and geographic central place theory invoked the application 

of the relevant interaction models to this spatial data on patient utili

zation behavior (Pyle, 1971; Shannon, Bashur, and Metzner, 1969). Thus 

the second type of problem, focusing on the interface between patient and 

provider in the delivery syste~ is 'approached through the theoretical1y 

," 
J 
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derived 'gravit y mode1' (ln its various forms). A physica1 analogue, the 

gravit y mode1 estimates the interactinn bet~een ~aci1ities and patients 

accordlng ta the attenu~ting effects of distance separating (hem (Shannon, 

Bashur, and(Metzner, 1969). It is assumed that interaction is a direct 

function of the distance frpm the patient to the facility (Shuman, Hardwicr, 

and Huher, 1973; Hunter, 1974). Empirica1 tests of these"models are de
I 

pendent on approxima~jons of distance, based on an aggregate measure of . , 
r 

distance fram the centroid (or \'Ieighted point) in a service area of patients 

to the provider (Morri" and Earickson, 1969). Although this technique 

may result in ecological1y fallacious solutions (flross, 1972), by simplv 

substitut;ng size for distance (sa that providers of different 'attractlon' 

at various distances may be eqlJally attractive) the 'gravit y mode1' has 

been able te reprodllce aggregate flows of interaction between patients 

and services qlJite well U~orrnl and Earickson, 196Q). The diff;culty 

in measuring distance is exacerhated at intrametropolitan sca1es, \~ere 

it bec~es increasing1y difficu1t to rlisentanqle distance from other 

structural, as well as behavioral, factors (Shuman, Hardwick, aM Huber, 

1973; Heiss, ~reenlick, and Jones, 1971; Shannon, ~ashur, and tAetzner, 

.. 

1969). A more serious criticism voiced against the use 9f these models 

howev~r, is that the 'proximity to carel construct upon which they are 

hased is theoretically inadequate to expl~;n the ~pirical oatient travel 
• 

patterns observed (Earickson, 1970), just as the delineation of those 

patterns does not exp1ain the service areas (Hunter, 1974 ). T~US the 

untenah1e t~eoretica1 position of this cOhstruct is exacerbated by t~e 

spurious patient Itrade' measures, and hy the inflexibility o~ the 

deterministic analytic formulations on which it must rely (Gross, 1972). 

The 'gravit y mode1 1 of s~atial interaction is the basis of location! 
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allocation analyses and sinulatiop that atte~pt to both rep1icate the 
~ 

system interface between patients anr! proviners, and irlenti4'y inariequacles 

and sugggest remedial locations of proviciers an<1 allocations 0-4" patients 

to providers ("'orrill and Earic!<son, 1969). Pecause nf the indeter-

minacy of patient behavior in a complex delivery c;ystem that oof+ers a 

great number and broad range of services that may he perceived as heing 

equall.v desirab1e, the gravit y mode1 - in its deterministic formulation -

is inadequate (Morrill and farickson, 191)8; Earickson, 1970). There4"ore, 

-in a seminal work done by tre CRHS, the gravit y model was modified to 

inc1ude a probabilistic component based on stochastic processes that can 

accommodate the indeterminacy of patient hehavior (Earickson, 1970). In 

addition, this model can accommodate individllal differences, including the 

concept of <social di stance that i ncorporates soc1 o-econmi c and soci o-nsycl'o-

logical differences, as we" as various thresholds of 'hecoming ill' (Shuman, 

Hardwick, and Huher, 1973; Earickson, 1970). Finally, the rrobabilistic as

pects of the model are more behaviorally realistic in accommodating the notion 

t'hat a variety of spatial decisions may be satisfactory to the individual in 

contrast to the ef+ïcient hehavior of 'rational' !11an assumed i'n deterministic 

models (Morrill and Earickson, 1969; Earickson, 1970; Simon, 1957). 

In the CRHS study, the c1etenninistic portion of the model was used te 

describe inequities in the delivery system, ~/hi1e the stochastic portion 

had a prescriptive utility. The objective function of this model m;nimizes 

the aggregate distance trave1ed (or costs thereo f ) according to the simple 

rule that every 'patient travels to the nearest facility ('o1orril1 and 

Earickson, 1969; Earickson, 1970). ~Ihile this emphasis on an effic;ency

hased objective function is behaviorally unrealistic, and the researcher 

did not account for health behavior, the stochastic modifications to the 
.. 
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gravit y model praduced simulated Solutlons that met the test of rerl1cating 

the empirical travel patterns of patipnts ta hospitals (Gr0ss, 1972).* The 

ability to predict linkages in the cornmunit.', between patients ann Drov;tiers 

by these simlll at i on met~orjo l og1 es has an onvi ous va lue for pl anners and 
~ 

policy-makers (Gross, 1972; Kane, Thompson, and Vertinsky, 1972)., 

In summary, both the descriptive and predictive locational analyses if 

applied to aggreqate utilizatinn data, i.e., travel patterns, in a œdical 

care context have served as useful planning tools. ft i5 argued that the 

predictive utility of the latter analysis is substantiated by the comparison 

of empirical trave 1 patterns ta those generated by the simulation rnodels, 
~ .. 

despite the fact that they élre strictly efficiency-based soll/tions and 

lack sophistication in tenns of incluc1ing behaviora' variablE's (especially 

health status) that influence spatial hehavior. )ubsection 2.2.b. examines 

sorne of these developments. 

ft 
2.3.b. The impact of distance on therapeut;c behavior 

Essent1al1y, this group of studies explores the in~luence of distance 

on the use QT var;ous medical services hy examining the relationshir 

between the distance separating patients from providers and utilization 

(\~eiss, Greenlick, and Jones, 1971; Shannon, Rashur, and "letzner, 15169). 

Generally, it has heen found that the use CT medical services tends ta 

decrease with a corresponding increase in distance between patient and 

provider (Shannon and Oever, 1974 ; Weiss, Greenlick, anrt ,Jones, 1971; 

Shannon, Rashur, and ~etzner. 1969). 

Two classic studies illustrate this inverse relationship. alheit at 

regional scales~ The first, an early rural study, found that farrn fami~ 

* The difficulties associated with simulati~~methodolQgies, inc1uding 
testing of solutions generated, are disctlJsed et 1ength in subsection 
2.4.b. . 
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lies tended to use medical services less of'ten with increasing dlstance, 

and moreover, that these V1Slts were morp lHely ta he for 'curative' than 

'preventive' purposes (JE'i1li\( and "1cNamara, lQS2). rn a rural(urhan setting, 

Slmllar findings revealed that the freouency distrlbution of the distance 

traveled varieé inversely as a p'~r f)f r1istance, t)ut t~at thlS r~lation-) 

Shlp was dependent upon the type of serVlce used (\,10CCO an~ Altman, 1954). 

This study was the first ta note the type of care received, and to speclfy 

a functional relationship for distano~ and utllization. A comparlson o· 

slope exponents showed what the authors interpret'ed ta he a difference in , . 

the 'w111ingness te travel' for different types of care: generally sl1erter 

trave1 tlmes were found or trips to general pract1tioners tlian to r:1edical 

specialists (Cioc 0 and Altman, 1954). 

Although mor dlf~ult to discern in an intrametropolitan setting, the 

impact of distance on utilization has been exp10red in two more studies 

at tl,is scale. The first tested the notion that distance influences the 

choice of a provider (for a new medical pro~l em) nut that di Çferences in 

th~ choice can be measured by social class (~Ieiss and Greenlick, lQ70). 

rt was found that the choice of this entry point ",as primarily dependent 

on the seve?ity of the symptom as differentiated hy social class; that the 

choice was more powerfully influenced hy social class than hy distance; anrl 

in summary. that distance affected t~e medical care process rlifferent'ially 

I)y social cl ass n~eiss and Greenl ick. 1970). 

These findings were corroborated by the second study that examined the 

extent to Which patients used the cl~sest facility in an 'open' fee-for-ser

vice system, and also explored t"e lieviations frOOl minimum travel as a func-

tion of ohserved sociodemographic variables included in the study (Pashur. 

Shannon, and Metzner, 19J1.). It was found ti"at only 61. of the patient 
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sample used the closest fàci1it~, (i.e., physlClan of~lce or ~ospltal) an<1 

that deviatlOns could he exr1ained in tenns of race and reliqiolls varial)les. 

It was a1so found Uat generally longer travel tlflles 'I/'ere observed for trips 

ta physicians' offices than for those ta hospitals. For those Dhyslcian 

Vlsits, trave1 tlmes tended ta he longer for lndividUills of higher incame 

and education. The researchers concluded that a friction ~ space was 

observed, but that a single gradient hypothesis was lnadt;Quate ta exp1ain 

dlfferences ln travel times for individuals who were seeking care amonq 

competitive sources - particu1ar1~ at an urhan level (Rashur, Spannon, 

and Metzner., 1971). ~/hl1e the chcice of a source was ohserve<1 not ta he 

primarily dependent on rJic;tance, ifs inf'uence varied depending on its 

relative s~lience ta different individuals. Its effect as a harrier was 

summarized a~ function of paths and goals of the lndividual, i.e., the 

human effort invo1ved in getting there, and the severity of the problem 

for which care was souqht (Rashur, Shannon, and ~etzner, 1971). 

In all four of these studies, it is difficult ta distinguish t'letween the 

structural anri behavi oral effects that detenni ne the impact of di stance on 

IJtilization, i.e., between the impact Of the general spatial availability 

of services with respect to a population, and the willingness nf indivldtlals 

to travel that distance (Weiss, Greenlick, and Jones, 1971). ftn opportune 

illustration of this probl~ is found in one result Of the last study in 

which hi~her incorne and eoucation were associateo with longer travel times 

to physician offices. Although t~e autrnrs deemed this a qreater wil1ing-

ness to travel, on closer inspection the finding was explained by tbe subl1r,. 

ban residential location of these individuals (vs. the urban location of 

individua1s with lCMer incorne and education) and the primarily urban loca

tion o~ phy~icians' offices (Weiss, ~reenlick, and Jones, 1971). Conse- 1 

! 
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~uertly, inferences made regardlng distanc~ as a harrier ta aceess as 

a functlon Of suc" SOclo-npmoqraprlc c~aract:eristics were spurious. 

tn an attempt ta control for ~his sort Of system effect, one study of 

the çhoice of Hea'~h ~aintenance Organization C~lnics by enrollees in a 

prepaid group practice exami neli the hphaviora 1 iMpact of percelVed distance 

on choice among a uniform and equally accessible, but sratially disparate, 

set of f'acilit;es (~Ieiss, Greenliek, and Jones, 1971). Findings reveal 

a certain spatial 'rationality' similar to precerlinq studies in that 

the distance traveled was also relaterl ta the type of service sought. It 

was found that as the type of service heeame more speeialized, the distance 

traveled was more likely to be longer. Also, for pediatrie care - which .. 
tends to be primarily preventive - the attenuating effects Of distance 

were much stronger (~Ieiss, fireenlick, and Jones, 1971). f-Iowever, in 

st(iking contrast to the 6~ of patients who used the clnsest facility 
" 

observe~ in the study of utilization in an open system citerl above, 

approximately 67~ of enrollees in the prepaid group practice plan used 

the closest Health ~aintenance Organization c1inic. I·'hile the authors 

attribute this discrepancy to controlling for t,e confourding effects 

of the complex system structure on utilization ("/eiss, I1reenlick, and 

Jones, 1971), it shou1d a1so be noted that in this study the much hiqher 

proportion of enro11ed patients using the closest clinic could he 

explained by the fact .that while enrol1ed patients are makinq a choice 

among a wel1-defined and uniform set of competing alternatives within 

d system, the patients in HIe 'open' system are choosing a~ong unf'amiliar, 

rlissimiliar, and unequally accessible alternatives that helong to many 

different systems (51'ouman, Hardwick, and Huber, 1973). IJnder these con-



ditions, it lS highly 11kely that these pat1ents may not even be aware of 

the 'nearest' fac11ity as a potential source of care. 
« 

One of the most important flndlngs observed ln the study that controls 

for system effects lS that as distance 1ncreases from the patient residence 

ta the nearest facility, the like11hood of choOSlng the closest clin;c 

decreases. Thus as this distance decreases, th~ proportion of pat1ents 

at thlS distance that will choose the nearest facility wîll increase whl1e J' 

the proportion choosing another alternative (i.e., bypasses thé! nearest 

alternat ive) w i 11 decrease. The authors ra 1 se the que$ t i on as to how 

much farther (on average) persans are tr_avel ing 1 f the facll ity chas en 

is not the nearest. They assert that abso1ute distance can not determine 

which source is used, but hypothesize that the dlfference in dlstance 

between facilities can predict WhlCh facil1ty will be chosen, since lt 15 

thlS re1atlve difference in distance between sources (not the dlstance 

to each source) that ,will be evaluated by the indlVidua1 (Weiss, Green1ick, 

and Jones, 1971). 

The question raised" earl ier as to whether or not an individual is aware 

1 
of the alternatives being examined in this research challenges the last 

hypothesis. It °a1so sU9gests that findings using a methodology of bypassed 

alternative sources of care may be spurious. The assumption of 'awareness' 

in geography is based on a theoretical construct that views the availability 

of in'formation (in this case regarding a rœdical care facil it.y) as being 

subject ta a friction of distance effect (defined by a distance decay func

tian). Thus an 'information space' can be said to exist for the facility, 

whereby the l ilcel ihood of having knowledge about the faci1 ity ;s an inverse 

function of one's distance fram it. Such a concept would be in keeping with 

the findings of the study sh~ing that as distance to the neare5t fac il ity 

-
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increased, lt was more 1 ikely to be bypassed: what appears -to be spatlal 

lnefflclency ~ be explained by an lnabl1ity ta dlscriminate between 
. 

alternatlves due to insufficlent informatlon as distance fram the facility 

lncreases. More recent behaviora1 lnvestlgations of the concept of'infor-

mation ,space have substantiated this theory, a1beit at regiona1 sca1es 

(Gou1d. 1969; Gould and Whlte, 1974; Gou1d, 1975a; 1975b). These investi-
l' 

gators have shown that at lntrametrolVolltan leve1s. a cognitive constr:-uct 
. . 

of the lnformatl0n space, ref1ecting the lndlvldual ' s past experiences 

and present actlon and life spaces, is more reallstic (Gould, 1975a; 
'/, 

1975b; Horton, 1971; Nystuen. 1967; Marble, 1967). The insignlfi-

cance of sorne. if not all, bypassed alternatives may be exp1ained by 

the discrepant concepts of the information space that is a function 

of the frlction of distance n1ediatlng the flow of information in a 

system. and the cognitive information space of the individual. As will 

be seen in Sectlon 2.4., the former concept of information space has 

been an lmportant part of the theoretica1 and methodologlca1 deve10pment 

of mechanisms of infonnation dlssemin.ation ln diffusion research •. 

Related ta this problern is the fact that by expresSlng the attenuating ... 

effeets of distance in terms of comparisons, i.e •• nearest/closest, the 

util ization data (travel patterns) have been viewed as the outcome of a 

'choice' process based on -criteria of spatial efficiency, rather than 

as the outcome of the decision to seek care. The further assll1lption 

that this cholce has occurred among a set of s imil ar types of service, 

e.g., hospitals, physicians' offices, ~rgeney rooms, cl inies, etc., 

rather than among some composite inventory of these sources in the 'open' 

system that are unique to each individual, further distorts this conc~ptual

zation. Because this inventory of alternatives can never be identlfied, 
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the comparative methodologies app11e'd to detenmne the relatlVe lmp,act of 

distance (e.g., from the nearest to the next nearest perceived alternative 

source of care) may be inappropriate ln their emphasis on choice processes. 

Alternatively, the impact of distance (in the sense of spatial aVdl1ability) 

on use - not choice • may be the appropriate focus of inqu iry (Leveson, 

1970). A quallficatio,n of this hypothesis is that in light of the research 

reviewed here, it is subJect to the constraints df the scale of the analysis, 

i.e., that at regiona1 leve1s wlth a simple structure of services, choice 

may be an appropriate focus. In summary, beyonc;! the issue of ensuring (wail· 

ability, exarnining distance according to the criterion of spatial efflci"éncy 

may be a fallaclous exercise. 

2.4. Implications of Innovation Diffusion Research for Utilization Problems 

The preceding discus~n has determined that dccess is prirnari ly 
} 

dependent on the patient's initiative. The utilization of rnedical care, 

as an indicator of access, therefore, has been discussed in terms of 

two events leading to use - the decision to seek care and the use of 

sorne source of care. The discussion of various barriers to access, in 

partiGular those gennane to geography, has raised two major issues related 
. 

to the application of these disciplinary biases in the medical care context.- -' 
1 

First, because these formulations of patient utilization behavior are bas~d 

on a model of consumer behavior, there is a tendency ·to e,\faluate patient 

behavi"Or in térms of the criterion of. efficiency. In the context of rnedical 

care, this may be either inadequate or inappropriate for several reasons: 

(1) if ut il izat ion 15 an indicator of a'cceSi, then the criteria of effect ive-

ness rust at least be considered .in addition to, Of'- even given precedence 

\ . 
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over, that of efficiency; ~2) the lnherent uncertalnty of the 1nC1dence of 

need, and frf the benefit of treatment received, mediates the efficlent 

utilization,~_,dical care; and (3) the degree of discretion ln the 

utilization decision 15 mediated by (a) the 5everlty of need, and (b) 

the level of information posse5sed by the indlvidual regarding not on1y 

hea1th vs. i11ness, but)also the medical care delivery system. 

Because the efficiency and effectiveness of uti11zation behavior can 

only be assessed in terms of the amount of information the individua1 

has, access, in terms of both criteria, may be enhanced by th~ provision 
"-

oft1nformation that ~ii~ro~ the l~vel of discretion afforded the 

patlent in his decisiqn. As previously menti~ned, the~real potentia1 

of the provision of information for improVlng access rests with enhanc1ng 

effective. ,rather than efficient. utlli,zation. Thus unders~anding the 

behavioral processes of the dissemination and acquisition of information 

becomes an important prerequi,site to improving access via the mod1fication 

of patient utilizatlon behavior. Conceptual and methodological developments 

in innovation diffu.sion the,ory can provide insight into these information 
\ 

processes. l 
A second issue no\ed in the preceding discussion, and ~rticularly in 

that of geographic accessibility, was the difficulty of distinguishing 
l ",,1' 

between structural and behavioral effects on uttlization patterns, and 
, -

consequently, on access. This problem der1ves from the fact that these 

formulations are temporal1y static in tneir perspectlve. By view;ng 

ut il izat ion patterns over t ime, the observed changes in spat ial .behavior 

may reveal the dynam;cs of the processes generating thes~ patterns. Under-
... 

standing the observed changes requires that: (l} time be incorporated; and 

(2) sorne mechanism for.facilitating change ,bç conceptualized. The develop-
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ments in innovation diffusion research, inr.luding the Key processes of in-

~formation dissemi~ation and acquisition, and c~anging hehavior over time, 

satisfies both these reQuirements. ~y vi~ting some alteration in the ~ 

system structure, i.e., the lntroduction of an innovation, and the 

sequential events of awareness, acceptance an~ use of that innovation, 

the diffusion perspective addresses the dynamic relationsrip between 

structural and behavioral effects on the uti1ization decision that is 

linked by information processes. 

The next suhsection considers the ~otential relevance of diffu~ion 

research for plan~rs and rolicy-mak~rs. nifficulties encountered in 

this interdisciplinary research effort are il1ustrated and shortcomings 

are discussed in closinq 2.4.a •• In 2.4.b., the developments in geo~raphy 

regarding spatial.diffusion are discussed. Overall, tnere have heen 

~ny methodological refinements at the expense of conceptual developments 

in thi s work. fJ.s a result. i ntere~ been generated in alternative 
"'. 

formulation~ of changing spatial behav;or. The coalescence of these 

b/o approaches oegi ns to prov; de some i ns i ght i nto the dyn am; c proce~ses 

of changing behavior which, in the context of medical car:e. could be 

the basis for achiev;ng eauitable access. 

2.4.a. Overview of diffusion research 

The utility of the diffusion perspective for planning and ~olicy, in heing 

able to anticipate and predict t~e outcome of chang~t has heen recognize~ 

by many disciplines. The essential planning question is how to influence 

a diffusion oÇor a given ~utcome (A1ves and Morrili, 1975), 1rr more spe'ci~t 
cally, how to identify factors lea<fing to 'optimal' diffusion-so that 

" 
diffusion may be ~ither enhanced or retarded (Warner, 1974; Gordon, Fisher, , 

\ 
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and Lawrence, 1975). The"potential utility in planning and policy arenas 

11es ln two areas: (1) the dissemination of know1edge. and (2) the 1nculca-

t10n of sorne change in attitude of the populatlOn served (Alves and 

Morrill, 1975). The identification of crucial pOlnts in the network of 

social communications that may be tapped to influence the extent and 

rate of diffusion are the concern of the former, whi1e the dynamlcs of 

innovation acceptance (inc1udlng learning) become the focus of research 

on the latter process. 

While in general, there is presently inadequate knowledge regarding 

diffusio'n to advise intervention strategies, social science is beginning 

to provide information on factors affecting diffusion that can lead to 

reasoned social policy (Warner, 1974; Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). 

Few investigations of diffusion theory have been made in the context of 

medical care, and fewer still may be generalized for policy-making. Of 

over 2000 diffusion stud1es cited ln an lnterdiscipl inary bibliography 

of diffusion research, anly eight regarding the diffusion of a medical 

technology are of a caliber ta permit generalization for policymaking 

(Warner, 1974; Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). With respect to 
.,:tf 

organizational innovations in the delivery of medical care, only one 

study (in geography) of the diffusion of an innovative hea1th care 

plan was found in this lit~rature review (Shannon, 1970). 

It iSI unfortunate that so few appl ications of diffusion research in , ' 

the medical care context have been made, since the value of potential , -

intervention strategies in these imperfectly competitive markets is 

espeeially high. In marKets sueh as these, diffusio'n is less l ikely 

ta oecur efficiently (and/or equitably) in the absence of, or presence 

of perverse, eOfll>etitive n1drket forces. Even if the out come of the 
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diffusion process in this market context approxirnates a solution that 

is characteristic of the competitive a~ena, there may be explicit reasons 

why it would be undesirable (Warner, 1974). For example, in the delivery 

of medical care, goals of accessibility (in direct opposition to those 

of efficiency) may assume foremost importance, and thus require manlpula-
l' 

tion of the diffusion process to achieve those goals (Alves and Morrlll, 

1975). Whatever the goals, planning impllcity involves normative or 

prescriptive issues. That prescription is based on an evaluation of alter-

natives which maximizes an obJective function only within the cons~~lnts 

of des i red poli cy goa 15. 

Several problems may explain the limited use of diffusion theory in 

planning and policy arenas to date. First, tne methodo1ogical development 

of diffusion theory has been primarily descriptlve rather than normative 

(Alves and Morrill, 1975). Among the two traditlons of diffusion research 

in the social sciences, there is sorne contention that the efforts of 

economists are especially limlted in this regard, since they focus o~ 

aggregate decisions of adopters. In contrast, the primarily dlsaggregate 
\ 

behavioral formulations of sociologists and related discipl ines in the 

social sciences (including geography) have been somewhat more prescriptive. 

It has been suygested that diffusion research in these disciplines has 

been tantamount to the search for intervention strategies (Warner, 1974). 
, 

Another explanation of limited ~pplicabi1i~y of diffusion research 

for policy and planniny rests with the ~v~luat;on that the development 

of diffusion is in a preparadigm 9tate, as are those many disciplines 

current1y engaged in diffusion research (Gordon. Fisher, and Lawrence, 
". 

1975). This state persists because of the tendenêy for relevant disciplines 

in bath the physi~a1 and social sciences ta exhibit discipl inary parochialisrn 

- -../1 
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in thelr research efforts (Harvey, 1967, Warner, 1974). Few attempts have 

been made to develop a • genera 1 theory,' of dlffus ion, and researchers 

experimenting in this area have not been sanguine about that possibillty 

(Brown, 1968; Alves and Morrill, 1975). Pàrt of the diffi~ulty stems 

from the fact that the phenomenon belng diffused is generally discipline 

speclflc and furthermore, itself affects the diffusion process (Gordon, 

Flshe~ and Lawrence, 1975). It has been suggested that the phenomenon 

being diffused is the single-most important factor influencing the diffusion 

(Brown and Moore, 1969). Thus the typing of innovations has been suggested 

as an alternative means of synthesizing diffusion research across disciplines 

(Warner, 1974; Alves and Morrill, 1975). According to this method, pheno

menon could be classifled by the • pattern,' of spread (Brown, 1968); examples 

of theoretically derived patterns of change ln spatlal distributions over J 

time describe expansion, contagious, or hierarchica1 diffusion that are 

associated with ideas, diseases, and things, respectlvely (Gould, 1969). 

A second' alternative to a genera1 theory of diffuslon has been to urge 

an electic-synthetic approach to research. Although the potentia1 payoff 

for integrating variables from different disciplines is appreciated and 

currently urged by many, little cognizance of this potential is evident 

in current efforts (Warner, 1974; A1ves and Morril1, 1975). For these 

reasons, the present state of the art in diffusion research remains unequal 

to the sum of its parts (Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrenc~, 1975). 

The indeterminacy of know1edge and theory that characterizes diffusion 

research and the disciplines engaged in fts development may be illustrated by 
~ 

considering the respective economic and sociological theoretica1 èxplanations 

of the ,'S-shaped,' logistic model of diffusion. Based on the seminal work of 

Gri1ches (1957), the 10gistic curve describes the number of adopters of an 



( 

innovation over time as a cumulative percent age of the total numher o~ 

potential adopters; its 'S' shape is the cumulative nonma1 curve (Founrl, 

1975; Gou1d, 1969). Mathematically, it is Iiescriherl by the function: 

p = lJ 
(a - bt) 

1 + e 

where: 

P = proportion of a~opters 
U = upper limit of population 
T = time 

e = constant 
a = parametp.r, the initial 

proport ion 
b = parameter, the rate 

of di Husi on 

Diffusion is traditiona1ly concerned with the spread oT sorne phenomenon 

in a population over space and through time; the empirical use of rliffusion 

theory is to explain past events in a time-space context (Alves and ~orri11, 

1975). While Grilches' model is unique in that it is 'a-spatial,' it ;s 

a~so the only diffusion model ta date trat treats tirne ~xplicitly (Prown 

and Moore, 1969). 

The 'S' shape of the model is explaineo hy economists in tenms of learn

;ng and imitation dynamics where the rate oT difTusion i5 a Tunction of the 

relative pr~fitabi1ity of adopting the innovation (Founrl, 1975; Warner, 1974). 

The lower 'tail' of the curve represents ear1y adopters, or those for wh0m 
J 

adoption - viewed as an investment decision - i5 most profitahle; the upper 

'tail' represents late adopters, for whom adoption is less profitable. 

Socio1ogists have develo~d a different explanation, maintaining that 

the '5 ' - shaped curve ref~ects the communications process. Thus a few 

'knowers ' comprise the early adopters, and these in turn inf~rm others 

w~o arlopt sa trat the 'rate' QT a~option acr.elerates expotential1y through 

time by virtue of an expanding communicati,ons net\'()rk. The final levelling 
", 

off of the curve ref1ects the fact that few 1hdividuals remain in the 
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popu1atlon who have not yet adopted (Found, 1975). As used by soclo1o-

glStS, the logistlC mode1 not only treats time exp1lcit1y, but also ad-

dresses changes in the process of diffuslon through time by incorporating 

the notion of interna1 feedback (Morrill and r~anninelf, 1975). In conc1uslOn, 

although both explanations of the same logistlc model dre theoretica1 ly 

tenable, the variables and analytic techniques re1ated to the economist's 

'relative profitability' explanation are not comparable to those of the 
4 

sociologist's 'channe1s of communlcation', so that integratlon and general1-

zat10n of exp1anations for dlffusion theory lS dlfficu1t. 

These two disparate exp1anations of the logistic diffuslon model are 

111ustrative of the classica1 diffusion mode1s in their emphasis on the 
1 

adopters in the diffusion process (Gordon, F1sher, and Lawrence, 1975). 

Most work ln diffusion has fo11owed the lead of socio1ogists in vlewing 

the diffusion prob1em as one of information dissemination (Warner, 1974; 
'" 

Hagerstrand, 1967; Brown, 1968; Shannon and Dever, 1974). The process 

is exp1ained in the context of the social communications network by which 

information fj1ters through a population (Found, 1975). Two areas of 

research are cited in the work of sociologists: (l) the traits of the 

adopters, i.e" the effect of socio-economic and socio-demographic charac-

teristics of adopters on information dissemination and acquisltion; and 

(2) the examination of communication networks (Shannon and Dever, 1974). 

The former rema;n to be explored, but with respect to the latter endeavors, 

the significance J 'various networks have been show,n to di,ffer relative to 

scale (Gou1d and White, 1974). At al1 scales of analysis, however, dif

fusion is beHeved to be a social process" where interpersonal cOlTlTlunica-. 
tions (especial1y peer group contacts) ~re be1ieved to have the most 

important influence on adoptibn (Shannon and Oever, 1974). 
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The ~a1lure to take into account the impact of organizational charac-

teristics of di~fusion on that process constitutes the final and perhaps 

most 1mportant limitation on developments in dl~+usion research to rlatp. 

Critics who note the omission of such characteristics in dif~usion 

research immediately point te their inevitahle impact on proc~sses o~ -

infonnation dissernination. Grilc~es (1957) recognlzed their importancè 

when he observed that the regiona1 diffusion of seed corn among +armers 

in tre "nited States was dependent upon its ava il aoi1 ity ~rom the 1 oca 1 

seed companies. He concluded, t~erefore, that the diffusion process was 

dependent on supply characteristics ratrer thar on those of demand, i.e., 

in economic terms, diffusion was a function of the expected utility 

(profitability) of the seerl companies - not of the ~armers (Found, 1Q75). 

Recent inquiry in1;o the in+lllef1Ce of organizational characteristics 

on diffusion holds the more tempered view that di~fusion is a trree staqe 

process, in which adoption, as the third and ~lnal stage, is rlependent 

on the f;rst two, which invo1ve establishment of the 1nnovatian (Rrawn, 

1975). Innovation establishment, or the supply side nf tre difÇusion 

process, contro1s not only the availabi1ity of the innovation itself, 

hut also the avai1anility of information regarding the innovation (Founrl, 
v 

1975). The implication for arloption, or the demand side of diffusion, 

is ape,arent g;ven the premise that the primary detenninant of adoption 

is that sufficient information is available to inouce demand (Hagerstranrl, 

1967). As in any choice, decision-making in the diffusion context must 

be seen in light of inforMation available to the individua1 decision-maker 

(Hagerstrand, 1968). A central question to dif'fusion, there~ore, rp.1atec; 

to the availability of the innovation, and more speci f ical1y to that of 
)' 

information about the innovation, since it will control not only the gross 
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p~terns of diffuslon but a1so will determlne the provls1on of lnformation 

to~ommunlcatlons networks (Brown, 1975). The disseminatlon of informatlon, 

as the 1ink between the three interfacing steps in dlffuslon, becomes a 

potentia1 barrler to access and, consequent1y, a focal point for interven-

tion strategies (A1ves and Morrl11. 1975). The criticism that the bu1k of 

diffusion research, wlth its predominant foeus on adoption proeesses, has 

omitted examination of supp1y is we11 taken. It may be that it is precisely 

these aspects that are not only most amenable to effective interventlon, 

but also hold the most promise for inf1uencing aecess ln the diffuslon 

proeess. In the next subsection, 2.4.b., specifie conceptua1 and methodo-

logica1 developments of the aspects of diffusion that are most germane 

to geography are examined. 

2.4.b. Spatial diffusion 

Two traditiona1 approaches to diffusion research are cited as belng 

influentia1 to the research of geographe~s,,- the ecologlcal, and the 

locational (Brown and Moore, 1969). This subsectlon is concerned with 

the latter of these and focuses on the work of T. Hagerstr~nd, whose 
j 

eonceptual and methodological contributions have been the cata1yst for 

most diffusion researeh in geography. Hagerstrand's view of the diffusion 

prob1em as one of information dissemination follows the tradition of socio

logists (Brown, 1968; Found, 1975; Hager»rand; 1967). His methodological 

contribution is the stochastic Monte Carlo model of diffusion, in WhlCh 

the probabil ity of interpersonal cOfilllunicat ion of, infonnat ion betweefll 

pers9"s at different locations is a function of the distance separating 

them. This space-ordered process of dis~emination is operationalized by 

the Mean Information Field and is stochastically contrbl1ed (Hagerstrand, 

-
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1967; Brown and Moore, 1969; Brown, 196aj Gould, 1969). 

The major portion of subsequent work has dea1t wlth operatlonal, and 

speclf1cat1on and ca11bratlon problems in app1ying the model to emp1rlcal 

data, rather than on any new fannulations or conceptualizations of sub-

stantive mechan1sms operating in the dlffusion process (Alves and Morr11 l, 

1975; Hagerstrand, 1967). As a resu1t, with the exception of Hagerstrand's 

original work, the concepts have been mo1ded to fit the models and assump

tians rather than the mode1s and assumptions ta fit the concepts (Brown 

and Moore, 1969). The heavy emphasls on operationa1 format and on specify-

1ng and calibrat1ng the model in arder to repl icate empirlcal observations 

has meant that the theoretlcal underpinnlngs of the mode1s have often been 

lost (A1ves and Morrlll, 1975; Gou1d, 1969; Harvey, 1967). The abllity 

to rep1icate patterns without knowing why has resulted in the fact that 

more is known about adoption patterns than about the processes causing 

those patterns (Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). 

The difficu1ty in estab1ishing causality ln diffusion research, in 

addition ta a variety of other"prob1ems, has p1aced a newfound importance 

on alternative conceptua1izations of the evo1ution of spatial patterns. 

These efforts have been concerned with the adoption process at the indi

vidua1 leve1, and attempt to fonnulate that process as a sequence of mental 

stages through WhlCh an individual progresses from awareness to acceptance 

(Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). Adoption is conceptualized as a learn

ing process by which the individua1 obtains sufficient information 50 as to 

overcome his resistance to change~(Brown, 1968). This perspective Vlews 

adoption as adaptive decision-making }n response to either changing needs 

of the individual, or ta the changing enviranment. The coalescence between 

diffusion research and the.se dynam;c formulations beg;ns to unrave1 the 
• 

1 
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effects of structure and behavior on the evolution of spat1a1 patterns. 

~he 1nductlve approach to the diffus10n problem that characterlzes the 

ear1y work preceding Hagerstrand's Monte Carlo slmulat10n model 1S ln con-

trast to the deductive 10gic of that slmulation model. Both were pred

icated on the empirical observation of locat10na1 patterns of adopting 

da1ry farmers in rural Sweden in thé 1920's in a sequence of maps through 

time (Gou1d, 1969; Hager5trand, 1967). At this regional scale, Hagerstrand 

observed '~ebulae-l ike' spatial dlstributions of adopters and a striking 

orderliness in the unfo1ding patterns through time (Gould, 1969; Hagerstrand, 

1967). Based on these observations, he was first prompted ta apply an 150-

morphlc diffusion model borrowed from physics that rests on the principal 

axiom of the fnction of space (Gould, 1969; Hagerstrand, 1968). In this 

dlffusion model of lnnovation (or acceptance) 'waves', whereby the 'waves' 

10se the !strength' of their influence with increasing distance, the dif-' 

fuslon process is conceptualized as one of areal dispersion (Hagerstrand, 

1968). Mathematical formulations of the 'wave,' model are deterministic; 

the rules of operation state that if point A at time l exhibits an innova

tive tralt, and point B at time II exhibits that trait, then a1l intervening 

points between A and B are ~ssumed ta exhibit the new trait (Hudson, 1972). 

The deductive approach that followed the development of the 'wave' model 

stemmed from the realization that the diffusion process was one of social 

change r!ther than areal dispersion (H~dson, 1972)., This approach begins 

with assumptions about the behavior of individuals and places them in a prob

abal;st;c framework in order to simulate a spatial diffusion process (Brown 

and Moore, 1969). In Justifying the stochastic formulation, Hagerstrand 
1 

notes that although complex individual behavior is not randomly motivated, 

the collective outcome of many decisions manifest in an aggregate spatial 
j. 

1 
l , 

1 
J 
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expres~ion of h~havior may hest he descrihe~ by a random process (Hager-

strand, 1968). In Çocusing on the int'1ividua' qenerative processes behinrl 

these aggregate patterns, Hagerstrand posits that such patterns an~ move-

ments must be viewed in terms à· the info~ation dvai1ah1e to the individua1 

decision-makers, and that a chanqe in behavior is therefore contingent 

upon the acquisition of new or additiona1 information (Pagerstrand, 1968). 

The crux of the Monte (ar10 simulation mode1 of spatial <"!iffuslon is 

the operationalization oç how this infonnation. is disseminated (Gould, 

1969); the diffusion process is thus analyzed in terms of the social net-

work of communications through which the in·ormation circulates (Haqer-

strand, 1967). A prerequisite Çor developing models oç spatial diffusion 

is an an understanding of the geooraphic structure of social communications. 

i.e •• the spatial characteristics Of information flow (Prown. 1969; Pager-

strand. 1967). The prob1em becomes one of measuring the extent to w~i~h 

persons come into contact with one anot"'er at varying d.istances (Found, 

1975). Py emphasizing the fact that interD~rsonal communication oç ln f or-

mation is most significant for adoption and that this infonmation originates 

from knowers, Hagerstrand posits that adoption occurs hy means of information 

dissemination through interpersonal contact. The focus on the person-to-

person communication link theoretica11y underpins t~e role o~ geograp~ic 

space in determining the probability of oral~ pairwise commun;catio~ as a 

function of the distance separating indivirluals (Prown and ~oore. 1969; 

Hagerstrand, 1967; Found, 1975). 

Defining the distance contraints on the l~kelihood Of cont~ct makes use 

of the distance-contact relations~ip called t~e 'neighborhood' effect (~ound. 

1975). The mathematica1 derivation o~ th1s effect used in the Monte 

J 
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Carlo model is based on an empirieal investigat10n af pnvate cafllmunica-

tian, for examp1e, the fre~uency of te1ephone calls between locations at 

a regional sca1e. This frequeney is shown to aecline as the distance 

between places increases by a factor of 2, 1.e., d2 (Hagerstand, 1968). 

6ased on such observations, the pr6bab11ity of 1nformat10n being passed 
• 

from an adopter to "a receiver 1S summar1zed by a distance decay func~ion, 

where the probability of a message being passed lS inversely related . r:~ ,ta the distance betwee~ locat,s. The spatiàl construct of the 1ikeli-

hood of contact is known as the personal communication field (Gould~ 1969). 

, ThlS construct is the basis of the Mean Informat1on Field and is the 

core transitlon mechanisrn of the Monte Carlo simulation mode1 of diffusion. 

In the slmplest model, isotropie conditions are assumed, i.e., the popula- 1. 
tlon density of the region through which the phenomenon is being diffused 

,. 

lS un1form, and no barriers to the flow of information ln spaee existe The 

Mean Information Field used in this mode 1 specifies the probabillty of 
, 

communication between indlviduals at different locàtions: the meehanlsm 

is a 5 by 5 cell matrlx or grid that is weighted at the center ce11 where 
, " 

the probability of comr~nication is greatest. It reflects the decreasing 
1 

probability of comm~nication between individuals as the distance of location 

from the center cell lncreases according to a dlstance decay function of 

sorne preseribed magnitude. The Mean Information Field is bounded by a 

maximum distance, i.e., where the probability of communication is zero, 

and it is ctsssumed to be the same for all individual s (Brown, 1967; Gould, 

1969; Hagerstrand, 1968). 

"The mechanism of the Mean Information Field (Mlf) in the Monte Carlo 

" simulation model is stochastically controlled. At each one of a series 
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of succeSSlve generatlons of the model, the space-ordered MlF Ifloats l 

to a new position over the area and populatlon through which the phenomenon 

is being dlffused; the placement of the grld (by the center cell coordinates 

of the matrix) is randomly determined. The communication of knowledge 

(fram the center cell ta other indivlduals) af that particular iterat,ion 

is then determined by the space-ordered probabilities prescribed by the 

MlF. Contact and communication are assumed to result in immediate adoption 

so that at each generation, a spatial pattern of adopters is genera~ed. 

The final output of the Monte Carlo mode1 is a series of maps at discréte 

intervals in time showing the cumulative point patterns of adopters. The 

validity of the mode1 and its assumptions is tested by its ability ta rep-
. 

licate empirical patterns of locations of adopters, albeit Hagerstrand 

admits that,this comparlson may only be made in very general tenms 

(Hagerst rand, 1968). 

Subsequent endeavors based on Hagerstrandls simplest Monte Carlo model 

have been in two m~in areas; operational problems and applications of 

the model to empirical data. The former type of problem attempts to 

make the mod'el more sophist-icaté"d and realistic by incorporating such 

effects as the physical (including system structural and topographica1), 

cultural, linguistic, religious, politlcal~ and psychological barriers 

to diffusion (Gould, 1969; Brown, 1968). The psychologica~ barriers, for 

examp1e"may be built into the Mean Information Field matrix probabilities. 

At an urban level, the' operationalization of an MlF reflecting racial 

barri ers . in generat i n9 ~he probab 11 i ty of hou se- s •• rc~ contact s has 

been used t~ reproduce the'pattern of ghetto growth ~n Seattle (Gould, 

1969). Another attempt t~ operationa1ize psycho1ogica1 barriers as 

the 'rèsist'ance to cbange' has been to al~er the rules of comlllJn.ication 
, '- , 

j 
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" /l' 'w " f 
" and adopt; on; a s; ng1 e conta'ct, or even severa 1 contacts l may not necessar; ly 

result in adoption. Tre probability rtiles 'of sampling are thus changed 
1 , " 

\ ~from sampling withQut replacement to sa~pling with ,rep1ac~ment and~ accord- 1 
',ingly,.such,rules 90 not reproduce satùrat10n effects in the diffusio~ 

r 

pr'Qitess'(Gould, 1969; Hagerstrand, 1967; grown and ~'oore, 1969). 
l 'IJ) 

In research subsequent ta Hagerstranf s wor~, the cohcept of the r1ean 

Information' Field has b~e~ Lsed almost w\thout question. ~jth one exception, 

virtual\ly no attempts ·have b.een made 'to explore alternative representations 
1 

of netwO'rks of communications (Bro~n and ~oor'e" l~?9; Gould, 1969). l'.I'lis 

study has' constl',"U~,te~ a r~ear1 InoÇo,nnation Field 'bas' on an observed P1!rso~_ 
contact field and used this in the simu1atioh of patterns of adopters of iln 

" " " 
innovative heallth care plan (oil prepaid gr~p practice) (Srann,on, 1970). 

, 

f The10bjective of tl'te stydy was to èorrtpare the ability of the empirically 
~ -'\. ( 

derived with the thearetica11y derived Mean In"onnatidn Field to re"produce 
" 

patterns of 

of t'he , ack 

the locations ~doPters of the pr1,-paid group pla,~' 'Recause 

of adequate compa~ive ana1ytics in the tii'ne·spac~ realm, it 

was not possible to detennine if the empirically based MlF was super'îor
t 

• 

in iCts~),replicatio~ of this p~tt~rn (Shannon, 1970; Alves a'nd tlorril1, 19'75; 
.., n fr", . "" \' ... 

-Brown and Hoore, 1969; Hager't1"'Cfn~lfg68). 
\ 

Because the Mean Infonnation F,.1eld develaped by /-lagerstrand h~s been 
.... llt " '> ' " 

,used in, mO$t ~ i,fJlu1 at ion model s without ~u~st; on, the on~y major ,quest ; on's .. 

remaining for researchers have ~e~~.e: spe'~ifi~a ion an~ ca1i~bra~ion of the 
r ~ l " 

model to approxi~te the real wôrld (Br~wn,'196 • ihus the se and area'of 

_ ende:avar st~ing:from·Ha'ger$'trand's \~~ h~S in101ved tre w.(.Jspre~d 
• " , , lt../ 

pursu.it of 'fitting' the model ta empirical data (Gourd; 1969; Brown 
.. ' • 1 1\). • 

a-mi- ft1oore, '1.9.69). Of th~ two pro~'ems' re.lated to these, pursuit~, model 

calibratdion, ~~ f\tting'th; distanci-"paY-a~e~,er to the\~ata"has receiye~ li 

, , . - '\ 
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most attention (Brown and Moore, 1969). One study t~at bas exmain'ed 

b9th prob1erns fou,nd that specification of the fom of toe mode] 11 i.e., 

a basic gravit y model or an expanentlal model of interactl0n, made little 

>'~ '\;fference in tnê patterns generâted by the simulation. In contrast, 

however, the model (in either for~) was found ta be very sensitive ta 

~hanges in the parameter values, and especial1y so ta changes i. the dis-

tan~ exponent (MorrH1 'and Manninen,- 1975). 

The preoccupation with building models ta reproduce supposed regu-
, 

1arit1es in the evo1ution of spatial patterns has been criticized for 

placi~too much emphasis on the operational format and too 1itt1e on 
1 

the substantive m~anisms operating (A1ves and Morri'l, 1975). The 

unquestioned use of Hagerstrand's Mean'Information Field is a case in 

point. In one study, fo~ wh1çh the objective was ta va1idate the Qpera-
4 

tional ru1e of distance on interpersona1'contact, it was conc1uded that 
l 

even at a sm411 scale, the distance restraints ~n contact were inoperative 

with respect to the communications network (Tornqvuist, 1971). 

Critics charge that force-fitting a ·mode1 ta reality is meaningless if 
'. . 

~ither the ~s Dr fheories themselves are inadequate (Alves and Marrill, 

. 1975). In general hawever, thè theory has .more ofte~ -been rel axed ta fit 

the mode 1, than has the mode 1 been made.. ta ref1 ect the theory and its concept 

o (Shânnon, 19]0). As a result, the mfodels used in empirical applications may , . 
not necessarily refléct the process being stydied (Brown, 1968). In fact, 

'litt1e has been 1earned about the process of diffusion itself, and undoubt-
-.. 

~ edly, more is known about the patterns of adoptlon than about'the fact~rs 
, c- _ 

and processes ~ausing those patterns (Brown and Moore, 1969; Gordon, Fisher, 
J -(1 - • 

4nd Lawrence, 1974). There 'ar;'several reasons however, why diffusion 
\ ~, " , 

, 1 

research canoot contjnue ta be content with this product. 

'", 
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It is felt that the initial model assumptions \'Iould he better tested 

by validatipg the operational assumptions. rather than hy comparinq the 

outcomes of the models, as is presently the case. This position may he 

argued from the point of view o~ fa ct tbat t~er~ are several signi~icant 

problems in testing the validity of the model by comparing the generatea 

anrl real-w~rld patterns., of ad?pters (Prown, 1968).~ The difficulty in 

test.ing thes~ patterns stems ~rom two sour-es: the lack of analytics, 

and the inherent limitations of t~e probabi1istic approach. As noted pre

vious1y (seè page 73). there is present1y no re1iahle means nf ana1ytically 

determining the goodness-o~-~it between the generated pattern and the rp.a1-

world one (Gould. 1969; Hagerstrand, 1967; Rrown and ~1oore, 1969). This \ 

has be~n cited as the single-most fmportant unresolverf problem in d;~flJsion , . 

'" research using simulation methorlo1ogies (Gould, 1969; Brown and Moore, 1969). 
\. . 

High1y sophisticated techniques are current1y beÏ'ng investigateq, but still 

without reported slJccess (Gou1c:1, 1975a). Yet even if this issue were re

~olved.·the appropriatenpss of comparing the si~ulate~ ar~ empirical pat~erns 

as a test of mode 1 val; dïti must' be quest i oned. 

Recause the s imul at ion nodel i s a stochastic formul àt ion, tre P1attern gen-
. 

erated'by any one simulation Irun l is derendent ,on sampling on a probability . 
distrihution (Harvey. 1967). It is also de pende nt on the initial' start1ng 

point of that iteratfon (Hagerstrand, 1968). r.onsequently, a ~iven outcome 

does not repr~sent an ana1ytic solutio,n, ~t rather an averagf!, or élppro~i-'· , -

mate, solution (Hagerstrand, 1968; Harvey, 1967; Gould, 1969; Brown and ~oore. , . , 
,1969). Anr ~il1g1e oJtcome.'is only a random example from >th~ .e)').tjre range of 

'-" ,1 • 1 . 

possih~e outcomes . .,1hat could be produced by the,morlel. «iis variation is pro-

-duced solely by random dfst,urba'nces wh il e the 'process specifi ed in the mode1 
'r ~ ~ .. 

1s held constant by the operational rules o-f simulation (Harvey, 1967). T-hus 

" 

! 
! 

., 
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1 
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the same process (or mOdel) will never result in the same oütcome in 

any pair of indeliJendent Irunsl (Hagerstrand, 1967). Many lrunsl of the 

model are necessary to convey the full range of the distribution of 

these outcomes; however, in light of constraints on the researcher, the 
, 

model can almost never be run enouçh times for this purpose (Rrown and' 

Moore, 1969; Hagerstrând, 19~. Only if it were possible ta make many 
,. 

runs of the-model would a test of the generated paHerns against reality 

be meaningful (~arvey, 1967). 

The second and most sigrrificant consequence of the stochastic famul a

tion, i.e., the generation of differeft patterns by the the same process, 

is that of equifinality (Harvey, 196{). The ability of the mo,del te gener

ate a pattern similar te reality (given that this could even be determined) 
. 

only allows the inference that the model and its parameter,values are a 

pl~usihle, not a causal, explanation of a d,iffusfon process (Flrown and 

f1oore.. 1969). It is possible that many theories and many values might· 
. 

result in the model fitting reality equally we11; it is impossible ta test 

whether\hat' patte~n 1s produced~by ~ particular theory that the model 

'" "" fP mi ght represent (Harvey, 1967). 

In pursuit of the goodness of fit, t,his difficulty is exacerbated oy the 

fact that it has been easy ta lose s;'ght of the theoretica1 'uflderpinni ngs 
~I" 

of the stochastic simul ation model (Brown and Maore, 19697. Many vari ables 
, 

have no theor~tica1 place (~'ves and Horrill, 1975). For, e,.xample, the tillle 

* o variable is treated passively, i.e., a's an unquantified discrete unit that " t 
• \~ , el 

* Note that Grilches ' 'a-spatial mod~l is the only model ta specific4l1y 
consider time, and conversely, tliat the' simulation rÎlodels of spatial-
c;liffusion do not (or can n~t ta- date) tréat time meahing+"ully. 'Yet 
n: is this co-variation in"time and space that is the essence of thé 
dif'Fushm J'lroblem. " - 1 

;, 

" , ' 
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is represented in the mode1 as a 'generation ' , it is without theoretical 
1-

interpretation in the simu1atlon (Brown, 1968; Hagerstrand, 1967). One 

" theoretica11yrtenab1e interpretation of the ro1e of t1me that deserves 

. investigation is its effect on other factors (Morrill and Manninen, 1975). 

" Alternative1y stated, this prob1em is that of the 1ack of lnterna1 feed-
~ 

back in the models; the formulations do not account for the fa ct that 

as the diffusion proceeds, 'it changes the cOrMIunication network by which 

it will continue to progresse The mode1s fai1 to account for the recipro

cal effects of form (the ne~ork) and process (diffusion) on one another 
1 

through time ,(A1ves and ~orril1, 1975; Brown, 1968; Hudson, 1972). 

Because the variation in outceme is conti~gen~ on th~om variable, 
., 

the guarantee of a theoretica11y tenable interpretation and defi~itio~ 

of these variables is vital: it is, however, also often 1acking (Harvey, 
'-

1967). The approach taken has been that the ide~;ifièati2n of random 

variables at the di~aggregate level (upon which the stochastic formulation 

is based) is unnecessary at the aggregate level and may be adequately 

handled by a statistical prabability distribution representing the.ag9regate .. 
~ 

ef~ct of the many adoptions (A1ves and Morrill, 1975). The difficulty . . 
i» giving these aggregate.random expressions meaningful, behaviorally 

based int"erpretatio'ns is one of the most challenging problems in quantita-
• 

tive behavioral research (Alves anq Morrill, 1975). Befining the~e vari-

ables and applying theoretical interpretations depends in pa\t on the resolu~ 

tion of the prob1em of me~nin9ful1y aggregating thé disaggregate formula-
!'i ~ 

tions of the individual l s decision-making benqvior.' Yet uryless an att~pt 
o ' • 

i\ 'made ta identify, define,and interpret these effects, the generatiDn . .' 
of patterns of adopters by s.imu1 at'lon methods may be construed as mere 

. \ '. 

, , 

< • 
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attempts ta program onels own ignorance (Harvey, 1967). 

ihe difficulty in 'establ ishing causal ity in diffùsion researGh stems 

from these prob1ems (Gordon, Fisher, and Lawrence, 1975). 8eca~se the 
(iJ 

, use of diffus lon ,research for pl ann i n9 and poli c epends on the ab n ; ty 
1 

to identify causal factors of the diffusion proces to meet 'lts obJectlves 

of effective intervention, models to date have been of 1imited utility. 

In a recent symposium on the state of the art 'in diffusion research, con

clusions called for an approach imphasizing·the investigation of the funda

mentals of diffusion, such as definitions of the process~ and the identi-
.~, 

fication and exp1anation of varia~les in those processes (Gordon, Fisher, 

and Lawrence, 1975). This thesis may be seen as a response to such nee'-
... . 

Because of the many problems associated with the simulation models of 

spat'ial diffusion, the work of other geographers addressing the generic 

pro.b1em of the evolution of spattal patterns as;umes significance. Un1ike 

. diffusion studie~ which focus on a few mac~parameters to generate, i.e.~ 1 

replicate, the pattern or rate of dispersion, studies o~ adoption focus 
,; 

"'. ,on the sequence of d'ental stages through which the individual progresses 
. , 

from awareness to adopt ion (Gordon, Fisher an,d Lawrence, 1975). Conceptua!'ly, 

this approach to explaining 'Changing spatial patterns is similar to Hager-
. 

strand!s in that the decision-making process behind that change is ~ontingent 

~pon the,acquisition of information. In fa~, 'these conceptualizations ar~ 

baselon the bel ief that changing behavior must be- viewed in a learning 

theory framework (Golledge and Br~n,"-"196n.- 'The ~ccumulation 'of infQnnation 

ovÎr time. so·as to overco,me the resistanè~ td~change, means thatvthe 'notions , 

.of. information and- accessibility are similar, if not synonymous, in th.e 

~ dynamic relationship between information~ and behavior and learning and 

" 
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... 
changing hehavior (Gou1d, 1975; Hafvey, 1967; and Brown, 1968). 

In contrast to Hagerst.rand, ha\'.'ever, th; '5 approach has emphasized the 

acquisition of information by the individua1 rather than t~e process o~ 

information dissemination hy interpersona1 contact. Inrleed, it is imp11-

cit1y assumed in Hagerstrand's conceptua1ization of dissemination that 

the infonnation reqarding the innovation (or the inMvation itself) is ~ 

" if 
transmitted as a result of the persan-ta-persan contact. In the a1terna-

tive conceptuali~at;ons of adopti~n as a learning process, on1y 'e+f~ct;ve', 

i.e., relevant, information is cOflsiderpd (Rrown, 1968). Th'e importance 

of information disseminated is, thereforp., nependent upon the extent to 
~ '4, 

which it is sou~ht by'the .. individua1 (Found, 1975). 

The dynamics of changing spatial behavior are outlined as fallO\'/s. 

Spatial behavior, at any point in time, 1s a function of the individual's .... ' 

cumulative perception, his understanding ann mental organization of the 

rea1.rld (Downs, 1967). Man is viewed as a complex information process1ng 

system (Downs, 1967), and all behavior as the manifestation of decisions 

made on the~lsiS of this image ,of reality (Simon, 1957). The acquisition 
... 

of additional infonnation, either new in 'the sense that it is in' regard 

1 to sorne innovation, or me~ely that is is new informat~on ta the individual, 
~ . 

a1ters th,ese images so that behavior may also be ~odified as a consequence 

of that changed im,ge. 
,. , 

-The acq'uisitian of information ;s a 'selective process; tre mecranisms 

by which infonnat; on spreads are conceptual ized as the consci OtiS searcl1 

p~ocessp.s of individuals. The acquisition of additional information is 

v~ewed as prohlem-solving behavior, and a cons~~,t change in behav;~r as 
f 

adapti~e decision-making.(Found, 1975). The intensfty of search behav;or 
'" ...'" , 

i s thou.9ht to de pend on tHe ï ndivi dual' s demand tor, more i nformati on (FQund, 

\ . 
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1 
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1 

1975). Viewed in terms of a cost-henefit perspective, this ~emanrl is 

dependf'nt on the expected uti1ity o.ç the i nf orrnatl on, i'lnd these exppcta-

tions are detennined hy the inrlividual's rlecision-ma'lnng environment, 

i.e., his cognitive image of the \'Iorlrl. The ohservation t,at individuals 

( vary considerably wlth.resrH>ct to the extent te v.frich information is 

, 

sought reflects ..,..riations in the levels of awarpness of expecterl utility 

as determined by the socially, econofllically, cultlJral1y, and psycho1ogical1y 
.. ~ 

defined decision-making environments (Found, 1975). Thus information is 
:J . 

related to expected utility insofar as it ie; acquireCCt only when it is per-

ceived to he of potential use. Changing spatial behavior is, therefore, 
.. 1 

viewed as a function of learning and changing place utility (PurnettC
, 

1Q73). Little effort has heen devoted, however, to discerning what flloti-

vates this change in place utility, anc1 ultirnately" in !:-ehavior. 

Within this learning theory framework of changing ~ehavior, an important 

corollary of the effect Of information on hehavior is thp siMultaneous 
AI 

effect of beha-vior on".,infonnation. It is apparent that variations i".. search 
• 

behavior among individuals will detennine the 1ikelihood of acquirinQ adrli- . 

tional information, particularly infonnation regarding innovations. In 

an attempt to develop a dynamic cognitive spatial theory, the rel,ationship 

between i1'lformation-andhehavior is rPflarded as a rec;pt-ocal one, i.e., 

each mpy be simultaneously~een as a function "f the other (I~ehber, ~ymanSki, 
, 1 ~ ~ 

and Root, 1975). Often however, the learnlng process hypothesized anrl 
'! 

formul~ted fai1s to consider the feedback eÇfect in~erent in the learninq 

proces s. 

Asirle fram the individual's learning process that changes the decision-, 

making env;ronment a.nd ult ;mately spatial behav;or, there, ar,e factors that 1 

are external to .the individual (such aS the availâbility of infonnation 

.' 
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that is a function of systE'm structure) that also det,ermine that environ-

ment (Found, 1975). RecalJse the individual·s image of the world is deter-

mined in part hy his relative location within that stnlcture, proximlty 

indirectly influences his ·information surfaè'és· (Gould, 1975a; nowns, 

1967). It is the coincidence of these surfaces, ~and the availahi1ity 

of information, thàt define the structural effects on ~ehavioral change. 

The relationship hetween information availahility (as a function of 

structure) and information acquisition (as a function Of ~ehavior) is 

a dynamic one through time; each influences the other in hringing about 

the c~anges in spatial behavior over time. 

of this relationship is primarily relegated 

Cognizance o· the nature 
" . 

to a conceptual level, with .. 
f(!fl examples Of empirieal investigation. ~s previotlsly noted, the rela

tionship between these effects and the~ influence on the mechanisms 

of information dissem;nation ha,s t-eenf'>largely unaddressed in mode1s of 

diffuslon processes, e.g., they rio not operiiti6nalizp. the fact ~hat as 

tHe diffusion progresses through time, the structure of the communication 
, , 

network facilitating that process also ,changes (Alves and Morrill, 19:VS). 
, \'" ~ 

, , 

Similarly, many of the formulatîons of changing hehavior (or adoption) 

uSing a learning theory framewl)rk assume that, thp decision-making environ

ment remains constant through,time when it is actually continua11y modiÇ;ed 

by simultaneous changes in b$th structure and process (FounJ:' 1975}. 

WhiTe there have heen re1atiyely fp.w rlynamic ~ormul~ttons of changing 
• 

spatial beh~vior in this sense, a series of such attempts ts founrl in the 
9 ~ 

work of Rurnett (1973; 1975;,1976). In one of these stlJdie~t the 
, 

spatial behavior nesponse to a change in' th.e system structure, ; .e., the 
( 

introduction of a..new faci1ïty in a s.ervice networlt.Js .examine,d (Ilurnett, 

1976). The Change in the spatial distribut-ion of t'rip origin~ of a«opters 

• 

',. 
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is viewed as' a function of the amount of information possessed. The 

level of infonnation possessed is rle-l=;ned as a function 0" the rlistance 

from the facility and the passagp Of tirre, i.e •• distance decay effects 
\ 

on the availahility of information. arp. hypnthesized, but these may he 

compensated for by the passage of tlme;. The modified line~.ç learning 

model used ta represent the acquisition of inforMation, and tre simulation 

model within'which it operates pose several operational prohlems. many 

of which are common to simulation mod~ls in general, as disCUSSE'd ahove. 

Perraps th~ greatest of these 15 tre problem of eqlJifinal ity. Purnett 

readily admits that this dynamic formulation of distance and l~rning 
1 

may not be the causal explanation Of trI" c~angi ng spatial b'ehavior 

observep 'and replicated I"tith this mode l" (~urnett, 1976). Tt remains a 

sign~-f-icant step however» towards the coalescence of approaches Of dynamic 

models of spatial behavinr and spatial diffusion methodologies. ~ 

2.5. C;ummary of L iterature Rel/;ew 

The LJtilizati~n of medical care has been placed within the context 

of the access problem. As an indicator of access, utilization represents 
'Il • 

the resolution between the two ~actors of t"e avai.lability of services 

(or supply traits) and characteristics of the patient (or demand traits). 

14ith respect to the former, thigeographic and sociQ-orqanizatio~l 
characteristics of the delivery' system may act. ~s deterrE'nts to ohtaining 

needed medical care. ~lith respect ta the'latter, barr;ers to the exprp.s

sion of need. and the w;11ingness and ahility of t~e individua1 to seek care 

may deter his uti1iz~tion. J-0nceptual a-nd Method'ological f'orhlat'Îons 
"' • attempting ·to.explain utilization hehavior in terms~of these two +i'lctors' 

'" <1 

-- <\ 
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have been developed in rnany discipl ine's, including geography. 

In gen~al, this research has drawn two major criticlsms. Typically, 
f l'I 

these formulations have been predlcated on and assessed aàording to 

the criterion of, efficiency. In a medical care context, such a criterion 

for evaluating behavior may be:. (a) inappropriate, since the overall level 

of discretlon afforded the" individual in his util izat;on is l ikely to be 

inadequate to permit efficient behavior; or (br irr~levant, or subordinate, 

to those of effectiveness, in the utilization decision. Secondly, the 

failure to distinguish between and relate t~ects of the delivery, 

system and those characteristics of the lndividual that be~r on utilization 

behavlor at a~y given point in time constitute an important methodological 

problem. 

1 n order to understand ut il izat ion behavior-in 1, ight of the amount of 

information pa,sessed by the individual and to discern the relationship 

between the effects of structure-and behavior that bear on uti1ization, 

it is essential ta consider information processes as the dynamic mechanism 

of changing uiilization behavior through time. Und~rstanding the role of 

information in this context is prerequisite ,to enhancing its potentlal for 

improving accesS to medica_1 care via increasing the leve1 of awareness, and 

consequent1y of patient discretion, that determines utilization behavior. 

Recognition of the importance of ~se processe~ for plan~ing and po1icy 

has focused attention on diffusion research which views the problem as one 
1 • 

of information dissemination. Just.as behavior, in the foregoing static-
1 , 

fonnulations ,of the utllization of medical care, must be viewed in tenns 

Of the know1edge poss'essed by the individua1, '50 a change in behavior 

through tim~ in response to sorne structural innovation is contingent on 
\ 

the acquisition of additiona1, or new,information. Information a<l:qulsit;on' 
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then, be~omes a necessary condition for access to the innoyation in the 

di ffus i on process. The Silme factors, di chotom; zed be1:ween structura 1 

and hehavioral effects, that act as harriers with respect to utilizatl0n 

and access a'lso bear on the processes of dissemination and acouisition 

of information. The inter+ace hetween structural (or supply) traits that 

determine the availability, not only of t~e innovation itsel f , but a1so 
l 

of informat.ion regarding the innovation, anrl those hehavioral (or demand) 

traits that characteri ze the individual's demand for' new information 

regarding acceptance of an innovation, constitute the rliffusion process. 

'Thus given an innovation in the medical care delivery system, <tccess to it 

is determined hy the avail a t'Ii 1it y of inçonnat\on regard'ing t'he innovatÎ'on, 

and the individual's need, wil1ingness, and ability to seek it. These tWQ 

detenninants parall~ the,two aspects of acr.essibility noted with respect 

to utilization hehavior. 

Until recently, di~fusion researc~ has overlooked the influence of 

supply characteristics on the diffusiorf process. Viewed in a marketing 

context, successful diffusi0-Q i5 contingent on the provision Of su+ficient 

information to induce demand. The lack of research with respect ta these 
\) 

eÇfects may have dismi ssed a potentially efft.ctive point of in1:ervention 

in the diffusion process. 

Instead, diffusion has heen traditional1y approache~ hy examining inÇor-

matio~as a social process in which information is transm.itted via pairwise 

peer group contacts. As conceptualized by Hagerstrand, the likelihood oç 
1 

this contact is, contingent 00 the spatial proximity of the t\'lO individua1s. 

A "persona' commJ.tnication field" is hypothesized (hased on' empirical 

observati~ns) where the probabllity of contact decreases a~ a fu~ction 
, of increasing distance. In operat f on~ l f ~i n9 thi ~ ~ch.ni sm, 0' 1 n·fn~ati nn 
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oissemination and acquisition, it is tlssumerl that the relevant in"onnation 

i s cornmunicâted duri nq contact and that adopt i on occurs uron communication 

(in the slmple model) , Le. contact results in adoption. Thus t:he likeli-

hood Of adopt.ion is hasert on a construct 0+ qeograrhic rroximity. 

Subsequent simulation mo~els of spatial rlif+usion based 00 the geographic 

structur~ 0" information proc€sses have userl t~ese concepts and assumptions 

largely without question. Dather, major concern and effôrt has been in the 

pursuit of specifying and calibratinq models to oescrine empirica'ly o~served 

spatial diffusion patterns. Consequently. little progress has heen made in 
tr 

detènnining the causal factors Of these dFfusion processes. There are 

. 
{. 

-. 
neither adequate me~hods for valirlating t~e descriptionsof"nor for validating ~ 

the explanations, offered by these models. 
1 

Alternative fonnulations ,have viewed tllese processes as a lp.arning prob

lem, wher~b'y tre individual acquires enou~h infonnatton th,rougt- timp. to over

come his resistance to a change in be~avior. In contrast to the pro,cess of 

information dissemination and acquisition h:'pothesized hy HaQerstranc, this 

approach posits a much more active role for the individual 'in thjtaCQu;Si

Hon of in'~onnation. Changing spatial behavior, in response to a,change il} 
. 
systef'l, structure, is enat,lëd by learning that is depenrlert 6n t"e searc" he'" 

havior d:p the il"'dividual. A réciprocal relationship hetween infomation and 
" ' 

behavi or i s i dent ified as the d~mamitë' H'ftk over t ime t~at ex1Jlai ns c~angi ng 
. . 

spat; a] behavior. The percei-ved ut'i-l ity <>{ the new it1fonnatiotl determines 

the d~mand for it and hence, the ~xtent of t~e search proce~s. ft change 

.in behavior (or ad'option) is exp1ained as a function o(ch~n9;ng place 

uttl.ity. FormUlationSiOf this pr.ocess that, inclu~e ~ùch 'jnter~~l fe,edback 

mechanisms, however, s i11 experience problP.ms of equifinality similar ta 
• • \..... Co' 

those that pl ague.,;f'diff si on research. ~ 
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This rev;ew, presenting research from the -field of health services 

research, geography, and diffus ion theory, has reveal ed the diverse 

character of approaches to the ut;l i'zation problem, and the nature of 

difficulties associated. with them. There is little evidence of truly 

multidisciplinary research. Above all, results sU9gest an indetenminacy 

of knowledge: a characterization that often applies not onTy to the answers 

to questions posed' in this review, but to the questions themselves. 

Thus in this stud~, a methodology is sought that will both' integrate 

those diverse' approa€hes and explore sorne of the issues raised with 
"* 

respect to changing util,ization hehavior. 'f>reCisély wt;;ch of the many 
. . 

issues raised in this review will be explored can nOt~be determin~ ~t 

~e outset. Rather, this will cOlle about as the result of atterni'ting 
c 

to' generate sane hypotheses regarding the adopt ion process. IR Chapter \-. 
~ , 

Three, the means ~y ~ this is accOmpl ishe<! are discussed: 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOnS .. 

This chapter may he seen as having two dlstinct objectives. The first 

is to derive a methodological approach to this research. The second ;5 
r-" 

to describe how that approach was actually executed. Accordingly. a ' 

methodologica'- literature is rev1ewed first that considers the princlples 

of grounded theory as a means of integratlng the diverse fields of 

research relevant to this study. 01scussion of this theory is based on 

the work of Glaser and Strauss (1967). Application of these principles 
~ 1 

in this research in turn necessitates the derivation of an interview 

approach that "ti11 accOO1modate the i nduct ive logie embodi ed in grounded 

theory. Both of these considerations are addressed in Section 3.1. ". 

Discussion of the use of these principles and metho~ ta obtain the 

interview data for this study constitutes the second objective of thls 

chapter. A prospective study was planned. consisting of a series of 

interviews with new pat;~nts who wou 1 d ~e us;nq any one of the four 

Family Medical Center Clinics (FMCs) during an eight week~riod. These 

interviews~ comprise the data base. Permissio,(l was obtained from each 

of trre directors of the FMC clinics bath to canduct a one-week field 

test (or 1 test day in each clinic) prior to actual data collection. 

and ta interview approximately 30 new patients at each site during 

the ensuing eight week period. • 

The principles and methods of grdunded theory were ~rst used in 
( 

the field tes"t, the most important p"rpose of which was ta detennine 

not only how, but also what data shoul~ be collected. The interv;pw 

data and technique developed during the field test are the topic of 

Section 3.2.. Secondly. these principles were used to justify the , 
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> 
method of sampl1ng: the rrocedure bN which the patient sample was 

obtalned Çrom the ~our FM~ clinics is descri~ed ir ~ection 3.3 •• Finally, 
~ 

the,. were used throughout data collection tn enslJre t!1at questions regarding 

the categories of information rlerived durin/} the field test retainerl thei4' 

salience, anti further t!'1at interrelationships amono t"em emerged in order 

ta generate hypotheses r~gard,ng the adontinn prncess. rata collection, 

inc~uaing hoth the interview tec~niques and method of interview document~

t,ion, is discussed i~Sect'ion 3.4 •• 
~ 

In the final Section, 3.~., the descriptive methods IIserl ta ana1yze 

the data are presented. The results of these analyses are t~e topic 

of Chapter Four. 

3.~. ~~ethodological L iterature 

1 Tre significance of the grounded theory apprQach cor this study lS that 

it does not inyolve t~e veri f lcation ~~ hypotheses and theory hased on 

any a priori assumptions of any rlisc;pline reqarrlinn changing utllization 

behavior, or the adortion process. Instead, it has as its foremost 
, • <.:\ 

abject ive, the generat i on of theory anrl hypotheses that emerge ft\em, 

qualitative data. The .formulation of these hypotheses is contingp.nt 

on the use of pri nci pl es of 9rounded treory wf'>ich govern the management 

and interpretation of qualitativp. data. 

In contrast to the deductive log;c of verification, tre inductive 

logic of generation filepends upon ô comparative method of analysls that 

produces hypotheses and theory. The~ ~re he1i ev~d to ~e superior in 

that they 'fit l anti1worl<l. i.e., describe and explain, t"e r1ata hpcàuse 

they are finnly grounded in ~rirical ohservation. This generation is 
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,. 
dependent on d research process that is the general comparatlve Method 

of <1lJalit~t;ve analysis, inclurlin(J the principles 0+ thporetica i saMp1inl'). 

The method of 00mparative analysis al10ws these cateqorles 0+ ln+ormation 

an.e the relationships between t:hem ta emergp from the d~ta. rn<1lJlr~' daes 

not begin \</ith a preconce1Ved hypot~etical +ramework, hut rat"'er, is baspd 
J 

on a partial framework of 'local' concerts, i.e., t"ose +ew çunt1amental 

features of the process in question. fi ranc10m samplinq "ramework is un-

necessary given the purpose of treory generation rather tl"an verificatHln. 

Data collect~on cannot be planned beyond these initial decisions, slncp 
b 

according ta the comparative method, each rlevelopment in the ide'nt;+;cation 

and structure of informat.ion dictates the npxt. Treoretical samp1inq is 

characterized bya process of jointly collecting, codino, and analyzlng 

data that is detennineM'hy emerqent Henry. At each tllrn, those 1eads 

are pursued that are most opportunistic ln maxlmizing the di+fprence 

netween groups. n'e criterlon of emerglng treoretical rf'lev<lnce i<; 

applied in choosing groups for comparison. 

The identi+"ication of relevant cateqorie'i ()ç infomation anrl crystal1i-
... 

zatinn Of a frame,.,,,rk tha\ structur~s them has !)een (')hsprved to occur +airly 

rapidly. The first days in t'he field are most critica1 in this regard. As 

e~p~ric;lly der1ved categories and properti~s of information arp rp.peate~1y 
'1 

observed, the 'depth' Of the theoretical sample lncreases, witr concomi-

tantly increasing confi1p.nce in He er1\ergent theory. 14hen no a<1ditional 

data ~re beina found whereby properties of the category ~av he further 
, . 

developed, theoretical saturation is reache~ and samplinq may cease (f,laser 
~ 

and Strauss, 1967). Assurance of the operation 0+ these principles during 

'data col1ection depends upon devising an intwvjew structure anti tec/'1n;QlJe 

that a110ws those qenerative princip1es of data management and interpretation 

.. 
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ta operate. The foremost criterion of this design is flexibillty, so 

that the cholce o1*'an open-ended, conversat ional mode of intervie\'~ 

seems an obvious one. However, because the quality of data in any 

study uSing an lnterview methodolo!JY for data collection is contifl-

gent on the effect~eness of the qlJestionnair~ desiqn and interview tech-

niques employed, severa} sources are reviewed here that have addressed 

those aspects of different interview methodologies that miqht ne~iVelY 
or positive'y affect this quality. \ 

Becalise grounde1 t heOry principles are contingent upon the fnformation 

gathering process, assurance of the qualfty of that information 15 partic-

ularly important. In this case, both the principles of data collection 

and the quality of information depend upon the effectiveness of the fnter-

view. Effectiveness is typically evaluated according to cnteria of ~li-
1 

dit Y aod rel iabll ity (nppenheim, 1966). Val idity, or the true and factual 
1 ! 

accuracy of the informait ion obta; ned, can be tested on1 y in ci rcumstances ~ 

where actual records documentinq the facts are availahle so that the 

reports of an interviewed qroup of individuals mfY be cnmpared w;th thp 

records. Rel iabil ity seeks to determine a concensus on what is bel ieved to 

be true, and can be detennined by comparing responses from groups of inter-

viewed individuals and noting the degree of agreement between comparative 

groups. Tests of reliability are more readily accomplished th an those of 

validity, and have occurred much more frequently in the literature. While 
d 

improved techniques have enhanced reliabil ity, this does not imply improve-

ments for val idity, and meeting this criteria continues ta be a challenge .. , 
(Solon, et al, 1962). 

Neither of these techniques will be used for evaluating the data col
....,.>-
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lecte<1 in this study. Pathpr, these criteria are addressed byattel'1ptin'1 .. 
ta account Çor lnconsistency çnd inaccur~cy in the repo~terj da-t:'-a f)y con-

sidering the rroble~s of unrlerreporting,.recal1, and inço~ation retrieva1 

that are related ta elicitlng information, and l'1tervie'.<ler ~las and/or 

rpsponnent error that are in,prent in the interview process. With regard 

to the latter problems as il source of hïaserl response, tre, rol€' oç beravi or 

in the interview, pers6nal attitudes, and rercept10n and lnÇormation levels 

of both the in·tervie~.er and the respondent have heen investigated (Cannell, 

lQ77)., Although there is an otwious interaction effect in thf? interview 

process, discussion of response hias in the literature has qenerally neeri 

rlicrotomized hetween the t~IO participants. 

The respondent can be expected to give an accurate response if he: (1) 
, ' 

has knowledqe about the items reauired ln the intervle\'lj (2) can remember 

them at the Ume of the interview; anti (3) 1S willing to report them. ',·Iit" 

respect to health rlata interviewing, underreportinq is Much More preva1ént 

than overreportinq of events. Ttds phenomenon rnay s,tem ~r'om either or r,ot" 

Of the second and third conditirms stated ahove, i.e., tl-oe ;~,llJre of recall 
1 _ 

and/or' failure ta communicate known infonnation (ranne1l and Y.ahn, 1968). 

While bath Of tpese are related to the general 1~1 1); motivatinn of the 

.. 

responrlent, there may be negative effects on the wil1ingness ta report if -, 

tre re'spongent feels that the question is either threatening "Or potentially 

embarrassing in sorne way (robb and Cannell, 1966). The prob1ern of recrtll 

in underreportinq has received a great deal oç attention in thE' litflrat.ure 

due to its effects on val idHy. The recall process may he thv/arted hy 

two effects that contriQutp to underrerorti'1g: (l) the time that has 

elapsed since the event occurred; and (2) the psycholol)ical impact oç 

the event, deÇined in tenns Of the personal importance of the pve{nt. 
.. 
\. 

-
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(r.1 a ti-on a 1 renter Çor Healtr Statistics, 1965). Longer" lapses and less , 

significant events are dssociaterl wit~ incrpase~ underr.eporting. The rapid 

rlegeneration of recall Qver time and its arlverse effect on ;,nterview villi-

rlity is illustrated in one study ~h{cb found 1hat for patients discbarged 

between 1-10 weeks, only 3'1', failed to report this hOSf'litalization, out that 

for those between 51-53 weeks. 4~ 0+ patients failed ta report thiLevent 

(National C~nter for Health Statistics, 1965). Attempts ta associate socio-
.. ~ 

demographic characteri5tics including age, sex, erlucation, incarne, and race 

wit.h underreporting ravp heen inconc1usive, but rio not seem ta be as in~lu-

y-' " ventia1 as are salient characteristics of the event (Canne11 and Fow1er, 

1963). Effects of a proxy responoent on data qua1ity, l.e., reportinq for 

another fami1y member. VS. reportin9 for 5el~, qeneral1y have been ohserved . 1 

to increase underreporting. 

Initial inquiry into the interviewing proce5s eXdfTIined the inÇluence n~ 

the interviewer's attitudes, expectations, hac~graund, and physical charac-

ter;st;cs that intl"oduce l'lias inta thp intervie\~ (rannell, .1(77). Trree 

activities o~ the intervie\'/er are cited in the 11terature that rlay a1so he 
"-

sources of bias: (1) as~in9 Questions; (2) rrobing questions; and (3) qivlng 

feedback • Whi1e it is gpneral1y agreed that interviewpr çeed~ack increases 

the amount of information reported, little i5 known ahout its pTfect on the 

quality of ;"nterview data. Feedhacl<, defined as evaluative staterJents nade 
~ 

by the int~rviewer, can improve quality, but may a150 be a source "f unwanted 

hias. Feedback, viewed as rein~orcement. is seen as havih~ t~ree tYres of 

affect (though not mtltually exclusive) upon responrlent per+orfTlance (Cannpl1, 
\ 

1977). T~e first. cognitive e-4='fect, i5 based on the premise trat t"'~ respon
\ 

dent must understanrl what hp is te do in orrler tn of'ltilin unbiaserl res~ensPJ 1 

1 

;-.e., the ro1e expectations of the intervie\</er must he clarifierl for t9~ 

--------------------- --~-- J 
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li 

respondent. There is some controversy. however, ~ver whether this is a 

necessary condition fO~elicitinq ar.curate resp6nses (Cannell, lQ77). Qnp 

study has even found that, disguisi,..,q the true(;tTll/rpose of thp irterview may 

bf' advantaoeous (<iolon,'et al, 1962). In 1:his study, partial1y t~rpateninQ 
, . 

1 
1 

infonnatiorr t~at would have been un~eport~q t~rouqh direct questioninq was 

obtai>ned by obl ique inqufri, thus improvipg interview val idity. 

The secon~ type of effect, conditiOnj~g, i~ not easi1y rlistinquished in 
... 

the 1 iterat ure f rom the cogn i t i '". 1t .'~efers t 0 opera nt cond i t clt\ng pri n-

ciples My which reinforcement, occurrinq immediately after SOMe des1red ~e-

1 
havior, increases the probability 9f that h@havior recurring (Cannell, 1977). 

The implication is that if the responrlent has the ability and wants to re

spond, understands nis role in tt,p interview, and knows when he is compl iant, 
( 

the response wl11 be an accurate one. rogn it ive anrl candi i: ion i nq types of 

reinforcpment ensure the 1ast two of these conrlitions, re~pectively. 

The third type of effect is motivatl0nal, ano is a consequence of any 

feedhack statements, reqarrlless of tyne or amount of use ln the interview. 

This type of reinforce~nt has more general aims of reducinq respondent 
/ 

tensions or hnstile fêelinQs toward the interviewer, ~nd to foster rapport. Il 

Motivationa1 effects of rei~forceme"t are manifest in documented phenomenon 

of hehavior matching in interviews, i~., tbe level of behavior of the inter-

viewer is matched by that of the respondent. While these efÇects increase 
• 

activity level'§ an~ the amount of infonnatio'l..generated, they do nct necf'!S-

sarily improve v~l idity (Cannell,' 1977). 

"'-
With respect ta the interviewer., the activities of ,question asking anrl 

probing as a source of bias have been examined with respect ta the effects 

of suggest ibil ity (~hn and r.annell, 1957). Praf)inq, has ill reacJy heen con

sidered indirectly in terms of reinforcement an~ ~edback eÇfetts and is 
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rlifficu1t to distinguish from eonditioning effects. Generally, _ fnade-

.. quate response" Le., one r/hieh is nct meeting specifie auestion objectives, 

wou1d require a probing ~uestlon. T~1S prohe may be either directive, 

which introduces hias through suggestibilit.v , as is found in tre concept 

of the leadinq question, or non-directive and non-suqqestive, WhlCh avoirls 

incurring this bias. These effects may be introrfuced hy the ~terv'ewpr 

or they may be inhérent in,the fonn of the question itself. Recent inqUlry 
, 

in these areas has sugg~ted that underreporting may not be the result' 
/ 

/ 

of reporting error as much as it is one of questioning error (Cannell, 

1977) • 

It has long been recognized that the inarfequacy of srecific questions as 

they appear on ths interview schedul e may he due to probl ems àpart frOOl the 

interviewer's presentation or t~e responrlent's misunderstan~,ng. Ratrer, 

they are caus~d by poor syntax in the structure of the questlon, or by poor 

placement in the interview schedule so that they interfer~ with the contin-

uity of the interview (Kahn and rannel1, 1957). More rf"cently, it ras :(' .. 
been shown that the val idity of irfonnation can be improved by the length 

of the question by either questior formulation or probinq of reported 

information. Findings indicated that a suhstanti'al increase in question 
/ 

length, controlled for. information content and demand of the question, 

produced responses that i"~reased both the amount and the validity of 
,~ 

information obtained (Cannell, 1977). 

~elated to this work is another study which shows tnat the type of oues-

tion posed has a profound influence on hehavior patterns in the intervie~ 

process, w~ich in tur~ has implicati~ns for validit~ improvement (deKoenig, 

lQ60). This stùdy dfchotomized questions t')etween closed (traditiona11y 

known as forced-choice questions) and open questions. T~e open question 
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requires the respondent to formulate his own answer, while the closed ques-

tion forces the respondent to, reply within the constraints of the alterna

tlVes supp~ ied by 'the question. The open question requires the respondent 

to retrieve fram memory with a minimu~ of stlmulating eues, and t~erefore, 

~is motivatlonally a much more difficult task. It is aSSOClatd in the study 

with increased lnterviewer activity including probing and~edback. and the 

increased likelihood of el1citing an unacceptable response. Closed questions, 

however, involve only recognition memory, and the task is motivatlonally 
~ 

much simpler. While the unacceptabil ity of response is not an issue here, 

they have the disadvantaqe of having ta ask many more of them in order to 

coyer the same material as a single open-'ended question. ' The results of 

deKoenig's study would seem to argue favorahly for improved val idity of the 

forced-choice type of question. However, another interpretation may be made' 

of the principles of recall and retrleval inherent in the open question, 

WhlCh argue iJs superiority in effecting response valldity. 

A most recent study e~amlning the failure of recall lnteqrates both the 

cognitive and motivational forces involved in the intervlew process. 

Whereas it generally has be~n found that recal1 is due to retrieval probl ems 
1 • 

rather than forgetting, the methodological Objective of the interview becomes 

one of fac11itatinQ recall by manipu1ating the eondltions under which re-
'. 1 

trieval occurs. One emerging hypotheses regardlng retrieval problems suqgests 

that the que~tian pased may be inadequate to stfmulate retrieval of infor-
.", 1 

mation from memory (Canne1l, 1977). T~is study notes that the eues and ~rame . 
of reference (whieh are thought ter be important by the r~searcrer) may be 

< 
total1y inappropriate or even meaning1ess st~imu1i to the respondent in el i<:;ft-

1ng reeall of a gfven event. Thus w~i1e questions requiring only reeognitl\On 

may be eas1er ta answer (motiva~ionally speaking) than are those requirinq \ 
1 

\ 

\ 
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l\ 
tota1 reca11 (inc1uding retrieval and presentation), inereased bias may 

actual1y be incurred if the cognitive eues and frames of reference for th~ 
i~ 

event of the interviewer and responde~t are discreDan~ The implication is 
~ . 

that recognltion tech~iques may he criticized for thefr 1 imitations not only 

in tenns of suggestibility and inefficiency, but more importantly rn their 
\ 

reliance on 'shared' concepts. The study concludes that recognltion tech-

niques are p6werful on1y when the stimulus is appropriate - otherwisp 

they may be more hannful than helpfLll in el iciting an unbiased response. 

This argument-against re1iance on recognition that is inherent in forced-

choie~ questi.ons is sim,ilar ta the rationale that supports the use of a 

grounded t heory a pproach ta the gllnerat i on of research hypot-heses. l t wou 1 d 

~ appear that thlS approa,h, by a1lowing sal ient information and their inter-

re1ationsh~ps. ta emerge, would at the same time foster a frame of reference 

that would be ~hared by both the interviewer and respondent. Ry inçorporat-

ing these cognltive eues in t~e intprview technlque, response reliability 

and even val)pity might be improved. The arguments against recognition-based 

recall are also supportiv p of those madp with reÇerpnce ta ~he relatrve 

value of qual itat ive data aenerally. There is l fttle purpose in forring a 

respondent to make a nominal choice. or ratp sorne phenomenon ordinally, if 

he can on1y do 50 arbitrarily - either because he ·does not understanrl the 

ques~ion or cannot~accurately respond within the eonstraints of alternatives 

supplied in the question. In this way. qualitative data has an ironie, if 

elusive, truthfulness or accuracy in its amhiguity, while quantitative data 

can lead to inaccuracy and misrepresentation by virtue of the same ambigui,ty. 

Thus the open-ended, conversational mode of interview tha~ meets the 

primary criterion of flexibility specified hy the grounded theory approa~h_ 

is further rationalized by the argument that the quality of interview data 

1 . ~ 
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, 
may actually ifTIprove in an 'open' (vs. 'r.losed') interview. In partlcular, 

the potential for response reliabi1ity ta be enhanced has great Sign~~éâftce 

for the grounded theory arproach in whîch the apparent concensus of responses 

is ultlmately the hasis of emerqinq theory. The featur~s of grounded theory 

and interview methodology provide the hasis for development of the interview 

agenda and technique used in data collection that are the topie of th@ re-

mainder of Chapter·Three. 

~3.2. The Field Tes! 

, 
The field test, condueted during the week of May 16-20, 1977, had a 

three-fold purpose: 

1) ta determinp whicr questions shoul~ he asked, 
i.e., what data should be col1ected; ~ 

2) to determine how these data coulrl best he 
elicited durinq tre interview; and 

3) to become familiar with opê~~ting staff and 
patient intake procedures at each clinic fn 
arder ta plan a standard protocol for data 
collection. 

~Iith respect t~ the last abject ive, several di scoveries were marie 

which influenced the sampling~design. Thesp. are discussed in Section 1.3 •. 
~ 

Also, since patient identification and hasie socio-demographic and econonic 

data were taken fram the LAVAL registration forms ëompleted hy. clerical 

staff at each Family Medical Center, it was important to verify the 
. . 
~ "~ comparah il ity of data coded by the varfous f'Jroeedures. ftppendix l, Itenr 

A, shows the forms used hy the c~inics. Alt~ough t~e remainder of activi· 

ties related to the thfrd objective'were 109istic in nature and wfll be, 

OOIitted from discussion as self-explanatory, those relatinq ta ,the iirst 

two objectives require some elaboration. 

, 1 

\ 
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The first objept ive deri~es from the principles of",ground~d theory re

garding the emergence of categories of information and the relationships 

between them that are the basis for generating hypotheses. As an illustra-

tion of the effectiveness and value of these principles, the results of 

the field test could not have been more convincing. Because the ma~ner 
c 

in which the questions were posed often led to the discovery of both unan-

ticfpated and salient infOrMation during the fielrl test interviews, it is 
. 

difficult to consider the second oDjective apart from the first. However~ 

4 
in its own right, the secorrd objective of the field test was to evaluate, 

various interview mec~an~sms by identifying possible met~odological diffi-

culties in the generation and interpretatian of data associated with a f~r-

mat developed for interview documentat·;an. 

A tentative interview format was devised which addressed certain features 

and processes presumed to b~ pert inent ta the research quest ion: "How does 

an individual come to make initial use of the FMI': clinic?". A1thouq~ it was 

anticipated .that sorne of the new patients would he medical referrals, an 

adoption process consisting of a search, learn, and choice sequence of events 

was conjectured for the se1f-referred patients. Five areas of questfoning 

relating ta these ev~nts were proposed for investigation durinq the field 

test: 
o patient sources; 
o knowleqge of this FMè; 
o knowledqe of other F~Cs; 
o spatial accessibility; and 
o travel and other opportunity 'costs. 

The ~ynamics of the interview process, as discussed in the precepding sec-

tion, werè the basis for devising a tentative intervi~1 fOrMat and technique. 
#. 

Several argurœnts made therein support the chofce of an open-ende<1, conversa
I 

tional mode for intervief1ng• Beyond its. presumed 5uperior reliahil ity and 

validity, this mode fs ~iônalized as the only pne that can accommodate the 

, 
-~ 
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principles of grounded theory ernbodied in the first objective: it was 

ess~ntial to the achievement of that objectivè. 

A general model of th& tentative interview format is shown in Appendix 1, 

Item R. In addition to this general mOdel, an introductory statement was 

developed prior to field testing with which to approach new patients. It 
o 

had the dual purpose of: (1) verifying the statws of! the pat;ent~ i.e., 
" 

as an initial visit; and (2) obta'ifni,ng penniss;on from the patient to be 

interviewed. The text of the introduction used durinq the field test is 

shown in Appendix l, ,Item C, and J.I)ay be compared to' a sompwhat mOd"ified 
0-

final version that was used during actual data collection. 

During the field test, a total of twenty-five inter'iews with patients 
q 

from al1 four clinics was conducted. ln these open-ended, conversa-

tional interview, the consistent emergence of responses identifyinq 

categories of information and their relationships challenged nearly all 
, 

/-, 

of the conjectured n0}!r0ns regarding the adoption process. These responses 1" 
formed the basis for all modifications made with respect ta both the inter-

_ a 

view~content and technique. The modifica\ions are reflected in a compari

son between the general tentative interview format andutre final format de

veloped for interview documentation during data corlection. The latter is 

presented in Appendix II,' Item O. In summary, ""ith respe~t tOo the five 
\ 

areas of inquiry,proposed for fi~ld tetting, it was found that: 

othe igitia1 visit must be seen bath within the 
context of an episode of medical need and 
in terms of the patient'satotal pattern of 
obtaining medical caret 

o . the level of knowledge reqardin9 the innovative
aspects of this clinic •. i.e., the one in which the 
patient was registerfnq, was very low, anrl therefore, 
that the motives for initial utilization required . 
~ami nat ion; 

. , r 
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o knowledge of other F~Cs was virtually non-existent, 
anrl therefore, that utilization or adoption could not 
be v;ewed as a choice amo~q the clinics; 

o criteria of spatial accessibility were generally 
not relevant Tor adoption; ano ' 

o opportunity eosts, especially travel time, were 
only salient when viewed in terms of the need, know
ledge, and experience of the individual patient. 

With respect ta the interview technique and Tormat, thp open-ended, con-

versational mode used during the field test allowed the respondent to speak 

freely ('so long as he remained on any of the scheduleci tapies). Extensive 

interviewer activity took place in the form of feedbaclc and probing questions 

in orcier to explore emerqing cate90ries of information and their relation-
( 

shi~S. It was recognized that this mode of interview, yieldinq a detailed 

" and personal account of t~e eyents leading to initial utilization, would 

be as advantageous during data tollection as it was during the field test. 
e 

, 
Consequently, it was retained as the technique used in data collection. 

3.3. The Patient Sample 

The p~;ent sample of 124 p~ients interv,~d at the FMCs during data 

collection is assumed te be representative of all 672 new patients to those 

clinics' durinq this time ppriod. Because the foremost purpose of this sam

ple was to genefate some'hypotheses regardinq, the adoption process accord

ing ta the princfples of theoretical sampling (as discussed in 3.1.), deter

mination< of a statistical sample was unnecessary. However, because these 
o 

hypotheses were to he statistically tested for' validity" a statistical sam

ple also had to be considered. Alt~.ough a systematic, random sample should 

have been drawn from the qroup of new pat ient,s over a year in arder to 

'1 
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achieve an ideal sampling design, this was precluded oy the tlme constralnts 

imposed upon the study. With this in mlnd, a con'servative samp1 e size of 

30 patients from each cl inie was detennined ta be an adeqlJate data base +or 

the analytic methods to he ~yed. This estimate i5 based on the calcu-

lations that appear in Appendix II, Item E. The possibi1ity of obtalnlng 

a random sample of these interviews from al1 FM( cllnies within a perlod 

of 10 weeks or Jess was further compl ieated by the added constraint of a 

single interviewer, and the logistiçal prob1ems entailed in the allocation 

of the inteviewer to four different locations during the time periode Fi-

°na11y, several observations of operations made during the field test pre-

sented obstacles to obtaining such a sample, especially given the above 

constraints. 

First, high1y different rates of lntake of new patients were noted for 

the four FMCs, as shawn in Figure 3.1. (see page 102). Secondly, the time . 
of arrival of new patients on any given day was dependent upon varying 

.. 
scheduling practices in each clinic. 

, 
For exampl e, one scheduled ne\'i pa-

tients on1y on a specifie afternoon of each week. wrile the others screduled 

patients throughout the week and tended ta concentrate initial appolntments 

dur1ng~àrly rnorning and early afternoon hours. None o~ the clinics sched-

uled initial visits on Wednesdays. Finally, a high rate of broken appoint-

me~ts for new patients was observed durinq the field test. Approximnte1y 

" 37~ of those new patients scheduled for an initial visit simply did not 

arrive to meet that appointment: this ~actor greatly exacerhat~d the 

rate of intake and schedulina dif!;culties. 
lP<A 

These constraints and operational pecutiarities precluded obtaininq a 

random sample of new patients durinq data collection. This was Çurther 

rationalized by considering possible sources of bias that might affect the 

1 
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representativeness of the pat lent sample. The schedul ing of nèw patients 

with respect to either time of appointment or team asslqnment was not thouoht 

ta contr;b~te hias, s;nce the allocatlon of initla1 appointments was made 
4 

sole1y on the basis of aval1abillty in the schedu1es of the physicians or 

a resident,of his tedfll. The fact that a11 physicians and]esidents were 

fami1y practitioners imp1 ies a certain standardization of service so that 

bias in patient assignment was not expected. Fina11y, the decision was 

rationalized hy consider;ng the nature of the data to be collected and 
. -

the lntended analytical approachw The highly qual itative data yie1ded 

by the interviews and the non-parametric analytic techniques to be employpd 

suggested that results of the study would not be appreciab1y affected by 

a rigorous sampl ing procedure. 

FIGURE 3.1. THE PATIENT SAMPLE 
- , 

HOSPITAL MONTREAL ,JEWI SH OUEn! SAINT TOTAL 

" 
GENERAL GENEPAL ELIZABETH ~APv 1 ~ 

o new pat ients 
i nterv i ewed :n 31 30 30 

~ 
124 

-------------------------------------------._--------.----------------------
o weeks at which 

interviewing ceased 4. 7 • 7 -, 8. 
o days during this time 

having new patients 21. 24. 22.5 20. (37. 
o days spen~ interview;ng nax.) 

new patients 3.5 6.5 5.5 5.5 2l. 
o ratio of # days spent 

interviewing to # days 
during this t ime with 
new patients .167 '.271 .245 .275 

o new patients during 
this time period 125 148 105 104 482 

o ratio of # new patients 
interviewed ta H new 
patients during this time .264 .210 .2R6 .273 

o patients during 
maximum 8 week data 
col ~ct ion per-iad 262 183 126 104 672 

o ratio of # new patients 
interviewed to # new 
patients durinq this time .126 .167 .238 .289 __ ~ ____________________________________________ J ______ ______________________ _ 

1 
1 

1 
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The effectt of constraints and conditlons that are noted above not only 

precluded a random sample, but even threatened the success of obtalning 

the non-random sample of patients during the data collection period. Con-

sequently, the selection of 30 patients interviewed in each F~C was based on , 
criteria that maximized the-weekly intake of new pat lents at a11 cllnics and, 

at the same time, minimized the lo9istic problems invo1ved in a1locatinq the 

~erviewer. This was achieved by assigning the intervl~er to the cllnics 

for 'ha1f-day periods of time on a weekly basis as is shown in Fiqure 1.1 •• 

Due ta the different rates of intake at eaCh;rlin;c, those having lower rates 

were given priority in that a11ocatl0n. while the remaining time in a given 

week was a110cated to clinics with higher rates. This was accompl ished by , 
obtalning the schedule of new patients from all clinics late in each week 

of data collection. Thus the a1locatlon could be made one week in advance 
, 

according to the above criteria. Once allocated to an F~C for the half-day, 
~, 

the intervlewer approached all new patients arriving durlng that time. 

All patients who met the crHerion of 'inltial visit' were interviewed; rro 

one refused to be interviewed. Although it was intenrlen that the cumulative 

number of new patients intervlewed 'in each c1in;c would remain relatively the 

same across clinics throughout the data collection period, the highly'differ-

ent intake rates of new patients in the clinics foiled this strategy. Thys 

.' the number of days spent interviewing varierl hy FMC. A1so, since interviewing 

ceasp.d when the quota of 30 patients was fulfilled, the duration of actual 

data collection varied by c1inic (s~~ Figure 3.1.). 

With respect to makinq statistical inferences baserl on the patient sample, 

the proportion of new patients intervtewed ta the total number of new pa

tients during the 8· week data collection period varied considerab1y by FMC, 

as is shown in Figure 3.1.. For t-hose FMC cl inics in which the pat ient 

• • 
7 
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sample represents a higher proportion, a stronger ~asis lS afforçed for 

making inferences w1th respect ta that time periode By restrictinq the 

time period to that during which actual data collection occurred, the lower l 

ratios may be râised so that proportions are slmilar for all hospitals; 

however, infe~ence ;s then 1 imited to' that ti~e span. ~hi1e the analysis 

in Chapt'er Four considers only pooied, or agqregate, data, it may be useful 
\ 

to consider sDch variations across sites i~ interpreting results. 

3.4. Data Collection 

, 

Before any ·patien't wa.s int~rviewed, two criteria rad to he met: 
\ 

o that this was the first visit as 
a patient to this FMC; and 

o that the pat1ent could adequately 
responrl to the interviewer, or if 
he could not (e1ther because of age, 
mental deficiency, or language diffi
culties) that he had a proxy respondent 
who cOl/ld respond in his stead. 

In many cases, the use of pr9xy respondents was appropriate, since the 

proxy had aiso been the decision maker with respect to ~eekin~ ca~e, i.e., 

in the case of very young patients (less than 15 years of age) the parent 

was in~erviewed (7 cases). By the same token, the patient may also have 

been an inapprupriate respondent (5 cases). The use of proxy respondents 

for new patients who coulrl not converse in either English or Frenc~ occurred 

for 8 cases. For patients who met these two criteria, data \vas obtained 

fram two sources: (1) LAVAL registration forms required at each clinic; 

and (2) the personal interview conducted by this researcher. All data was 

~ coded onto the inte\view documentation sheet presented in Appendix l, Item [l. 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.~., the patient ide nt ificat,ion and 
~ 

• • • • 

~ , 
; 
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basic socio-demographic and economic data were collected by clerical staff 

at the clinic on the LAVAL registrations fOnTIS (see Appendix I, Item A). 

A few of'those variables sel~cted for incluSlon in the data set were au€]-

lT'Jented durirt€] thp interview (see fppenrlix I, Item 0, Nos. l-R). ~1though 

there were t~o different coding forms, and the information was obtalned 

under different conditions, the objective nature oJ the variables included 

in the data set for this study suggest relative val idity in reporting. 

The 'Education ••• in years' variable, for exarnple, \'/dS not included since 

it was found that patients tended te either answer arbftrarily, or that 

answers l'lere not compadb1e (due to different educational systems). 

The rernaining variables document the open-ended, conversationa1 inter

view conducted with each/patient (see Appendix I,.Item 0, Nos. 9-41). The 

coding scheme used consisted primarily of nominal or ordinal classifications 

of responses related to the salient categories of in~ormation identifie~ 

during the field test. The sequence of variables listed by no means reflects 

the course of conversation, but rather those ltems elicited during the 

interview. Obtaining adequate resp~nses to these items during the interview 
~ 

depended upo~ a process between the intenvipwer and respondent that involved 

a constant evaluation and feedback of subtle cues. Virtually every lnter-

view required a di~ferent approach. 

Ouring"the interview on1y the tiame of the new patient and minimal not~s' 

were recorded on the back of the inteview documentation form. The inter-

view was then coded onto this form, either irnmediately after the intervi~. 
'", 

or more often, later the same day. The rel iabil ity aoo val idity of inter
/ 

view documentation depended upon providing adequate notes fram which to 

reconstruct the conversation. 

A criticism could he level1ed here which charges that coding of the 

___ h ___________________ ~ ~ _______ _ 

1 
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,1 
lnterview merely sh1~ts t~e resporsihi~ity Çor error (riue ta arbitrary 

cateqorlzation of respenses) frofil tl,e responrlent ta tre intervi€'tler l',f.o 
(' 

codes them. It ,}s arguerl, however, th1~he. interviewer 
.\ 

coding procedures ta accarTJ110date the qualitative dsrects of thp interview 

ln a manner that is consistent with the emerging catêgories of ln+ormatibn 

and their relationships., The approach ta t~e interview and lts riocumen-

tation would net, inrleed could not, have beén sacrificed and still have 

\ resulted'ln the same lnsioht ;nto tl,e dynamics ;nvolveri ln the init,ial 

utilization of the clinics. It is Mel.ieve<i that althot1Ç1h t"e categories 

Of information were empirically prount:1ed in tre .ç;~lt1 test, tr.,ey would 

not have led to the identiÇication of different adoption processes hypo

.thesized in Chapter Four had the lnterv;ew I1rocess e!l1oToyed during trese 

weeks been otherwise. 
iIi 

The experience of the interviewer rluring c1ata collection "tas C'onsis-

tent with the principles of theoretical s~mpling. As time progresserl, the 
o , 

eXl1eriences related ~y the respon~ents ~ecamp increasinqly predictahle 

within a range of responses establ1shed ln earlier weeks,' Finally, new 
• al 

properties of information and configlJration~ no long.er ilppeared: tl,e sal"1ple 

approached a saturation point. Ir te~s of theorptic~l samrling, ~h~ data 

collected, as well as the natient sample, as,sumeo legitimacy. 

3.5. Analytic Methods 

Two reasons justified the use of non-parametric statistics for c1ata 

analysis. First, no assumptions ~re made regarding the proharility 

~istributions of t~e populations underlying the sampl~s. 5er.on~, the leve1 

,1 
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') 

<:ïpeciflcal1y, the cri-square (X'-) and continqency cneUicient (f.) were Ilsed· 

ta -analyze thA cont1ngency tables prorluced hy thp cross-classifi~tion (),f: , 

two (or mOrf~) varlar1es. The X2 stat1stical test of slqnl,f:lcance rJetenmnes 

whether or not the variahles are 1nderendent. T~e larqer the X2 value, 
i 

the less likely it lS that tre varlables arp independent. The contingency 

" coefficlent. based on the XL. value, is a measur~ of associatl0n, or the 

degree to whicr values! of one variable vary wlth those of another (~lie. 
/' 

et al, 1975). The test Of significance is tt'lat Of tre correSP~di ng 

X2• The pri"1ary advantage of lJsing the r. ;s that \'Ihile the x? test is 

sensitive to sample size (n), the \. is nnt. In these analyses, if tre 

probability of the X2 Oli C \'las ress than .nc:;, statistical siqnificance 
• 

was assumed for the relations1ip. 

A single parametri( tpst, the one-way analysis of variance, was userl Çor 

the only continuous variahle ana1yzed in the study, travel tlme. Accord-

1ngly, the F test of statistica1 significance was used ta t~st ~het~pr 

the mean travel times hetween groups were different. F.xcept +or tre level 

of measurement, the data was not examined with respect to the assunpt10ns 

underlying the F test (Siegel, 1956). There is sorne r~cent evidence h~pver, 

that shows this test to be fairly rohust despite violation of tresp. assu~r-

tions (Kerlinger and Pedhazur. 1973). 

The information documentinq the intervie\'Js wa$ r~coded'in a fOrfTlilt for 

data analysi~ (see Appendi~ l, Item'F). ~ltheugh sorne detal1 was sdcrificed 

in tris recode, essential variahles and properties.were retained. The 
r 

Statistical Package for the Social ~ciences or ~PSS, was~sed for analysis 

(Nie, et al, 1975). Specifically, the ~p~S subpro~ra!1l for contingency 

tal""e analysis (CRO~STtI,PS), and in one instance" the subprogram .for analvsis 

Of vari ance (ONE'AAY) \'/ere used. 
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~ 

In Sllmmary of the met'1olis userl in this researcr, it s~oulrl blp-i~rl-asized 
"'\ 

that the use of grounded theory as an approach t~~t~e oroblem more t~an 

.satlsf;pd this researcrer's exnectations as an 1ntegrative research meth-

orlology. Proof of the SlIccess OoF the method ln eH ectlnq responsivf' lntpr
~ 

Vl€WS in which relevant and reliahle lnformatlon was obtained from patients 

lies in the generation of new hypotheses regarding arloption rrocesses that 

are prespnted in Chapter F~ur. 

\ 
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS 

<The ana1ysis of interview data sought to accomp1ish two objectives. 

'" First, the purpose was to generate sorne hypotheses about the ways ln Wh1Ch 

the interviewees were made aware of, and sought ta use the Fami1y Medical 

Centers for an initial visit. It should be emphasized that this inqulry 

is distinct from that posed by other uti1ization research that focuses on 

the search for medica1 caçe. Research hypotheses regarding the latter 

process do not encompass the aspects of acquiring information about alter-

native a~d/or new sources of care, nor the choice of a new source of care 

that are the focus:of thi~ analysis. Through the use of the principles 
~ 

of grounded theory (see Chapter 3), several hypotheses were established • 

regarding the vanous' ways that patients had come to use this particu1ar, 
1 

relatively new and innovative primary care service for the first time. 

In Section 4.1 .• these hypotheses are presented in the form of a typo1ogy 
1 

of 4 basic scenarios that summar;ze a11 124 adoption experiences. Three 

events, identified as requisites for initlal utilization of the c11nics, 

" were used as criteria in constructing the typology. These were: (1) the 
" decision to seek medica1 care; (2) the acquisition of information about 

the Family Medical Centers and (3) the evaluation of kno~m alternative 

sources of care and ultimate use of that clinic. The delineation of 

four distinct sequences of the se everits form the categories of the 

typo1ogy, or hypotheses of adoption experiences. 

The second Objective is an extension of the first. It is ta further 

differentiate the groups of adopters hypothesized in-the typology by' adding 

·a descriptive dimension to those categories. In Section 4.2. ,. the four

~ category typology is cross-tabulated with several variables chosen to 
\ 

- ---
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represent aspects of the three events that were used to formu1ate 

the hypotheses. any of these were found to vary consi~tently with the 

categories of the typology, enabling a more refined description of the 

groups of adopters. The analysis was carried one step further Py regar~ing 

those variables as indicators of the overall lev.el of "discretion" experienced 
, 

by the patient in king his initial visit. Patient discretion is a multi-

dimensional attrib te determined by: (1) the individual/s perceived ur

gency of the need for care (as distinct from an economic definition of the 

patient demand fo care); and (2) the amount and level of information he 

.possesses about a) local medical care services in general, and b) about 

the Family Medic 1 Center, specifically. Either, or"'both of these con

ditions, may impact on the patient's adoption process. In light of this 

interpretaticfn of the analysis, an additional hypothesis emerges. It 

suggests that th9l' type of adoption experience is associated with a given 

level of patient discret ion, and furthet, that the catego'ries of adopters 
1 

may be ordinally ranked according to that level of discretion. 

Credence to this hypothesis is lent by the results of analysis in 

Section 4.3. By disaggregating cases to the level of individual exper

jence that led to adoption, and performing cross-tabulations among the 

descriptive variables used in the preceding Section 4.2., the associations 

between the descriptive dimensions may be discerned. A discussion of the 

results of these analyses and conclusions drawn, follo\'/s in Chapterlive. 

4.1. A Typology of Adopters 
J 

" 
Before discussing the typology, a few points should be raised regarding., 

the significance of hypotheses produced by the grounded theory méthodology. 
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First. there is an enormous amount of information ~roduced during 

data collection. In attempting to simplify ând synthesize the data into 

a coherent whole, one of the guiding principles of the grounded theory 
~--' 

methodolo~>is to consistently minimize the differences or maximize the 
"C ' . " 

simi1ariti~s'-6etween emerging groups. The objective ;s to synthesize as 

much information as possible in the most concise hypothesis (or set of 

hypotheses). In so doing, certain dimensions may b\ better than others 

forvacco.mplishing this synthesis. This is the oost, important part of an 

explanation for failing to include descrip;t~ information regarding pa-
; 

- , 

tients in either the typology or the subsequent analyses. There is a lack 
... 

of this kind of information for' 2 reasons. First, as intimated in Chap-

ter 3, there was a lack of availabl~. reliable data that could be used to 

measure such traits.* Second, although there was a great deal of descrip

tive information conveyed during the interview in the form of'very subtle 
... 

cues, it would be difficult to justify trying to quantify these impressions 
p , 

in order tQ incorporate theminto the analys;s. Thus, beyorid the hard 

\ 

data of age, sex, and various 'dimensions of ethnicity (including the language 

spoken in the home, place of birth, and length of tirre -ln Montreal) there 

was littl.e information that could be subjected to this analysis. In fact, 

the limited variables available were of little help attempting ta synthesize 

hypotheses regarding adoption. Also, cross-tabulations were run between 

these variables and those used in Sections 4.2. and 4.3. of this Chapter 

with no significant results. Finally, cross-tabulatjons between these 

variables and the categories of the typology revealed no significant 

* The registration forms only had one item even alluding to socio-eco
nomic status, and it was om1tted for reasons discuSsed in Chapter 3 (see 
pcJge 105) .. Such questions were clearly in keeping with the kind of infor
mation being obtained by clinic staff for the' registration forms, and 
clearly out of place within the context\~9f the ,conversational interview 
conducted by the interviewer. 

l 

t 
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assOciatfons.* It;s possible, therefore due ta the nature of the 

methodology itself that even if more and better ~escr;pt;ve data about 

the individuals had been available, it may not have been useful in genera-
" 

ting hypotheses, or in subsequent analyses. 

This discussion brings"us to the second issue regarding the data ob

tained. By definition, the comparative method of data collection 15 a 
,-

process in which additional information ;s continually-assimilated into 

the emerging structure; it may either modify or reinforce that structure. 

The decision to limit ~ew categories of information or to cease data collec

tion, as exemplified by not collecting socio-economic data and by collecting 

124 rather than 125 cases,' respectively, are almost entirely based on the 

subjective judgement of the investigator. 

The third and final point relat~s to the resulting hypotheses. Be-

cause they are firmly grounded in empirical observation, they fit and work 

for the data. Consequently, there are no " problem" cases or ambiguities 

in categorizing c,ases; the-~PQlogy accOI1IIlOdates all, adoption experiences. 
, 

Yet the typology is ultimately dependent on the criteria or framework 
. 

chosen to structure that empirical information. The use of another set 

of criteria may have yielded quite differeet hypotheses about the adoption 

process, although th,ey could be t generated from, the same emp;rical data. 

The significance of the four-group typology discussed in the Chapter is 

qualified by: (1) the amount and variety of information gathered up ta 

that point in time; ~nd (2)'the u5efulness, or value, of the criteria 
; 

~ 

, used ta structure that information. In summary, the principles of grounded 

rœthodology t~at allow the creati.ve process of generating hypotheses 
" 

also 

lim1t their significan~e. 

* Npne of these are incruded in this pr.esentation. 

.~ -

" 

1 

1 
j 
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As mentioned above, the criteria used in the generation of this 
! -typo1ogy are the three events requisite ta initial use of the Family Medi-

cal C1inic (FMC): (1) the decision ta seek medica1 care; (2) the acquisition 
\ 

of information about the FMC; and (3) the evaluation of known a1te)natives ' 

and ultimate use of the FMC. These criteria were chosen on the basis- of 

their prominence in the 1iterature as research questions in thei~~n 
right. In t~is study, it is their re1ationship ta each other in the adop

tion process that is of interest and which will be explored. Thus, the 

key to'synthesjz;ng the data rests with determ;n;ng the sequence jni~;~h 
these events occurred. This aspect of the generation of hypotheses regarding 

the adoption process may be understood by comparing the scenartos Qut1ined 
.- ~ 

in Figure 4.1. (see page 114). What is more difficult to convey is how 

the detai1s of the events. freely re1ated by the interviewees, contributed 

to this synthesis. Yet it is the stuff that successfu1 applications of 

grounded theory are made of. 
1 

J, In viewing Figure 4.1., it is immediate1y obvious that the categori- . 
~I, , 

zr't)iOn ; s ône of adoption experiences rather than of the adopters them-

se~ves. The typology discussed be10w s~mmarizes the experiences of a11 

124 n~w patients ta the c1inics. Each of the four categories may be con-

sidered to be a hypothesis about adoption. They wi 11 be referred ta 
r 

throughout the Chapter as types I, II, III, and I~ of the'typo1ogy whose 

variable name is 'ADOPTYPE'.* 

Patient~ be1onging' to AOOPTYPE 1 had th~ simplest scenario. Prier 

to the decision ta seek rnedical -càré. 'these. pa.tients had acquired infer\, 

mation about the FMC, so that th_e, eva1uation of knôwn alternatives .irrmediate1y 
" -

included the FMC. The -patient then decidééJ to -use that known, but untried 

* A glossary of acronyms used te indicate variables used appears at the 
end of Chapter 4 . • 

-- -------

- 1 

·1 

, ,\ 
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Q 

FIGURE 4.1. TYPOLOGY OF ADOPTION EXPERIENCES OF NEW PATIENTS 
TO THE FAMILY MEDICAL CENTERS 
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source of care.* Without this 'prior' knowledge, the decision to seek 

medical care resulted in an evaluation of a set of alternatives that did 

not include the FMC and one of two courses of action was taken. Patients 
l 

belonging to ADOPTYPE II searched for information regarding alternative 

sources of care beyond those known to hi~. asquired information about 

the FMC c1inic in this search, re-evlauated the alternatives (now incl 

the clinic), and finally, used this,rie\'/' source of care. Alternatively, 

upon evaluating the sources of care known to the patient that did not include 

the clinic. the patient may actually have used one of these sourc~s. During 

a visit ta such an 'intermediary' source of care, he was informed about 

the FMe clinic. 80th ADOPTYPEs III and IV were characterized by use of 

this intermediary source of care,** Thus, whlle patients of ADOPTYPE cate-

gories III and IV had not consciously sought any new information regarding 

additional alternative sources of care, those of Type II had made a consciou$ 

decision to seek such information. AOàPTYPEs III and IV were distinguished 
') 

from one another according to the following criteria. Upon receiving i,n-

for.mation about the Ft4C clinic from the intermediary provider, the patient 

may ha've been 1eft to make his own decision regardin? use :of the ~linic; 

he was then categorized as ADOPTYPE' 1 (1. On the oth~r hand, he may have 

been directly referrred to the cl'inic, in which case he was categorized 
\ 

* There are two possible "explanations -for this somewhat surprising 
observation. First, this does not mean that everyone who ~ad prior in
formation of th~ FMC came directly, because nothing ;s known of a control 
group, i.e., .those who di d not use the FMC but who may have knowl edge of 
it. Second, even though those.who did come direct1y with prior information 
about the PMe only did 50 during this episode. i.e .• they may have had 
previous epsides of seeking medical care during which they also had the 
informatton but did not chose the FMC. 

. -** Whether or not they recelved care from that source, l.e., were re-
fused care and referred to the PMe, is irrelevant in the context of this 
typoYogy .. 
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as ADOPTYPE IV. Thus while neither Type III or IV patients had consciously 

sought information about the FMC. for patients of Type IV, no eva1uation 

of alternatives including the clinic was ever made, and no conscious decision 

to use the clinic was made.* 
< 

TABLE 4.1. BREAKDOWN OF PATIENTS INTO CATEGORIES OF THE TYPOLOGY 
'" 

ADOPTYPE absol ute freguenc,l relative freguenci {%) 
~ l 44 35.5% 

e 

II 45 36.3% 
III 23 9.7% 
IV 12 18.5% 

TOTAL 124 100.0% 

The breakdown of patients according to these 4 scenarios is indicated 

in Table 4.1. Several findings are notable. First, for the majority (64.5%) 

of all patients, (Types II, ,III, and IV), the acqu{sition of lnformation 

about tne clinic was contingent upon the decision to seek care that resulted 

in this visit. Only Type T, or 35.5% of all patients, had acquried infor-

mation prior to this decision to seek care. For these patients, it was 

not possible to determine the circumstances surrounding the acquisit10n 

of information. lt is possible that the patients belonging to Type l may 

have received the information contingent upon some previous decision to 

seek care and at that time did not use the FMC. In light of the predominant 
.JE, 

trend opserved regarding the present decision ta seek care, it is suspected 

* For ADOPTYPEs III and IV, the choice of the intermediary source of care 
assumed tmportan~e. The basic four ADOPTYPEs may be mpdified by distin
guishing between those sources of care that the patien~ had used prior to 
the visit during which he was inforrned (Types III A and IV- A). and those 
sources which the patient had never used until t~t visit (Types III Band 
IV B). A cross-tabulation of the basic four categories by the modified 
categories is shawn ;a Appendix II, indicating the breakdown of patients 
into all possible categories. 

I~ 
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that a good deal of so-called 'priori information may also have been ac-

quired within the context of sorne previous decision to seek care.* 

Withln the context of the decision to seek care that resulted in the 

i nt; a 1 FMC vi s 1 t, 36.3% of ,a.J 1 pat i ents (Type 11) act; ve l y sought i nfor-

mation about a source of medical care in addition to those kno\lJn to him. 

ADOPTYPEs III and IV, collectively comprising 28.2% of all patlents, did 

." not seek this information, rather they sought an jntermediary source of 

care and received it during the course of treatment. For patients of 

Type l, the nature of the search for, and acquisition of inklrmation, again, 

was not possible to determine. Finally, of the patients infonned byan 

intermediary provider of care, those 1eft to make their own decision re-

garding utilization of the FMC constituted 9.7% of all patients (Type III), 

while those directly referred constituted 18~5% of all patients (Type IV) . 
..(! 

8ased on the sequence of the three requisite events ta initial util iza-

tian, the typo1ogy hypothesizes that there are at least four ways in which 

these patients made their initial visit to an Ft~C c1inic. Severa lobs er-

vations are notable. First, in all 4 scenarios, adoption occurred within 

the context of the episode of perceived medical need that resulted in the 

il-litial visit. Beyond this similarity, the adoption processes were dis

tinguished by whether or not the acquisition of information occurred 

withi n the context of thi s epi sode, by the nature of the process of infor-

rnation acquisition,i.e., the nature of the search for information and 

finally, by whether or nct the patient himse1f chose to use the PMC. 

Second, the hypotheses saggest that information regarding the FMC i5 pri

mari1y acquired within the context of the episode of seeking care that 

resu1ted in this visit, and moreover, is probably a1most always acquired 

* Shoul d the patient have chosen the FMC at that time, he woul d have ~ 
been categor;zed as e;ther ADOPTYPE II or III (since Type IV patients 
are di rectly referrred). 

i 
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within sorne episode of seeking medical care. Third, they intimate that 

i.nformation a,cquired within the context of th;s episode was slightly more 

llkely to be the result of a conscious search for additional information 

regardlng medlcal care alternatives, than it was the chance acquisition 

of information dissem;nated by providers of care at an intemediary source. 

The initiation of the f10w of information (that resu,lted in adoption) 

therefore, was slightly more dependent on patient initiatlve than on provider 

initiative. Taken together, these latter tWQ ~indings,timp1y that information 
J 

is not only largely acquired solely within the context of seeking care to 

satisfy some perceived need but, specifically, is on1y sought when it ;s 

of immediate relevance to the patient's perceived needs and the particu1ar 

circumstances surrounding that episode of medical need. Finally, a con-

siderable portion of patients only received information during treatrnent 

/ at an intermediary source of care. Of these, most were direct'ly referred 

to the FMC so that many adopters had no active ro1e whatsoever in the 
1" 

acquisition of information about, and 'adoption' of the FMC. 

In conclusion, the typology .addresses the research question" integrating 

the eclectic inquiry of this study: "Given an innovative primary care 

facility, what are the circimstances un der which the individua1 acquires 

information and under which he sill proc:ed to make an initial visit to 

the FMC?". The hypotheses generated here suggest that these events are 

cgntingent on a set of quite restrictive conditions, al1 of which must be 

seen within the context of perceived need for medical care. As men~ned 
• 

earlier in this Chapter, this is one of the two aspects of discretion that 

may affect the adoption process. Perceived need d~termines patient discretion 

because of the aspects of the i-ndi vi dua l' s anxi et y about hi s prob 1 em and 

the degree of urgency perceived in obtaining care for it. Besides the 

, 

l 
, 
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clinical legitimacy of the patient complaint, it is these dimensions that 

may have the more important impact on the individual's abllity to make a 

decision authoritatively and wisely, or to form an objective opinion.* 

In short, they may impair his goodJudgement. Given the importance of the 

context of seeking care in the hypotheses presented here, it is expected 

that this context will not only affect the outcome, or adoption, but also 

the process of acquiring information, the second aspect of discretion pre

viously mentioned. According ta these expectations, it may be canjectured 

tha t the hypotheses of adopti on may be further differenti ated by the .... 

overall level of patient discr~ion that charat~rizes the decisianmaking 

process. In the next Section (4.2.), the hypotheses about the adoption 

process are further characterized in several descriptive dimen~ions. The ., , 

analyses address the research objective of identifying and relating those 

factors that influence the adoption process. 

4.2. Describing Hypotheses of Adoption 

In order to characterize the hypotheses generated in the previous 

section, the variables coded for analysis were grouped into sets that 
) 

characterized the three events leading to initial utilization. In addition, 

variables from a fourth set were also examined in arder to characterize 

the patient's first visit to the FMC. The first set of variables was 

comprised of those characterizing the decision to seek care according to: 

* As such,the patient's perceived need for medical care ;s distinct from 
the demand for med;cal care that is on1y clinically jus{ified. The concept 
of the "worried well" patient visit exemplifies this distinc,tion. Although 
the patient may be determined ta have no clincial problems, his anxiety and 
concern about his "condition" nevertheless results in util ization of medi
ca 1 ca're resources. 

! 
i 
j 

,1 

1 
'1 
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1 

1) possible cultural biases; 
2) predisposing factors; 
3) the illness context of the visit; 

" 4) the infl uence of past patterns of 
obtaining medical care; and 

5) the losses (costs) incurred in seeking care. 

Variables used to characterize the acquisition of information were: 

1) the 'informant; 
2) the information content; 
3) the place of information transmittal; and 
4) the 'information space'. 

Variables in the' third set characterized the evaluation of alternatives and 

choice of the FMC in terms of: 

1) medica1 care alternatives known to the 
patient other than the FMC; 

2) FMCs known to the patient; and 
3) the spatial acces~ibility of the FMC. 

Final1y, initial uti1ization was characterized ,by the fol1owing variables: 

1) the purpose of the initia,l visit; 
2) the appointment maker; 
3) the length of time that the patient has 

been aware of the FMC; and 
4) the time lag following information acquisition 

until an appointment was made. 

A complete list of variables belonging to each of these four sets is 

presented in Appendix III. It was possible for any one variable to belong 

ta more than one set, an a110wance that further increased an already large 

number of variables in sorne sets. 

From this array of possibilities, several variables were se1ected 
Q 

fram these four sets and cross-tabulated w;th the four-category typo1ogy 

of adopters. Selections was based on~vidence of their importance ta 

previous research reviewed in Chapter Two of this study, and according to 

the princip1e of 'theoretica1 re1evance ' that guides the grounded theory 

process (see Chapter 3, page 89, and Chapter 4. page 111). 
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4.2.a. The decision to seek care 

The requisite episodic context for both adoption and the acquisition 

of information evident in the hypotheses of the typology suggest that the 

perceived need might affect these processes. Parallel research discussed 

in the literature review examined the impact of 'health status', or medical 

need, an utilization supported this suggestlon. In that discussion, the 

change in health status was noted to be the primary determinant of utill-

zation. Moreover, the patient 1 s perceived urgency of the need for care 

had its most important impact on other variablesltèlevant to the utili

zation decision,i .e., on the willingness and ability to seek care. The 

second important detenninant of utilization indicated in the literature 

reviewed was the individual's past experience, i.e., his cognitive under-

standing of the medical car'e system. In particular, having had a regular 

source of care was noted to be an important indicator of access and pre-

dictor of use. Thus, indicators of both dimensions of patient discretion 

have been shown to impact on the process of utilization of medical care. 

Two variables were selected as measures of these effects. The vari-

able MEDVISIT, or chief medical complaint given by the patlent (p'riar to 

his clinical consultation-) as the reason for the initial visit, was used 

as a measure of his perceived need for care. Responses were classified 

into six conditions and were ordinally ranked according to the dimensions 

of anxiety and urgep'cy that determine patient discretion. These categories 

are, in order of least to most discretion: (1) an acute condition, 01'"

i!1'Vœdiate need; (2) a chronic condition, a persistant problem under on-

90in9 ·care; (3) a follow-up visit, (in all cases fram sorne other hospital 

department); (4) a voluntary "check-up"; (5) no perceived problems, no 

medical complaints;"Md (6) compulsory, such as a physical examination 

J 
1 

) 

i 
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for a Job. The basis for ranking the se conditions may be thought of as 

the severity and immedlacy of the threat perceived by the patient ta his 

health should he not seek med1cal care, or be unable to obtain care. The 

greater this threat, the more urgent his naed, and the less discretion he 

has ln his decisionmaking role. The second variable, PASTCARE, indicates 

whether or not the patient has never had. or did have in the recent past 

(and/or currently has a 'regular family' doctor'). It was used as a sur

rogate measure of past linkages and experience with the medical care sys-
• tem,i.e .• as one aspect of the second dimension of patient discretion. 

MEDVISIT. In examining the relationship between MEDVISIT and ADOPTYPE, 

a statistically signicant relationship was found(X 2 = 52.2; C = .54; 
~ 

15 d.f.; p<.Ol; see Table 4.2.). ADOPTYPES l ê\n'd II were more likely ta 

have less urgent reasons for visit (checkups, no problems, and compulsory) 

than were ADOPTYPES III and IV. Converse1y, Types III and IV were more 

likely to have more urgent reasons for visit (acute, chronic and follow-up) 

th an were Types 1 and II.* This trend is indicated by the fact that while 

only 47.7% and 57.8% of visits for al1 patients of ADOPTYPEs 1 and II, 

respectively, were seeking care for medically urgent reasons, 75.1% and 

91.4% of the visits made by Types III and IV patients. respectively, were 

.,'J seeking care for the same reasons. Thus it may be noted that increasing 

proportions of ADOPTYPE l'through IV were seeking care for problems per-. ~ :r 
ceived as being medically urgent. Furthermore,'the categories 1 through 

IV had a higher proportion than did any other Type for increasingly urgent 

problems, i.e., compulsory through acute. It appears that patient dis-
r 

* This trend suggests an explanation of why patients of Types III and 
IV obtained care at an 'intermediary source' during this episode of need. 
Having least discretion, patients with acute, or immediate need would use 
the most expedient source of cale known to them. By definition, follow-up 
patients were referred fram sorne other hospital department thus indicating 
a prior inmediate need that was met by 90in9 dire«tly to the hospital/itself. 
Patients with chronic problems,i.e., a diagnosed illness under management 
were most liKely referrea irom tne previous attending physician. 
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eretion, as indieated by the degree of urgency perceived in the reason 

for the visit, may be used ta eharacterized an ordina~ ranking of the 

fou r hypothese 5 . 

TABLE 4.2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDVISIT AND ADOPTYPE* 

CDuNT ACOPTYPf. ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ,\DOPTYPE RO\.; 
CUL 70 1 1 1 1 1 1 IV ,TOTAL 

acute 19 23 7 9 58 
43.2~ 51.1 58.5 39.2 46.8~ 

ehron ie 2 3 1 4 lu 
4. 5~ b.7 8.3 17.4'" 8.2~ 

foll ow-up Ù U 1 8 9 
O.O~ 0.0 8.3 34.3 7.3~ 

check-up 10 14 1 0 25 
22.7% 31.0 8.3 0.0 20.2~ 

no problems 12 4 1 1 1(3 
27.3~ 8.9 8.3 4.3 14.5% 

compulsory 1 1 1 1 4 
2.3% 2.3 8.3 4.3 3.2~ 

CaLUk,~ 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.51 36.3% 9~7"/. 

, 
18.5~ 100.0% 

a. 
PASTCARE. A statistically significant re1ationship was a1so found 

between the presence or absence of a 'regular fami1y physieian' in the past 

and ADOPTYPE (X2 = 7.0; C = .23; 3 d.f.; p<.lO; see Table 4.3.). While 

50.0% of Type l patients and 53.3% of Type II patients reported having 

had a regular physician in the past, only 25.0% and 26.1% of Types III 

"" and IV patients, respectively, reported having had such a source of care. 

In light of these trends, it appears that the type of hypothesized adop-

tion process ;s associated with the degree of discret;on that this var;-

able stands for in terms of the general knowledgeability of the patient. 

Interpreted in this way, the patients of ADOPTYPEs 1 and II were again 

* The statistical significance of all cross-tabulations was determined 
using the chi square (X 2) statistic and the contingency coefficient (C) 
as prey; eusl y di scussed ; n Chapter 3. 

<; 
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a fforded a greater degree of di screti on by vi rtue of thei r past contact 

w; th the system than were t,hase patlents of Types l II and IV. 
\ 

TABLE 4.3 RELATIONSHIP SBTWEEN PASTCARE AND ADOPTYPE 

l..u~dT t\.)UP ry P E KJG~TYPE r1JGPTYPE "UuPTYP[ t\0'", 

CUL "', [ ~ l l l 1 1 1'/ TOTAL 
\ 

no r\:!':)u1Clr ~2 '\ 21 9 17 ô9 
pnys1C1an ~O .U~ b.7 715.0 73. 9 55. 5~" 

rèl:1U1dr n 24 3 6 rc: ::l-, 

phys H.1 dn 50.0~ 53.3 25.0 26.1 44.4'" 

COLUdj 44 45 12 23 121t' 
TGTt\L J5.S% 36.3% 1). 7'~ '18.5% 10\.).0; , 

4.2.b. Information acquisition 

The typology of adoption experiences hypothesizes different processes 

of information acquisition. These were characterized by whether or not 

information was obtained within the context of this episode of seeking 

medica1 care, and by the nature of the 'search' for information,i.e., --... 
whether or not the information was consciously sought, or c~nversely, 

inadvertent1y received, by the patient. In the literature re\viewed, the 

dissemination 'of information was theoretical1y held to be the è;rux of the 

diffusion process, and was operationalized on the assumption that the 

flow of information is determined by the proximity of individuals in space 
" and by peer group contacts. Thus the variable PLACE assumed s;gnificance 

in this analysis. By indicating the place of information transfer, i.e., 

work, home, neighborhood, phYSi2ian's office, hospital, or other institution, 

this variable could be dichotomized into personal or medical spaces. This 

dichotomy also indicated whether the new patient was informed via the 'l ay ' 

referral system, or the medical system. respectively. Thus PLACE rnay be 

said to reflect an image of the information space upon which the different 
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adoption p~cessés and tnformation acquistion are contingent. Further, 

where the nature of the process of information acquisition cou1d not be 

determined for tetients of Type l, PLACE offered sorne insight into this 

process. Lastly, PLACE may be seen as ânother'surrogate measure for dis

cretion in the second dimensioQ, as it ;s theoretica11y held (in the 

1iterature regarding information dissemination) that the 1ay referra1 sys-

tem provides more va1ued, and therefore more influential information to 

potential adopters than does the medical system. 

There were many variables in addition ta PLACE belonging to the set 

that characterized the process of information acquisition. However, those 

indicating the amount of information acquired about the FMC may be seen 

as a measure of the outcome of the process and were chosen for this reason 

for analysis. These variables, indicating the individual's level of aware-

ness -regarding the FMC, again may be interpreted as measures of the level 

of discretion (in the second dimension) available to the patient in con-
/ 

sidering initial utilitzation of the clinic. In general, the kno'illeslge 

obtained by the new patients about the FMC was extremely limited. Three 
\ . 

variables, mea~uring increasingly specifie degrees of patient awareness 

of the FMC, were selected to explore the association of this specific 

aspect of discretion with the adoption process. KNOWNFMC was used as the 

mea~ure of the most basic level of awareness, distinguishing between those 

patients who, were aware of where they were (at at FMC clinic), from those 

unaware. Elaborating on this distinction, FMCNAME is an ordinal variable 

indicating the terms of reference used by the patient, i.e., the exact name, 

'family something', physician's name, or hospital name, which were inter-

preted as measures of decreasing.levels of knowledge of the FMC. Finally, 
l 

RECALFMC, indicating the ability of the p~tient ta articualte some particular 

1 , , 
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attribute of the FMC obtained in the acquisition of information that in

f1uenced the adoption decision, was used as a measure of the highest level 

of knowledge regarding the FMC. Cross-tabulations of each of these 4 

variables with the typology appear below. 

PLACE. The variable PLACE was found to bear a higly stati~tically 

significant relationship to the typology (X 2 = 77.7; C = .62; 3 d.f.; 
... 

p< .00; see Table 4.4). The almost perfect association may be largely 

explained by the fact that patients of Types III and IV, by definition, 

were informed at an intermediary source of care. 

TABLE 4.4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLACE AND ADOPTYPE 

COUNT AOO~PE ADOPTYPf AOOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ROW 
COL~ l \ I 1 III IV TOTAL 

l ay referra 1/ 41 27 a 0 68 
persona l space 93.2~ 60.0 0.0 0.0 55.6~ 

rned;cal 3 18 12 23 56 
referral/space 6.8% 4U.0 100.0 100.0 44.4% 

CULUMN 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.51. 3b.3~ 9.7% 18.5% lOO.O~ 

Thus 100.0% of patients in these groups were dependent on medica1 referrals 

in th,é health care system. By contrast, 93.2% of Type l patients were 

informed via the lay referral system in famiiiar settings. Although the 

process of information acquisition for these patients in terms of search 

'behavior could not be determined, the dependence on the lay referral system 

would suggest that the information had been sought, rather than received, 

and also probably acquired in the context of sorne episode of seeking care. 

Patients of Type II, who actively sought information regardirig alternative 

sources in the context of this episode, were much less likely to use the 

lay referral contacts than were Type l patients, with 60.0% being informed 
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via this network. Yet a substantial proportion of patients (40.0%) 
. 

actively sought contacts in the medical referral system for additional 

information regarding sources of care. Dramatically decreasing proportions 

of patients in categories r through IV used the lay network of contacts. 

If, for reasons a1ready discussed, it is assumed that this net\~ork affords 

greater patient discretion, the~ the categories again assume an ordinal 

ranking according to this criterion as they did in terms of the disçretion . 
, 

a fforded by perce i ved urgency of need for care. 

~ KNOWNFMC; FMCNAME; and RECALFMC. A statistical1y significant rela-

tionship was observed between the typology and: KNOWNFMC (X 2 = 21.2; 

C = 1381,3 d.f.; p<.Ol); FMCNAME (X 2 ;;: 28.1; C = .43; 9 d.f.; p<.Ol); 

RECALFMC (X 2 = 11.0; C = .28; 3 d.f.; P <.01). Results are shown in 

Tables 4.5.,4.6., and 4.7 .• respectively. 

. 
TABLE 4.5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KNOWNFMC AND ADOPTYPE 

COUNT AOOPTYPE ADOPTY-PE ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE RO~" 
COLi. ' l 1 1 1 1 1 IV TOTAL 

aware 41 34 7 10 92 

( 93.2% 75.6 58.3 43.5 74.2~ 
unaware 3 11 5 13 32 

6.8't 24.4 41.7 56.5 25.8~ 

CoLU~IN 44 45 12 23 124 . 
TOTAL 35.5~ 36.3'; 9.7% 18.5% 100.0% 

., 

Patients of Types 1 and II-were more likely to be aware of where they 

were than were those of Types III and IV. While 74.2% of a11 patients 
../"" .... 

were aware of being in the FMC, 93.2% of 'Type 1 and 75.6% of Type II were 

aware, compared with on1y 58,3% and 43.5% of patients of Types III and IV, 

respectively (see Table 4.5.); 
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In Table 4.6., it is shawn that patients of Type 1 were more 1ikely 

to quote the exact name of the c1;n;c than were patients of any other , 

ADOPTYPEs, with 34.1% of Type 1 patients compared ta only 13.3%, 8.3% 

and 8.7% of Type II. III, and IV, respective1y, quoting the exact term. 

In contrast, patients of Type IV were more 1ike1y to use the least precise 

~ term of reference for the.FMC than were al1 other ADOPTYPEs: 43.3% of Type 

IV patients used the name of a particular physician or of the haspita1, 

whi'le on1y '13.4%. 8.3%. and 4.5% of Types II, III and 1 used such terms 

of reference. Fina11y. Types III and II were more 1ike1y than Types 1 

and IV to use a 'term of reference that inc1 uded the adject; ve 1 fami 1y l, 

yet did not have the same connotation that the exact term 'fami1y medica1 
\ 

center l imp1ies. Of patients of Types III and II, 83.4% and 73.3%, respec

tive1y, used such a term in contrast to 61.4% of Type 1 patients and 47.9% 
\, , 

of Type il! patients. 

'than 

In Table 4.}., i,t 1s shawn that patients of ~ were more 1ike1y 

patients of Types II and III to be able ta Jrticu1ate a particu1ar 

.' 

? 

1 

1 
'i 
'l 
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eharaeteristic of the FMC, while patients of Type IV were least ilkely ta 

be able ta do 50. Thus whi1e 72.7% of Type l patients could articula!e 

sorne attribute of the FMC, only 57.8% and 58.3% of Types II and III, re-

spectively, and 30.4% of Type IV patients could do 50. 
1 

TABLE 4.7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECALFMC AND ADOPTYPE 

COU NT ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE 
CUL:::' l II III 

articulates 32 26 7 
sorne dttnbute 72.7% 57.8 58.3 
of the FMC 

cannot do sa 12 19 5 
27.3% 42.2 41. 7 

CULUi~N 44 45 12 
TOTAL 35.5% 36.3% 9.7% 

Collectively, the evidence from these three tables 

ADOPTYPE 
IV 

7 
30.4 

16 
69.6 

23 
18.5~ 

again enables 

ta differentiate the hypotheses about the adoption process according 

1 

ROW 
TOTAL 

72 
58.1% 

52 
41.91-

124 
100.0% 

one 

to 

the level of patient discretion, this time in the specifie sense of aware-

ness about the FMC. 

Like the variables MEDVISIT and PASTCARE examined in 4.2.a., the 

variables indicating the source of information (PLACE), and the amount of 

information obtained (KNOWNFMC, FMCNAME, ~ND RECALFMC), bore similar 

asSociations ta the hypotheses of the typology. Overall, the total level 

of discretion in the various dimensions characterized by these variables 

was consistently associated w;th a pa~ticular type of hypothesizéd adoption 

process. Moreover, patients in the categories l through IV appeared tQ 

experience generally decreasing levels of discretion. For example, de

creasing proportions of patients of Types l through IV were informed via 

the lay referral system, were aware of where they were, or could give the 

exact name of the FMC. ' 

ù 1 
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J 
An overall dichotomy may be discerned between Types 1 and II, and III 

and IV, that is characterized by more and less dlscretion, respectively, 

in terms of the variables MEDVISIT, PASTCARE, PLACE and KNOWNFMC. Trends 

observed in the relationship of ADOPTYPE to both FMCNM~E and RECALFMC do 

not violate this dichotomy, but clarify the ordinal relationship of the 

ADOPTYPE categories within it. Patients of Types and IV retain their 

respective positions of mo~t and least discretion in terms of these (as 

we1l as a~l other) variables. According ta these variables, patients of 

Types II and III had sorne level of information that was approximately equal 

to, and somewhere between, that obtained by patients of Types 1 and IV: a 

the dichotomy is modified so that patients of Type II, having less patient 

discretion in terms of these last two variables than patients of Type l, 

assume a rank of second place, whilethose patients of Type III, having 

more discretion than those of Type IV, assume third place . 

In summary, the analysis of variables influencing the decision tD seek 

care and reflecting the acquisition of information regarding the FMC 

revealed a dichotomy between the hypothesized adoption processes based 

on the total level of discretion. That dichotomy was paralleled by the 

distinction between adoption e~periences that did, or did not, include an 

intermediary source of care. This distinction, in reflecting the search 

process and to a certain degree, the referra1 system, suggests that~ifferent 

levels of discretion were associated with different processes of information 

acquisition, all of which resulted in the initial v;sit to the FMC clinic. 

It suggests that the amount of discretion,determined by the perceived need 

for care, and past experience and familiarity with the medical care system 

in general, impacted on the process of acquisition of information. This 

, 
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process, reflected in tJle nature of the search for, source of information, 

and place of contact, in turn appear to be assoclated with the amount of 

information obtained. Finally, it suggests that as the outcome of that process, 

the knowledge obtained about the FMC specifically also contrlbutes to the level 

of dlscr~ion available to the patient in making his adoption decision. 

4.2.c. Evaluation of alternatives and use of the FMC 

The final criterion upon 'which the typology of adopters was constructed 

is the third event requisite ta initial uti1ization, the evaluation of 

alternatives and use of the FMC. As was noted in 4.1., a1mast one-fifth 

of all adopters (Type IV) had no active role whatsaever in maklng this 

decision in that they were directly referred to the FMC by an intermediary 

provider of medical care. For the remaining patients, the evaluation of 

alternatives were examined in terms of the criterion of spatial effiFiency, 

as measured by travel time. Thus the variable TRAVEL, or the time taken 

ta travel ta the FMC for the initial visit, was crass-tabulated with ADOPTYPE. 

An analysis of variance was also performed. Insofar as the 1iterature 

reviewed suggested' that efficiency may on1y be viewed within the constraints 

of knowledge passessed, it was expected that those patients having.§reater 

discretion would be better able, and therefore more 1ikely, to exhibit 

spatia11y efficient behavior, as measured by shorter travel times, than 
\ 

those with less discretion. 

In addition to TRAVEL, two variables were selected to explore the 
.1' 

constraints of knowledge within which the criterian of efficiency must be 

viewed. The field test, as well as the analysis in 4.2.b. above. has 

already revealed the very limited knowledge passessed by the majarÙY of 

adopting patients. In ~ddition, as noted in the literature reviewed, the 

total set of all sources of medical care known ta the patient cannot be 

-
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determined, so that the restriction of alternatives ta similar sources is 

an assumption upon WhlCh much of spatial choice theory and modelllng has 

been based. Ta provide a basis of comparlson for this assumptlon, the 
.... 

second variable chosen for analysis was CLOSEST, indicating whether or 

nct the patient traveiled to the nearest (in terms of Euclidean distance) 

of the set of all ~MCs .. In conjunctlon ~~ith this line of inquiry, another 

variable, OTHERFMC, indicating whether or not the patient was aware of any 

FMC clinics other than the one he/she was using, was selected for cross-

tabulation with the typology. 

TRAVEL. In examining the relationship between TRAVEL and ADOPTYPE, no 

statistica11y significant relationship was found (X2 = 12.2; C = .29; 

12 d.f.; p(.50; see Table 4.8.). However, a statistically significant 

difference between the mean travel time of the ADOPTYPE categories i5 

noted in the analysis of variance of travel times by ADOPTYPE category 

(F = 2.7; 3 d.f.; p<.05; see Table 4.9.). As shown;'n Table 4.8., most 

TABLE 4.8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRAVEL AND ADOPTYPE 

COUNT ADO~fyPE ADOPTYPE AOOPfyPE ADOPTYPE ROh' 
COL% 1 1 1 III IV TOTAL 

L.1. 30 mi n. 24 23 9 11 67 
54.51. 51.1 75.0 47.8 54.0~ 

16-30 mi n. 13 10 3 8 34 
29.61. 22.2 . 25.0 34.8 27.4% 

31-45 min. 3 4 0 4 11 
6.81. 8.9 0.0 17.4 8.91. 

46-60 min. ' 3 5 0 0 8 
6.81. 11.1 0.0 0.0 6.5'-

G.T. 60 min. 1 3 a 0 4 
'2.31 6.7 0.0 0.0 3.2% 

CULUMtl 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL J5.5~ 36.3":. 9.7<:, le.5~ 10(1 "01 

v'" eV, 

1 
~ ( 
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patients (81.4%) had trave1 times of less than 30 minutes. All of Type III 

patlents traveled within thlS time range, v/hile no patients of Type IV 

trave1ed more than 45 minutes. Patients of Types l and 'II therefore, l'Jere 

the only ones traveling more than 45 minutes, or more than an hour. This 

latter observation indicates that Types l and II patients, having had some-

what more overall discret;on, were more likely to have greater travel tlmes, 

i.e., more than 45 minutes, th an were Types III and IV patients, who had 

less discretion. In summary of the observations of patients who traveled 

30 minutes or less, the following is offered: the likelihood of traveling 

within this time range for patients of Types l (84.1%) and IV (82.6%) was 

less than that for Type III (100.0%) and greater than that for patients of 

Type II (73.3%). The analysis of variance of travel times grouped by 

ADOPTYPE documented a similar trend that was statistically significant as 

shown in Table 4.9 .. 

TABLE 4.9. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TRAVEL TIMES BY ADOPTYPE 

ADOPTYPE COUNT MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 

l 44 21. 9 r.ll nutes 17.3 minutes 
l l 45 28.4 22.9 
III 12 12.2 6.8 
IV 23 22.0 13.7 

TOTAL 124 23. 3 mi nutes 18.9 ndnutes 

Together, Tables 4.8. and 4.9. may be used to rank the categories 

of the typology according te the apparent efficiency observed in utilizat;on 

behavior. Such a ranking however. ;s seeming)y at odds with the ranking 

of categories made on the basis of the level of discretion available ta 
( 

the patient in terms of medical need, experfence, and knowledge. In part, 

this may be due to the fact that the discretion determined by these vari-

1. 
, .,~ 

~ 
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ables was hypothesized to be directly related to the willlngness to travel 

on the one hand, i.e., patients who had less discretion in terms of need, 

experience, and knowledge would be inclined to maximize an obvious criterion 

such as convenience. On the other hand, while increased discretion ln 

terms of knowledge regarding the FMC was theoretically held to enable 

more efficient utilization behavior, it may also foster the consideration 

of other concerns, such as the perceived quality of services, or other 

qualitative measures that reflect the criterion of effectiveness of utili

zation. Thus as discretion increases along this dimension, the criterion 

of efficiency is placed in a trade-off position with those criteria reflected 

in other concerns. 

For example, patients •. of Types l and IV, who have the most and least 

overall discretion respectively, exhibited similar travel times that were 

less than thosetravelled by patients of Type II and greater than those 

travelledby Type rr patients. Conversely, patients of Types II and III, 
~ 

exhibiting highly simliar and 'intermediate ' levels of discretion, had the 

highest and lowest travel times, respectively. If patients of Type rr are 

afforded somewhat more discretion than patients of Type III, however, then 

the greatest and least travel times shown by each Type, respectively, 

offers some evidence for an inverse relationship between these considerations. 

Such evidence, although limited, lends sorne support to the tenable hypothesis 
. 

that; given a more urgent reason for visit, little experience in terms 

of past patterns of care, and relatively little knowledge about the FMC, 

the patient will opt for maximizing an overt criterion such as distance, 

i.e., he 'will at least try to be efficient in his utilization. The op-

posite, a'nd equal1y tenable postion is that given a less urgent reason 

for visit, some history of a conti nous pattern of care, and more knowledge 

1 
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about the FMC, the patient will ignore a criterion such as distance in 

the hopes of maximizing sorne qualitative aspect, i.e., he will attempt to 

be more than efficient in seeking an effectlve source of care as defined 

by his own subjective criteria. 

Further eVldence supporting this latter explanation was found in a 

corresponding disti nction between the processes of information acquisition 

in Types II and III, reflecting differences in the search for information 

regarding additional sources of medical care, and travel times. Accordingly, 

patients consciously searching for additional information were least likely 

to exhibit efficient behavior, whi1e those who received information inad-

vertently via the rredical referral systemwel"emost likely to exhibit ef-

ficient behavior. It appears, therefore, that efficiency, or convenience, 

was more like1y to influence the adoption decisions of Type III patients 

than those of Type II patients. Based on these associations, it may be 

said that in utilizing this new source of care, the patient will maximize 

the benefits of those criteria of which he has knowledge,i.e., of convenience . 
and/or some qualitative aspect, w;thin the constraints defined by the degree 

of urgency of his medical condition and by his past experience. 

CLOSEST. The relationship between having gone to the nearest FMC 

or not and ADOPTYPE was statistically significant as shown in Table 4.10. 

(;<2 = 10.7; C = .28; 9 d.f.; p< .10)-_ While 54.6% of patients of Type r 

and 46.7% and 50.0% of Types II and III, respectively, used the closest 

FMC, only 26.1% of Type IV did $"0. Insofar as this phenomenon was take~ 

to reflect 'intelligent' i.e., rational, choice among the set of FMCs, the 

.high and low proportions of Types l and IV patients, respectively, who 

traveled to the nearest FMC were in accord w;th their havi~g the most and 

least discretion, respective1y. Assuming however, that having gone to an 

( 
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'\ 'equidistant' FMC was an equally intelligent and rational decision, the 

cumulative proportions of each ADOPTYPE exhibiting such behavior are as 

fol1ows: 66.7% of Type III and 59.0% of Type r patients were closest or 

equidistant, and 51.1% and 47.8%,of Types II and IV patients, respectively, 

had traveled to the nearest FMC. In view of the overall lack of know1edge 

regarding the FMC clinic being used, it was not surprising to find that 

this trend bore little association ta the ADOPTYPE construct as charactized 

by discretion. Serious doubt as ta the validity of this variable for re-

flecting informed and rational choice, therefore, is raised and examined 

be1ow. 

TABLE 4.10. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLOSEST AND AOOPTYPE 

CUUNT ADOPTYPE ADOPTvPE ADOPTYPE AOOPTYPE ROW 
COL~ [ [ l l l l lM' TOTAL 

\ 

trave l ed 24 21 6 6 57 
ta nearest 54.6% -46.7 50. a 26. l 46.0% 
HIC 

equidistant 2 2 2 5 1l 
4.5% 4.4 16.7 21. 7 8.9~ 

old not 
travel ta 18 ;;l. 22 4 12 56 
nearest FMC 40.9% 48.9 33.3 52.2 45.2~ 

COlUI'IN 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.5~ 36.31: 9.7"(, 18.St 100.0~ 

OTHERFMC. Although a statistical1y significant relationship between 

OTHERFMC and ADOPTYPE was not tound (X 2 = 4.7; C = .19; 3 d.t.; p<.20; 

see Table 4.11.), 18.2% of patients of Type land 11.1% of Type II patients 

knew of another FMC compared to 0.0% and.4.3% of Types III and IV patients, 

respectively. Most striking, however f was the fact that only 14 individua1s 

in 124 (11,3%) were aware of an FMC clinic other than the one which they 

1 
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were using for the first tlme. Of these patlents; on1y a single patient 

could name a11 four of the FMCs. On1y four of the 14 were aware of more 

than one FMC and were also conscious of the fact that they either had, or 

had not, come to the c10sest FMC, i.e., they had considered distance as 

a criterion i~ choice among FMCs. Of the two patients who ~ad not chosen 

the c1osest, speclfic preferences were clted that overruled the consideration 

of convenience, as measured by trave1 time. These reasons included the 

TABLE 4.11. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OTHERFMC AND ADOPTYPE 

CUUNT ADOPTYPE AOOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ROW 
COL% 1 Il 1 l 1 IV TOTAL 

aware of 36 40 12 22 110 
only this FMC 81. 81> ' 88.9 100.0 95.7 88.7'! 

aware of 8 5 0 1 14 
Inore than 10.2% 11.1 0.0 4.3 Il.3% 
thlS FMC 

COLUMN 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.5% 36.31- 9.7"t. 18.5% 100.0~ 

~rcng recommendations of trusted friends or relatives, the reputation of 

the quality of services, past affiliation with the hospital's services, 

and other qualitative aspects. Of the two patients who had chosen the 

nearest FMC, the clinics were perceived to be essentially simi1ar in the 

range and quality of services offered. 

In summary, the time traveled, as an indicator of efficiency, was 

related ta the different adoption processes differentially in terms of the 

total degree of discretion available ta the patient in this initial utili

zation decision. Evidence indicating that the criterion of efficiency 

was only important relative to the awareness and importance of other criteria 

reflecting more qualitative aspects of the services available at the FMC 

clinic. Thus the potential of the provision and acquisition of sufficient 

. .,. 
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information regarding the clinic may lie in enhancing these latter aspects 

of utilization and access, rather than in promoting efficiency. When 

adoption was viewed ln terms of a comparative choice among clinic~ and 

evaluated in terms of relative efficiency, no evidence was found to support 

such choice as rational behavior, either as a function o'f the discretionary 

co~text, or in any other sense. When examined in conJunctlon with the limits 

of knowledge regarding the set of clinics, the likelihood of evaluat' 

efficiency in the relative terms that comparative choice allows, ppeared 

to be nonexistent. 

4.2.d. Adoption 

The.categories of the typology, indicating four different hypotheses 

about the process leading to initial utilization of the FMC, have been 

differentiated by the degree of discretion afforded the patient in the 

adoption process and by the relative influence of travel time (as a measure 

of spatial efficiency) that was associated with that discretionary context. 

Initial utilization of the FMC by the new patients interviewed,signified 

a break with whatever past pattern of care th~ patient may have had, i.e., 

it constituted a ch\nge in utilizatian behavior. The delineation of four 

distinct processes leading ta that change begs several questions as to how 

adoption itself may differ with respect to a) the motivatiol for the change 

in behavior,~and b) to the intensive purpose of an initial vis;t, as wel1 

as how suc~ differences may be measured. Several variables were chosen to 

summar;ze different dimensions of the outcome of the adoption process. 

Based on the role given to the passage of time in bath diffusion and learning 

formulations of changing behavior in the literature reviewed, the variable 

APPTMADE, or the time elapsing after acquisition of information until an 

appointment ~as~'made, may be interpreted as one suéh measure. It was 
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expected that the time elapsed would reflect the 1evel of discretion in 

v terms (of the preceived urgency of need and therefore, might also reflect 

a particular adoption process. 

The FMe clinics were întended to serve an 'unmet' demand for primary 

care in the Province. However, the change in pattern signified by initial 

utilization of the FMC could imply a redistribution of demand that would be 

contrary to this objective. Determining the reasons for that change, 

therefore, assumed importance, The variable PASTCARE has already been 

tested in relation to ADOPTYPE, indicating that Types l and II patients 

were more likely than Types III and IV ta have had a regular family 

physician. It was assumed that for those patients who did not mention 

having such a physician in recent history, the effective demand made on 

the FMC was in accordance with the Ft1C objective of serving unmet demand. 

Curiosity was raised however, as to the demand effects brought about ~y 

the change ;n the pattern of care by those patients who did have a regular 

physician in recent history. This issue of redistribution of demand was 

explored by cross-tabulating the subgroup of patients characterized by the 

variable REGMD w;th the typology. The variable REGMO was created as follows. 

Of those 56 patients who stated having had a regular physician in recent 

history, the reaso~s given for changing that pattern of care were obtained. 

These were collapsed into two categories, the first constituting reasans 

for change effecting a desired redistribution of demand, i.e., met the 

criterian of serv;ng previous1y unmet demand'-for primary care, and the 

second denoting reasons that did not. 

Final1y, the literature reviewed suggested that any single patient 

visit for medical care must be viewed w;thin the'total pattern of care,~ 

i.e.,related to need and purpose, and seen within the episode of the 
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particu1ar medica1 problem. Since any one SDurce of care may be used in 

a different role by each patient, there may well be different types of 

users of the same service. Insofar as another objective of the FMC was' 
.., 

to serve all patients as their central SDurce of primary medical care, 

determining whether or nDt the adDpte.rs intended ta use it in this manner 

wa$ critical to the success of these program objectives. AlthDugh the 

cDnditiDns Df registration agreed tD by new patients in the FMCs (see 

Chapter One, page 9) were designed to achieve this objective,'as well as 

ameliorate potential problems with respect to redistribution of already 

effective demand, the variable TPURPOSE, indicating the intention of af

filiation with the FMC for such use, suggested that this was not the case 

for almost two-thirds Df all new patients interviewed at the FMCs. This 

variable was examined in assDciation with ADO~TYPE ta determine whether 

the likelihood of affiliation, and the consequent compliance with the FMC 

objective of providing continuity of primary care services could be used 
"-.. 

ta differentiate the outcomes of the hypothesized adoption processes. 

In addition to the objectives of providing continuous primary care to a 

population previously unserved, a third program objective shared by the FMC 

clinics was the principle of the 'family approach' to the practice of 

primary care. Since this was the innov~tive prineiple behind the establish

ment of the FMC clinics and training, of physicians therein, it was ironie 

ta diseover that this aspect played ·only the smallest role in influencirt9 

the adoption process of patients. In a preliminary analysis, a variable 

indieating the ability of the patient ta articulaté sorne meaning ta the 

term 'family medical center' was examined, Only very l;mited responses 

were obtained when any were offered; an unsurprising result in l''ight of 

the limited knowledge indicated by other variables previously dis~ssed 
\ 
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in this ana1ysis. Consequ~ntly, this variable was not included in the 
i'" 

ensuing discussion regarding the adoption of these FMC objectives. 

, 
APPTMAOE. As expected, the 1ength of time elapsing between infor-

mation acquisition and making an i'nitia1 appointment at the FMC appeared 
(.J 

to decrease with decreasing 1evels of discretion as ref1ectedin the previous 

characterization of the categories of the typology l through IV (see Table 

4.12.). A s'tatistica11y significant re1ationship was found between the variable 

TABLE 4.12. RELATIONSHIP BETI~EEN APPTMAOE AND ADOPTYPE 

CUUNT ADOPTvPE ADOPfyPE ADOPTYPE AOOPTYPE ROW 
COL% 1 1 l III IV TOTAL 

ilTlllediately 4 22 7 17 50 
9.1% 48.9 58.3 73.9 40.3% 

L. T. 1 week 0 3 3 2 . 8 
0.0% 6.7 25.0 8.7 6.5% 

2-4 weeks 5 9 0 3 17 
11.4~ 20.0 0.0 13.1 13.7~ 

.,-....,1 - 12 mas. 12 6 2 1 21 
'~ 27.2% 13.3 Hi.7 4.3 16.9% 
G.T. 12 mas. 23 5 a 0 28 

52.3% 11.1 0.0 0.0 22.6% 

COLUMN 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.5% 36.3 9.7 18 .. 5 100.0~ . 

APPTMAOE and AOOPTYPE (X2 = 64.4; C = .58; 12 d.f.; p<.lO). While 52.3% 

of patients of Type 1 màde their appointments over a year after learning 

about the FMC, only 11 .l%of patients of Type II, and 0.0% of those of 

Type III and IV did 50 after this time." Simi1arly, 79.5% of Type 1 patients 

made appointments anywhere after a month to greater than 12 months, compared 
. , 

with 24.4% of Type II, 16,7% of Type III, and 4.3% of Type IV patients. 

Th~ increasing proportions of Types l through IV,or 9.1%, 48.9%, 58.3%, 

and 73.9% patients, respectively, whose appointments we~e made immediately 

, 
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after the acquisition of information, may be seen as a reflection of the 

decreasing degree of patient discretion upon which the ordinality of the 

categories of the typology may be based, and as an indicator of the outcome 

of that adoption experience. 

REGMD. A statistically significant relatianship was found between 

the subgroup of patients having had, or having, a regular physician, as 

defined by the two categories ~scribed above, and ADOPTYPE (X 2 = 7.3; 

C = .34; 3 d.f.; p<.10; see Table 4.13.). A somewhat higher proportion 

of patients (57.1%) ~aving had a regular physician in the past gave reasons 

for change that implied a redistribution of demand that was contrary ta 
./ 

, that of serving unment demand. V/hile 100.0% of Type III patients gave 
"-

reasons that could be cdnstrued as Qeing in compliance with that objective, 

only 26.1% of patients of Type II, and 50.0% of bath Types 1 and IV gave 

such reasons. Thus tne ~mand generated by patients of Type II, 

TABLE 4.13. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGMD AN~ ADOPTYPE 

éouln 
COL% 

ADOPTYPE 1 ÀOOPTYPE 
1 II 

in dccordance 
with desired FMC 12 
Objectives 50.0% 

not ; n' accordance 
with FMC 12 
objectives 50.0% 

COl-UMN 
TOTAL' 

24 
42.9% 

6 
26.1 

17 
73.9 

23 
41.1% 

ADOPTYPE 't ADOPTYPE 
III '--.. IV 

100.~ 

o 
0.0 

3 
5.4% 

-' 

3 
50.0 

.. 3 
50.0 

6 
10.7% 

ROW 
TOTAL 

24 
42.9% 

32 
57.1~ 

56 
100.0% 

characterized by a conscious search for an alternative Source of care to 
'r 

those already known (as we11 as greatest travel times} , was most likely to 

be redistrtbUtive in a manner contrary to the FMC objective. Patients of 

Type l, who had prior know1edge, and of Type IV, who were referred, were 

o ' ,Il', • - ' 
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about equal1y like1y to give a reason for change that cou1d be construed as 

being in either category or response. Finally, patients of Type III, who 

upon receivlng information at an intermediary source of care, were 1eft to 

make their own decision regarding use of the PMe (and a1so had lowest 

travel times), all indicated reasons for the change in behavior that 

suggested accordance with this FMC objective. 

TPURPOSE. As shown in Table 4.14., the intention of affiliating with 

the FMC (as the central source of carel expressed at the initial visit was 

statistically. significantly related to the ADOPTYPE construct (X 2 = 6.8; 

C = .22; 3 d.f.; p<.lO). While the majority of all patients did not 

express the intention of affiliating with the clinic (65.3%). 47.7% of 

pati ents of Type l had such an intention in comparison to 33.3% of Type Il 

patients, 16.7% of Type III and 21.7% of( Type IV patients. This trend 

TABLE 4.14. RELA1IONSHIP BETWEEN TPURPOSE AND ADOPTYPE " 
CGUNT ADOpTVPE ADOPTYPE ADOPTYPE AOOPTYPE ROW 
COl~ l II III IV TOTAL 

affliation 21 15 2 5 43 
lntended 47.7"/. 33.3 16.7 21.7 34.7% 

no intention 23 30 10 18 81 
ta affil iate 52.3% 66.7 83.3 74.3 65.3~ 

COLUMN 44 45 12 23 124 
TOTAL 35.5~ 36.3~ 9.7% 18.5% 100.0% 

indicates that the like1ihood of affiliation, i.e., continued use of the 
1 

clinic ~s the central source of car~ was associated with the ADOPTYPE 

catigories, as they reflected the level of discretion afforded the patient 

in his adoption decision. Thus the lev~l of discretion collectively 

characterized by the perceiyed urgency of need. cumul ati ye exper.ience wi th 

the medical care system, the referral system from which information was 

.J 
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obtai~ed, and the amount and quality of information that was acquired, 

was associated with a particular hypothesized adoption process, the outcome 

ofwhich had specifie implications for the program obJectives of the FMC. 

In 1ight of these measures of adoption outcome, the categories of 

the typology hypothesizing types of adoption eXReriences assume significance 
\ 

for health administrators and planners that are concerned with ~e successful 

imp1ementation of the FMCs. Such implications are exemplified bYjthe case 

of patients categorized as having had an adoption ~perience of Type III. 
1" 

For all patients of Type III, it was determined that the use of the FMC 

on this initial visit constituted a redistribution of dernand in accordance 

w,Tth the criterion of servi ng previously unmet demand. Yet the se same 

patients, a11 informed via the medical referral system and having acquired 

only very 1imited information, were least likely to express the intention 
, . 

of affiliation with the FMC. This perverse association may be explained 

by the relatively limited discretion afforded these individuals, in terms 

of all variables discussed, but particularly with respect to the amount 

and qual ity of information possessed about the FMC, and the past patterns 

of care and experience with the medical care system. That the behavior 

man; fested in these patterns and experiences is associated with the referral c 

system by which information was obtained (and that this was of limited 

nature) implies that the inadequate information acquired did not enable 

an appropriate, i.e., an effective adoption decision. Consequently, it 

appears that the innovative primary care FMCs may not be as accessible 

to those patients it is intended to serve, i.e., those who did not pre

viously have access to primary care, as it ;5 to individuals who already 

have access te a regular source of primary care. Thus, these findings 

suggest that this effect could be at least partly ameliorated'by the 

.. 
• 
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provision of adequate information via the medical referral system. 

By improving patient discretion at least in this dimension, an effective 

adoption decision might be promoted. 

The analyses in Section 4.2. thus address the second objective of 

further differentiating the hypotheses according to a set of dèscriptive 

criteria. These associations cannot test the validity of the hypotheses, 

but they do lend credibility to them by virtue of the consistency in 

variation along many dimensions by the categories of the typology. Simply 

stated, the type of adoption process experienced may be inferred ta be 

the result of the amount of discretion available to the patient in his 

deçfsionmaking process. 

In fact, sa consistent was the variation between hypotheses along 

the dimensions reflecting discretion that an additional hypotheses emerged. 

Based on the analyses of variables representing the decision ta seek care, 

and the process and outcome of information acquisition that determine the 

level of discretion available to the patient in his initial u* of the 

FMC, an ordinal relationship between the four categories can be hypothesized. 

Evidence produced by these process measures is bolstered by similar evi-

dence of ordinality of the categories as reflected in one outcome measure 

of the adoption process - the time taken to 'adopt ' the FMC following 

the acquisition of info(mation about it. 

Another product of the analyses in this section are the findings 
, 

having implications for the~~etical geography. Several such findings will 

servw'as points of empirical reference when they are discussed in Chapter 

Five vis-a-vls sorne of the assumptions and theory in the geOgraphic:~ 
literature. Findings relevant to this discussion include the following. 

The association of travel time, as a measure of spatial efficiency, was 

_1_' ... · ... h _________________ &_ _----...... __ 
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found to vary according 'ta the l evel of discretion that is reflected in 

a g;ven category of the ~ypology. This relationship was complicated, 

however. by the apparant phenomenon that increasing discretion (by 

virtue of information obtained) not only enabled the patient to make 

efficient decisions, but also allowed him ta maximize criteria that went 

beyond those of efficiency. Thus, with very little overall discretion, 

a patient would at least try to be efficient in his utilization, however, 

with increasing discretion, other criteria may overrule one such as 

convenience. It was found that the set of an four FMCs were virtually 

unknown. and consequently, the use of the FMC cannat be conceptl1alized 

in terms of a choice in wh;ch spatial behavior ;s evaluated in relative 

terms by the criterion of spatial efficiency. 

Finally, the analyses revealed that when the typology of adopters 

was related ta those variables that characterize initial utilization, 

the different hypothesized adoption processes could be associated with 

different outcomes having important implications for various program ob

jectives shared by the Family Medica l Cente'rs~' Thus, in terms of promot; ng 

these policy objectives, certain types of adoption experiences were more 

'desireable' than others. While the data and analyses were nat intended 

foremostly to serve as the bas i s for pol icy recol111lendations regarding the 

FMCs, a cautiously made recommendation is suggested in the discussion in 

Chapter Five of the relationship between the adoption processes hypothesized 

and the various outcomes associated with them. 

In conclusion, the findings of the analyses in 4.2. further characterize 

those circumstances under which information is acql1ired and adoption occurs, 

and also begins ta identify and relate those factors influencing theSft 

processes. It this capacity, they address both the research question and 
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objective of this study. In addition, findings regarding the process of 

informatl0n acquisition and the role of information ln the adoption, begin 

to explore the two problems noted with respect to utillzation that prompted 

the placement of,this utilization problem within the diffusion context. 

These are( first, that efficiency is an inappropriate, or at least in- • 

adequate, cr;ter;on by which to evaluate utilization behavior (and there

fore accessibi l ity) which may be at least partly redressed by the provision 
1 

of sufficient knowte,dge to induce efficient utilization, and perhaps more 
/ 

jmportantly, effective use; and second, that the dynamic relationship 

between the dual effects of structure and behavior may be understood by the 

mechanism of information acquisition that illustrates the reciprocal 
, 

relationship between information and behavior. In the final Section (4.3.), 

these latter two issues are explored through analyses presented to augment 

the hypotheses and findings of Sections 4.1. and 4.2. 

4.3. Exploring the Adoption Process 

The analyses in this section are intended to amplify the foregoing 
If 

findings by examining the relationship between those variables selected 

to characterize the hypothesized categories in the typology of adoption. 

The value of these extended analyses rests with their direct approach ta 

establishing associations that were only indirectly indicated through 

preceding analyses of the ADOPTYPE hypothes,~s. Ta 'accomplish this ob-

je ctive, the data pertaining to a given var~able are examined in aggregate 

for all 124 cases of adoption. 
-

Variables were selected for this analysis based on previous, indirectly 

derived evidence. The literature reviewed and preceding analyses have 

suggested that adoption and the inherent process of information acquisition 
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were contingent on an episode of the perceived need for medlcal care, and 

more specifically, usually that episode resulting in the initial ViSlt to 

the FMC. I~ addition, percelved need was theoretically held to influence 

the search for medical care, as well as utilization behavior in the lit-

erature reviewed. It was also suggested that the process of information 

acquisition (and information itself) was the crux of the adoption process. 

Access to that information, and hence to the innovation, via the process 

of acquisition was suggested to be determined by the availability of 

information, as well as by the individual's willingness and ability to 

seek it. Finally, it was suggested by the review and analyses that adoption, 

as a single visit, must be viewed within the context of the individual 's 

total pattern of care. Thus, variables chosen were the reason for visit 

(MEDVISIT), the place of contact signifying the referral system, source 

of information, and geographic location of the information net\'lork (PLACE), 

and the intended role of the FMC in the pattern of care, i.e., beyond the 

initial visit (TPURPOSE). Analyses of these variables was refined by in-

cluding variables indicating the amount and quality of information acquired 
/ 

(RECALFMC), as an outcome measure of the process of acquisition and reflecting 

-the ability to use the clinic in accordance with FMC objectives, and the 

amount of time elapsing between when this information was acquired and 

when the appointment for the initial visit was made (APPTMADE), as a 

measure of the adoption process and an indicator of that outcome. 

Based on the previous findings, associations between several pairs 

of vbrioables were expected and explored. First, the process of information 

acquisition was suggested ta be a function of the degree of discret;on, 
~ 

as determined by the patient's perceived need. Second, the process of 

acquiring addit;onal information on alternative sources of medical care 
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associated with the extent of information acquired. Third, the extent of 

~information acqulred, by virtue of affording greater patlent discretion 

in the adoption process, \'Jas found ta enable the patient ta use the FMC 

appropriate1y, i.e., withln the context of hlS pattern of care and in a 

manner consistent with FMC program objectives. Fourth, it was suggested 

that the amount of time passing between acquiring inform~ion and making 

an appointment cou1d be viewed as a surrogate measure of both the critica1 
tJ( 

process of information acquisitien and the outcome of adoption. Final1y, 

it was suggested that the patient's perceived need for care not on1y 

determined one dimension of patient discretion, but also indirectly in-

fluenced the second dimension through it's impact on the process of in-

, formation acquisition ....... 8ecause of the pervasive role in the adoption 

process, it is important to determine if the patient's perceived need for 

care has a direct effect on adoption outcome that is independent of its 

influence on that process. 

These suggested relationships will be explored by cross-tabulating 

these variables using all 124 cases, as previously mentioned. Whilethe 
(;i 

direct approach of these analyses ;5 superior to that of the preceding 

analyses in discerning the relationships between variables, inferences 

that may be drawn are still of a descriptive nature. Ideally, wh en ex

amining the relationship between two variables, it is desirable ta syste

matically control for the influence of those not under analysis. 

This is particularly important wh en there appears to be a high level of 

interrelation among the variables, as is suggested for the variables 

used here ta characterize the adoption process. Yet the rigor required 
• q 

by the kind of multi-variate approach that would facilitate such an analyses 

precludes its use with these data. As discussed in Chapter 3, the data 

'- .. 
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do not ment such ngorous analytical techniques. Consequently, with the 

exception of the 3-way c1â.sslfication of data used to separate the dlS-

cretionary effects of perceived need for care from those of lnformatlOn 

on adoptlon, 2-way tables are presented here. Insofar as the analyses 

are on1y intended to be of a descripti ve nature, the techniques are adequate 

for the pur pose . Figure 4.2. illustrates how the 5 above-mentioned variables 
1 

were cross-tabulated to explore the relationships suggested in the pre

ceding analyses. Detailed discussion of the cross-tabulations such as 

that provided in Section 4.2. i5 not provlded.here, however, the six tables 

tes t i ng these hypotheses may be found in Appendi x IV, 1 tems A through F. , 
Statistics obtained for the cross-tabulations accompany the tables: a11 

associatlons reached a leve1 of statistical significance of p( .006 or 

better. 

FIGURE 4.2. .RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIABLES CHARACTERIZING THE ADOPTION 
,OCESS AND OUTCOME 

time - - ------- -------- .. - - - -
hypothes i s 
(table #) PROCESS OUTCOME 

need informa tion acgu; s i tian intent measure 
~rocess outcome 

( A) MEDVISIT BY PLACE 

II (B) PLACE SY RECALFMC 
III (C) RECALFMC BV TPURPOSE 

IV a (0) PLACE SY APPTMAOE 
b (E) TPURPOSE BY APPTMAOE 

V (F) MEDVISIT BY PLACE SY TPURPOSE 

The findings in the six tables indicated. in Figure 4.2. corroborated 

the relationships suggested to exist betwèen those variable measures of process 

and outcome. First, it was found that those patients who had more discretion 
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ln term~ of perceived need, i.e., those who had 1ess urgent reasons for 

visit, were more like1y ta have been informed of the FMC via lay referrià-1-

contacts. and in fa~i1ar settings. than were patlents with more urgent 

reasons for visit, who converesely, were more 11kely to acquire lnformation 

via the medical network of contacts and in instltutlona1 settlngs (see 

Appendi x IV, Item A). The l evel of di scretion, as defined by need and 

interpreted as the wi1lingness and abi1ity to seek information, therefore, 

was associated with the tendency ta use one or the o~er of the two dis-

semination networks identified ln this study. Given the implication of 

these respective networks ln terms of the spatial structure of contacts, 

lt may be said that given a less urgent reason for visit, there was a 

tendency to acquire information v~ social, peer group contacts that are 

withln the proximity of work, home, and neighborhood information spaces. 

Giv~n Çl mo~ urgent reason for visit, there \las a converse tendency to 

either seek care immediately from sorne provider, or in seeklng additional 

information regarding alternative sources of medical care, to uti1ize the 

medica1 referral system that necessitates~contact within the proXlmlty of 

institutiona1ized spaces. Alternatively stated, the type of care sought 

appeared to influence the information space in which the patient acqui red 

information. 

Further, it may be shawn that the contacts in the lay referral system 

were more likely ta be affiliated in sorne way with the FMe (usually as a 

patient), than were those in the medica1 institutiona1 referral system, 

whase affiliation was more likely to be ta the hospital of which the F~K 

is a part (see Appendix IV, Items Gand H). Two new variables were intro

duced in these tables ta indicate this affiliation (see 'Glo'ssary ef Acronyms, 

page 157). Of patients us;ng ,the medical referra1 system, it was determined 
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that 6\!% *, or the majonty of patients, received (rather than sought) 

information regarding the FMC from sorne intermediary provider of care 

during the course of treatment and that this provider was more 1ikely 

to be affi1iated with the hospital than with the FMC (see Appendix IV, 

Item H). Of the remaining patients informed via thjs network, another 

32.7% * consciously and actively sought additional information regarding 

alternative' sources of medical care there, while the nature and extent 

of the search process could not be discerned for the remaining 3.7% * 

of patients so-informed. Again, the type of care sought was found to be 

associated with the process of information acquisition. 

Second, it was found that those patients informed via the 1ay referra1 , 

netvlOrk of contacts obtained more extensive 'information, as ;s reflected in 

• their ability to articulate some attribute of the FMC, than did those 

informed by medical sources (see Appendlx IV, ItJem 8). This may be 

interpreted as the joint effect of the differential availability of in-

formation that is associated with different network structures, ~nd the 

willingness and ability to seek information regarding the FMC. When viewed 

in concert with the tables in Items Gand H in Appendix IV, it becomes 

evident that the tendency for medical contacts to be hospital affiliated 

rather than specifically clinic affiliated, was associated with the extent 

of information obtained: In particular. there was a tendency for patients 

who had been informed by hospita1 affi1iated inforrnants to have acquired .. 
less extensive information regarding the FMC than did those patients whose 

were not hospital affiliated (see Appendix IV. Item 1). Thus the information 

acquisition process, including search behavior, the information space, 

and the characterization of the informant were associated with the extent, 

* This is based on findings in Table 4.4., (see page 126). 
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or amountand quality of information acquired. Alternatively stated, the 

lnformation obtained was a function of the behavior by which it was ob-

tained. If the acquisition of information is a requisite condition to 

access ta an innovation, then the pracess of information acquisition may 

itse lf act as a harri er to, adopti on of it. 

Third, it was found that the amount of information possessed regarding 

the FMC was associated with the patient's intention to use the FMC beyond 

the initial visit, (see Appendix IV, Item C). Those patients with more 
, 1 

extensive information were more likely ta be making their initial FMC ... 

visit with the stated intent of making it their central source of care 

in the future than were those with 1ess information. Thus, it was found 

that very little information re9ârding the FMC was required to use (or 

adopt) the FMC *: many patients were unaware that they were in an FMC, 

nor could they name this source of care they were using as the FMC. But 

considerably more detailed information appeared ta be necessary in arder 

to use the c1inic in a manner consistent with the program objective of 
-, 

the FMC. Thus it appears that the amount and quality of. information ac-

quired enabled appropriate use of the F~1C. Insofar as this i5 partly 

determined by the avai1ability of information, and partly by the willingness 

and ability ta seek information, the dissemination of adequate information 
~ 

has potential for facilitating not on1y efficient, but also effective use 

of this source of medical care. Inadequate information, by contrast, may 

act as a barrier ta such use, and may even foster utilization that is 

contrary ta the FMe objectives. In that it was observed that inadequate 

information was more aften a product of the medical referral system of 

contacts and institutional information spaces, and was a1so more often 

* This is based on findings in Table 4.5., (see page 127). 
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offered than sought by patients.via these channels, access to the FMCs, 

as they were intended to function, may be denied those patients whom the 

medical providers have selected to inform, and possibly to even refer 

to the FMC. 

Fourth, the process of information acquisition, as a function of the 

discretion defined by need and associated with the extent of information 

acquired, was reflected in the ~asure of time passing between information 
! 

acquisition until an apPQintment was made for the initial visit (see Appen

dix IV, Item 0). Decreasing proportions of patients informed via medical 

contacts were observed as this interval of time increased, and the opposite 

trend was observed for patients informed via the lay referral system. In 
'l, 

addition to acting as an indicator of the process of information acquisition, 

the variable also indicated the outcome of the process (see Appendix IV, . 
Item J), i.e., the amount of time elapsing was inversely related to the 

amount and quality of information acquired. Thus the passag~ of time may 

be seen to compensatefor, or enhance the acquisition of information. 

Similarly, this measure reflected the intention of patients at the initial 

visit to adopt the FMC as the central source of medical care (see Appendix 

IV, Itme E). Overall, as this time interval increased up to one year. the 

likelihood of affiliation increased. After this length of time, patients ~ .. 
were more likely to adopt without the intention of using the clinic further. 

Thus time serves as an indicator of both of the protess measures of concern 
• 

to adoption in ~hat it reflected not only the amount of information ob

tained, but also the intended use of the FMC within the total pattern ef 

care .- a decision that was enabled by the discretion afforded by the amount 

of information obtained. 
" 

Finally, it was hypothesized that t;le intended role of the FMC for the 

\ 
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adopter (TPURPOSE) is a function of the outcome ~ECALFMC) Gf the process 

of information acquisition (PLACE), which in turn is influenced by the 

degree of discretion afforded 'in terms of medical need U~EDVISIT). Given 

the importance of the role of perceived need in the adoption process, it i5 

critical to determine if it ~as a separate effect (apart from its indirect 

one through its impact on the process of information acquisition) upon 

the outcome of the process, or the intended utilization of the FMC. By 

holding constant the variable PLAGE, representing several dimensions of 

the process of information acquisition, the relationship between the reason 

for visit and the outcome of the adoption process may be discerned. As 

shown in Tables a and b in Appendix IV, Item F. the association between 

patient's percieved need for a particular type of care and intended use 

of the FMC was highly statistically significant. irrespective of the in-, . , 
tervening process of information acquisition. Tbus the perceived need 

for care not only affected the willingness and abil ity of the individual 

to seek information', bût also affected the wi llingness and abil ity ta 

"adopt' the FMC clinic. 

In,co~ion, these results genera.lly SUPPQrt findings in the pre-

ceding sections regarding the relationships between variables that char

acterize both the process and outcome of adoption, and that of information 

acquisition upon which access to the FMCs was contingent. Various processes 

were delineated and could be understood in light of the characterization 

of the total level of di scretion available ta the patient in us; ng the 

FMC for the first time. In general, it may be said that the degree of 

discretian experienced' in that process (as defined by perceived need and 

the'amount of information possessed about the FMC} determined the outcome 
" , 

as well (as measured by the s~ated likelihood of .using the FMC as it is 
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intended to functian in the patie~t's tGtal pattern of care. 

Another set o~'implications may be gleaned from the resu1ts of the 

analyses. These relate to the t\va problematic issues the 

close_~ction 4.2. w;th respect to utilization research. It was 

fouryd that the amount of information acquired was a function of the dual 

effects of structure and behavior.~ These two dimensions are defined in 

terms of the av~ïlab;lity of information via the dissemination network, 

/ 

and the wi11ingness and abi1ity of the individua1 to seek that information, ~ 

respectively. This means that by making available adequate information 

via the dissemination network that currently provides inadequate information, 

the level of iwareness (and hence discretion) may be improved.' ft may even 
, .~ 

compensate for the lack of discretion experienc~d in the behaviora1 dimen-

sions of access to information regarding the innovation in the adoption 

proGess. Thus intervention in the process of informqtion acq~isition has 
t' 

the potential to enhance the 1ike1ihood of a given adoption outcome and, 

therefore, access to the FMC in t~~s of effective, as wel1 as efficient, 

use of the FMC for those individuals without a regular source of primar~ 

care. 

Seco}d. the dual aspects of structure and behavior. in the process 

of infonnatio~ acquisition ,revealed the dynamic relationship betwe,en " 

them. The relationships demonstrated, between variables characterizing 
1 

the sequence of events leading to adoption allowed these dual effects to 

be discerned and related. It is il1ustrated by the reciprocal relationship 

of informati~n (or knowledge acquired) and behavior. Thus, it was observedr 

that perceived ne~d, or the behavioral effects of the reason for visit, 
P > 

was ,associated with the process of information acquisition, including the 
• aspect of search behav1or, that tended to result in contact with one of 
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two different structuralOnetworks of information dissemination. These 

networks were dichotomized alon9 several dimensions according to the 

direction of information flow, i.e., whether the information wasdissemi-

nated as the result of inquiry made by the patient or initiated by the 

provider. the informants comprising the network, and the geographic space 

characterizing the network, i.e., whether the place of contact wasa per-

sonal, of an i,nstitutional space. These characteristics of information 

acquisition were f8tn faund ta be assaciated with different levels of 

information regar~n the FMCs as the autcome of that process. Because 
'\ 

/ 1 

the outcome of the adoption process was contingent upon access to infor-

mation whi~ enabled appropriate use, these structural effects, themselves 

influenced by the perception of need and consequent search behavior of 
,~ 

the i ndi vi dua 1, in turn, determi ne the outcome of adopti on, 'or the i ntended 

utilization behavior of the FMC. 

Having addressed the two issues regarding utilization, as well as 

th~ research question and o~e in these final analyses. Chapter 

'Five sumrnar;zes and discusses the findings in light of their implications 

for issues raised in theliterature reviewed on the utilization of medical 

care and diffusion research~ 

--

, 
" ;-
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS OF VARIABLE NAMES 

variable generated From empirica1 data indicating 4 hypo
thesized categories of adoption experience 

the interval of time passing between acquiring the first 
information about the Ff.lC and making an initial àppointment 
which was kept 

indicating whether or not the patient was making the initial 
visit ta the nearest (geographica11y) of the set of FMCs 
From his point of trip origin 

indicating whether or not the informant was affiliated in 
sorne capacity with the FMC 

an ordinal variable indicating the terms of reference used 
by the patient, interpreted as measures of decreasing levels 
of know1edge about the FMC 

indicating whether or not the informant was affi1iated in 
sorne capacity with the hospital of which the FMC is a part 

indicating whether or not the patient was aware of being in 
an FMC c1inic 

indicating the stated reason for the initial visit, an or
dinal variable interpreted as a measure of decreasing pa
tient discretion 

indicating whether or not the patient was aware of an FMC 
other than the one that he was visiting 

indicating whether or not the patient has ever had, or did 
have in the recent past, a regular source of care, i.e., 
a fami ly doctor 

a multidimensional variable indicating several attributes of 
the process of acquiring information by indicating the cir
cums tances of information transfer 

indicating the ability of the patient to artiçulate sorne 
particular attribute of the FMC obtained during the acquisi
tion of information that influenced the adoption decision 

a subset of patients indicating having had a regular source 
of care, for whom the reason for changing to a new source of 
care was obtained 

indicating the stated intention of the patient ta continue using 
the FMC in ensu;ng episodes of need after his initial visit 

indicating the time~taken to travel to the FMC for the initial 
visit 



( CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS 

Before discussing the implications of analysis presented in Chapter 

Four, it is important to determine what the research was and was not in-

tended to do, and consequently, what can and cannot be inferred from it. 

Section 5.1. clarifies these limits. The implications of what can be 

said about the findings of this research will be diseussed in SeciOD 5.2 .. 

5.1. The Limits of Research 

The goal of this research was not to make specifie policy recommenda

tions about the Family Medical Clinics. Rather, the scope was a much 

more broadly defined one which, in a more removed and general sense, has 

policy implications. Diverse bpdies of knowledge and methodologies re

garding utilization and diffusion have been proferred by many disciplines 

for the analysis of problems, such as access, in the arena of health poli-

cy. Determining how appropriate such applications are is critica1 , 

si~ce policy based on these analytieal techniques can only be as sound as 

are the theory and assumptions underlying them. The guiding rationale , 

behind this research was to try to evaluate sorne of this kno\'lledge, par-

ticularly that in geography. J 
At least blo aspects seemed important to explore. The fi rst had , 

to do wi th the genera 1 i zab il ity of the knowl edge. How appropriate is 

it to take theory and methods developed in one problem context and apply 

them in the context of medical care? The problem of transfering tech

niques ta other problem cantexts is exacerbated by the,fact that the 

theory and methods themselves have an addit;onal disciplinary bias. r1any 

---
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disciplines are currently involved not only in developing, but also in 

applying this knowledge in an attempt to produce 'policy relevant' 

research. If the applications of the methods and theory are to have 

greater relevance for health policy and utility for health care planners 

and administrators, a conscientious effort needs to be made to dete~ine, 

and to accommodate, those characteristics of the medical care context that 

might contradict, and therefore require modification of, the underlying 

assumptions. For thesé same reasons, the second aspect of the empirical 

validity of this knowledge, deserved investigation. HOltJ well do the 

underlying assumptions reflect both the complex behavioral and structural 

realities? 

The use of an inductive logic, embodied in the principles of grounded 

theory, was crucial to investigating these questions. Such a methodology 

was appropriate for purposes of this research in that it avoided imposing d 

any ~ priori assumptions on the collection and analysis of intervie\'J data. 

The data and hypotheses generated by this methodology, firmly grounded in 

empirieal observation and specifie to the Medical care context, served 

as an 'authentic' point of reference against which the theory, assumptions, 

and methods of utilization and diffusion researc~ could be evaluated. 

The research question integrating the broad scope of this inquiry was: 

"Given an innovative service offering primary care, what are the circur.l-

stances under which an individual acquires information regarding it, and 

under which he will proceed to make an initial visit to the FMC clinic?". 

Within the diffusion framework, the objective was to identify and relate 

those factors accounting for a sequence of events leading to adoption of s 

an innovation. These are the confines of this study. 

By virtue of the same principles that make the grounded theory 
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methodology invaluable to this investigation, the data and analy~s are 

limited in their generalizability. For example, they are based on-a 

sample of patients that is ~odest in size and non-random, ev en though it 

is tenable in tefms of the grounde~ theory principle of 'theoretical 

sampling' (see~Chapter Three, page 89). Consequently, there is no guar-

antee as to their representativeness of other 'first-visit' patients to 

the Fr1Cs who were not interviewed, nor is there any control on individuals 

who did not use the FMC. As such, the synthesis of interview data may be 

interoreted in much the same manner as are case histories. The lack of 

rigor inherent ln the methodology means that the data and analysis pro

duced are not firm ground upon which to make specifie policy recommenda

tions. Secondly, the process of comparative data collection and analysis 

that is the key to generating hypotheses via this methodology places limits 

on them in another sense, as was illustrated in the case of the absence 

of descriptive information about the adopting patients. !'lote of the 

lack of this and other information obtained and analyzed suggests a third 

and final area of discussion as to why the potential for drawing policy 

inferences from the research findings presented here are extremely limited. 

Within the rather narrowly confined goal of this research, there were 

mâny questions not asked T'Tor answered that would be essential in order to 

produce analyses relevant for policy recommendations. The most important 

of these questions are those regarding: (1) the social, psychological, 

cultural, socio-economic, and demographiç ~haracteristics of the individual 

and how they impact on t~e pro~ess of adoption; and (2) the adoption out

come, or utilization of the FMC following the initial visit. Reasons for 

omitting the personal descriptive information have been discussed (see 

Chapter Four, page ll2),but the implications of doing 50 for making policy 
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inferences have not. l'Jithout sueh information, a blank has to be drawn 

for the broad health poliey questions eoncerning equity and access. The 

value of knowing whether groups of individuals eould be identified accord-

ing ta a set of traits who were 'adopting' the p-les at a11, or 't/ho were 

adopting them in particular ways, and wit1 particular implications for 

continued utilizat;on, is obvious.* Based on research evidence cited in 

Chapter Two, the relationship between such individual traits and the pro-

cess and outcome of adoption appears to be likely. It would be expected, 

for instance, that socio-demographic status would have sorne impact on the 

patient's perception of his need for medica1 care, as wel1 as on his wil-

lingness and ability to seek it. Analagous reasoning would lead to the 
• 

expectation that certain individua1 traits wou1d a1so impact on the pa

tient's process of adoption. Not knowing whether, and/or how these traits 

influence the adoption processes hypothesized here places severe restric

tions on inferences that can be made from them. For example, it was found 

that those individuals informed through the medical referral system knew 

very little about the FMC and also stated no intention of using the FMC 

for medical care after the ffnitial visit. As a means of improving the 

like1ihood of their doing 50, it was suggested that their discretion might 

be improved by having the medical referral system informants supply more 

and better information about the FMCs to these patients. However, there 

* The inclusion of this information could also have partly addressed 
the issue of sample representation, at least for other 'f;rst visit' 
us ers of the FMCs. Basic socio-dmographic data could have been obtained 
and compar.ed between interviewed and non-interviewed 'first v;sit' pa
tients toliscertain whether the sample was representative of all 'first 
v;sit patients to the clinics during the per;od of data collection. If 
50, while still not allowing as firm a basis for statistical inference as 
a random sample, increased Fonfidence could be placed in the findings. 
This exercise would not, however, have addressed the issue of control 
of non~users of the FMCs. 
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is the possibility that there may be certain traits of the individuals 

who have adopted in this way, i.e., are referred via the medical system, 

sueh that no amount of information and education might have brought about 

the desired adoption outcome. There is no way of predicting whether or 

not this intervention would have such an effeet for these, but a1so for 

other reasons. ta whieh discussion now turns. 

The absence of data regarding individual characteristics of adopters 

and analysis of their influence on the adoption process, is the single-most 

important 1 imitation on the hypotheses generated about those processes. 

The lack of a valid outcome measure of that adoption process is the single

most important limitation on using them for making policy inferences. The 

measure used in this study, the stated intent to use the FMC as the central 

source of medical care, is deficient for making policy reeommendations in 

at least two respects. First, it is on1y 'stated intent', and second, it 

on1y deals with one of the essential purposes of the FMCs. and ignores 

other dimensions of utilization of that source of care that distinguish 

it as an innovation. 

The use of the measure 'stated intent' represents an attempt to deal 

with the decision to approach the study within the confines of a prospec

tive vs .. a retrospective framework. Although the latter approach would 

have enabled data collection on utilization behavior following adoption 

of the FMC, the kind Qf detailed data on the adoption process that'was 

sought for this studywould not have been obtainable. As discussed in 

Chapter One (see page 17), methodologica1 diffieulties, inc1uding logistics 

and recall problems, made the choice of a prospective study more appropri

ate for the purposes of this research. Under these conditions, the mea

sure devised may be deficient as fol1ows. First, there is little reason 

to expect that there will be any relationship between what the 'adopters' 
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say they will do, and what theyactuallywill do. Behavioral research, 

as well as that of interview methodalogy, indicates that discrepancies 

between su ch statements and actual behavior are commonplace. Apart 

from this effect however, the intent ta use the FMC stated at the time 

of the interview may be modified by intervening events, so that although 

an 'honest' statement was given during the interview, subsequent behavior 

may not Qave borne this out. Obv;ously, at the point of interview, 

the statement of intent was based on information obtained rather than 
À 

personal experience. Since the mast important means of assuring that a 

patient uses a provider in a regular manner is ta assure his satisfaction 

with it, it is likely that this first visit, and subsequent experiences, 

will have a much greater influence on subsequent use than does initial 

information and intent. Lastly, the relationship between initial infor-

mation and intent, and subsequent utilization behavior, if indeed there is 

one, cannot be discerned from this research. 

The sec9nd aspect of the outcome measure used in the study is its 

restriction ta the single attribute of using the FMC as the central source 

of medical care. Even if this could be determined, caution wauld still 

have ta be exercised in making conclusions as ta whether or not individuals 

were using the FMCs appropriately. or whether the FMCs were serving their 

purpose. Such a measure would still nat deal with those innovative family 

service aspects of the FMCs, i.e., the team approach to total family care 

that were discussed at the outset of this research (see Chapter One, page 

9). Determining the extent ta which patients utilized and were satis

fied with the FMCs range of services, and took advantage of its assaciated 

set of hospital and community services, would be of crucial importance to 

the administrators of the FMCs as well as to policy makers. 

The measure of intended use does not allude to these dimensions in any 

.. ft - - .. 
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way. It shou1d be reiterated however, that an attempt was made ta include 

sorne of these dimensions in the analysis as measures of the process of 

information acquisition. As noted in the ana1ys;s, a variable indicat;ng 

whether or not the patient could articulate meaning to the clinic name 

Fami1y Medical Center was used to reflect cognizance of any of the innova

tive aspects of the practice of primary care in the mode of family medicine. 

Surprisingly few patients could do 50, and only one new patient in 124 

stated that he had adopted the FMC for any of the traits that distinguished 

"~t as being an innovative form of medical care. Thus, the absence of 

these dimensions. at least as the outcome of the information acquisition 

process of adoption, was not so'much a conscious omission, as it was a find-

ing of the study. Ironically, the innovative attributes made little last-

.ing impression on the adopters, nor were they influential in adoption. 

The key question in attaching any significance to this finding for adoption 

outcomes of course, is whether the. inability to articulate these attributes 

will in fact bear any relationship to subsequent utilization behavior in 

these dimensions. 

If the individuals and adoption processes could be linked to these 

known, multi-dimensional outcomes, then policy recommendations regarding 

the 'good' or 'bad' adoption behavior of individua1s would be possible. 

Without these indicators, making su ch recommendations is dubious. This 

is opportunely illustrated by the same finding used above to illustrate 

the limits of implications due to the lack of descriptive information about 

the adopting patients. lt \'las observed that r,elatively more patients 

who learned about the FMCs through the medical referral system knew less 

about the FMC. and also did net intend to make it t~eir regular source of 

medical care. It was suggested that more and better information sheuld 
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be provided by the informants in the medical referral system in order 

to increase patient discretion in making the adoption decision. As a 

policy recommendations, this suggestion ;s questionable for both of 

the reasons discussed immediately above. There is no evidence in this 

research as to the relationship between information and stated intent 

on actual subsequent utilization, as measured in the several innovative 

dimensions that characterize the FMC services. The only evidence in 

the findings that al10w such a suggestion are the relationships and 

trends noted therein, which are, for reasons explained in this section, 

very limited. Having said what this research cannot do, the next 

section concludes the thes;s w;th a presentation of what it did accomplish. 

5.2. Implications of Findings 

As stated in the previous section, the goal of this research was ta 
, 

come up with a means for evaluating the usefulness of applying theory and 

methods developed by multidsciplinary efforts for problems in many contexts 

to problems in the medical care context. The problem of utilization of 

medical care, and the policy issue of access has been given considerable 

attention by research in the behavioral and social sciences. In particular, 

those barriers ta access and utilization, including the socio-organizational 

and geographic, have been the focus of many disciplines. With respect ta 

utilization research in general, and especially that in geography, however, 

two major problems were encountered in the ~eview of research: the inap-

propriateness of efficiency-based measures of utilization and the diffi

cult Y of delineating and relating the separate effects of structure and 

behavior on utiHzation. 8y placing the utilization problem in the frame-
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work of a diffusion study, this research explored those issues. 

At the outset of this research, the decision to seek care and use a 

provider of care were cited as the two events necessary for utilization to 

occur. In the case of adoption of an innovation, an additional pre-

requisite event was cited, i.e., the acquisition of information about the 

innovation. For the adppter, access to the innovation, signified by 
.". 

initial utilization, is contingent on the acquisition of information re-
l 

garding it, and delineation of the process is crucial to understanding 

changing utilization behavior. Because utilization may only be evaluated 
! 

(by any criteria) in terms of the knowledge possessed by the individual, 

and because the process of information dissemination and acquisition is 

the key mechanism in the relationship between structure and behavior, inno-

vation diffusion research, with its focus on that process, provided the 

required dynamic perspective on utilization"behavior through time. Work 

to date in innovation diffusion research was also found to be characterized 

by a multidiscip1inary research effort including geographic contributions, 

and p1agued by numerous shortcomings and difficulties to the extent that the 

need for basic research on the problem was cited in the review of the lit

erature. This research may be seen as a response to that need. 

The results provided by the data'collection and analyses address the 

increasingly explicit requirements imposed by the research question, objec

tive, and the two issues related to utilization. There were several steps 

in generating and structuring the information that would serve as the 

point of empirical refere~ce required by the goal of the study. First, 

several hypotheses were established regarding the ways in which patients 

had come to use the Fàmily Medical Center clinic for the first time. 
_ r 

These hypotheses were presented in a typology that sunmarizes all 124 
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cases in four basic scenarios, all of which resulted in an initial visit 

to the FMC. In the second phase, these hypotheses were 'fleshed out' 

by correlating descriptive information in ?everal dimensions with the types 

of adoption experience. ~ A further hypotheses emerged from this analysis, 

suggesting that~the type of adoption experience could be characterized. 

and even understood in terms of the overall level of discretion experienced 

by the patient in making his 'initial visit. r'n addition, the type of 
• 

adoption experience and corresponding degree of discretion was found to be 

associated with a surrogate outcome measure of the adoption process, the 

results'of which had different implications for one of the program objec

tives shared by the FMCs. On the basis of these observations, it was 

suggested that this outcome might be influenced by the availability of infor-

mati on, and the consequent enhancement of patient discretion in this dimension. 

Thus the findings of the first two steps of the analysis addressed the re-

search question and objective, and also began to explore the first two of 

the specific issues noted with respect to uti1ization research. If know-

1edge enhances access by fostering efficient utilization, the provision of 

sufficient information via the var;ous diss~mination networks may overcome 

the barr;er not on1y to efficient utilizat;on, but more importantly, from 

the patient's standpoint. and in terms of the FMC objectives, to effective 

util i zat; on. 

In the last step, the indirect evidence regarding the delineation and 

characterization of the processes of adoption and of information acquisition 

upon which adoption is contingent were directly examined. The role of 

information acquisition was also explored as the dynamic mechanism by which 

the structural and behavioral aspects~of utilization behavior were discerned 

and related. The data for all 124 patients were included for each vari-

able examined. Investigation of the relationship between variables used 

, 

,1 



( as process and outcome measures suggested the' following relationships. 

The perceived need for medical care influenced the process of information 

acquisitiorr, but also had an independent effect (in addition to the indirect 

one expressed through the process of information acquisition) on the out-

come of the adoption process. The process of information acquisition, de-

pendent on various networks of information dissem;natio~t resulted in vary

ing levels of information acquired as 'the outcome of that particular pro

cess. The level of information possessed, in turn, was associated with 

particular outcomes of the adoption process that had implications for FMe 

program objectives. The availability of information regarding the inno

vation differed with respect to the structure of the network utilized, 

that was itself a function of the degree of discretion afforded by the 

perception of the need for care, or the behavioral effects that determined 

the individual's willingness and ability to seek that information, Be

cause the outcome of the adoption process was contingent upon the access 

to information regarding the innovation that would enable appropriate use, 

"the structural effects, indirectly determined by the illness and search 

behavior of the individual, consequently determined the outcome of adop

tion, as measured by the intended use of the FMC clinics. Thus the re-

ciprocal relationship between behavior and information was apparent in the 

medical care context. 
-' 

Information was seen as a function of that behavior 

by,which it was obtained, and in turn, that information influenced adoption 

bePtavi or. 

Having addressed the last of the two issues noted with respect ta u'· 

tilization research, the findings may at last~,considered in terms of 

the goal of this research. Specifie properti~of the general findings 
. .' 

summarized above will serve as the points of empirical reference for compar-
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ison"'ith, conceptuar a'nd methQdological issued in util ization and diffusion 
~ 1 

research that were taised in the literature review. I~ theoretical terms • 

it has been argued t~at the pecu.liâr nature of the dernand for medical car:e may 
\ 

be atfributed to the uncertain\r of r;sk associated with the need for care, 

, and. assooiat~d wtih the eff;c~cy o'f treatment ~ecê'ived. Consumer moçlels 1 
'of uti1ization behavior, assuming indivicfual rational behavior that maxi-
, 1 ~ 

mizes a criterian of ~fficienéy, have therefore, been found to be inade

qu~te at best. pn~4inappropr;ate or irrelevant at worst, in explaining 

utilization ând/or adoption behavior. In general, both geographic utili
\ 

, zation and diffusion methodologies that have been employed in ~he medical 

Care cont~x~. fall ~~der this rubric and S~ld. therefore, b~ qu~~ioned. 
For these reasons, the findings obse'rved in this re'search will be compared, 

~ ~ 

where relevant, to those aspects ~ spatial utilization and diffusion that . ~ 

~ 

are primarily derived in ~texts other than m:dical care td il1ustrate 
• 1 

.. ' 'the i.mportant impact of the rea1 ; tiés of that p,iirticul ar centext on such 

methods, assumpti ons ~ and theory. Û l' 

Findings indje~t the pe~eived need for m~dical c~~e. as measured 

by th,e r!!ason for s-eeking care at the ~lC, Dore on vi rtu~lly ev1ry aspèct of 
, . 

,~ ~doption, as hypothes;zed and explored in this re~earch. ,An episode of 
, ..... -' ".. \ ... . , , 

,Inee"d l
, ,whether it was 't'o~'curative or preventive care, instigated and re

i 
.... sulted in adoption for ail patients. FurthennQ,re, the ep;sode Ot care-
~ , . ~ 

, s,:kin9' resulting in t~e initial l/i~it to the ~c, a150 re5ulted in the, 

acqui-siti.on of infonnation regarding the clinic for the majority of patients. 

~hus t-the ~doPt.i~n pro~ess1n~ th~t. of informatioh aCq~ls;tion ~'pon which 
, .... " 

a~~Pt;on was conti~ge~t, wer~ 4epe~dent ,on th~ pati~ perception of his 

~~ ,nee~ ~or care. Not only d1d need de~ine whether or no~ adoption, and 
'1 ' ,.. ,4. , . -

(as far ~s.can be detenmfnedY-whether information W8$ acquired, but it also'~ 
• \ f> • W 

inf'uence~ how those proce~~s occurred. 'B~vi~tue lOf'the d,egree Of, dis-
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cretion afforded by the perception of need, that aspect had'a dual effect 

9n adoption. The first was a direct effect~ whereby the outcome of the 

adoption process is itse1f associated with the perceived urgency of need. 

The sec~ryd was an indirect effect that manifested itself via the influence 

Dn the process of information acquisition. The pervasive impact of the 

urgency of the situation in which the individual goes about dec;s~-making 

in the medical, care context needs ta be taken into account in attempts to 

4j predict his behavior. 

The influence of perceived need on the process of information acquisition 

that is the key to access ta the innovation deserves special consideration. 

P' ~s ,previously stressed, the acquisition of ~nformation must be seen as the 

result of an interaction of two factors, i.e, the availability of informa

tion and the individua1's willingness and ability to acquire it. The 

latter of. these; or search behavior, was found to be associated with the 

degree of discr~tion afforded the patient by virtue of his perception of 

how~urgently he requires medical care, and how important 'he perceives obtain

ing that care. How he goes about seeking that information is related ta 

the source of information 4tilized, as characterized by the referral net

w~ 'knoWers', an~ by the geographic place of contact. It appeared 
, 

that the degree of urgency of the perceived need for care resulted in use 

of .particular sources of information. Iosofar as the availability of in

f~:mnat1dn differed at these sources~ this dimension of~;scretion also had 

an. indirect effect on the extent of information that was likely to be made 

av~ablè to the individual by his use of,a, pàrticul~r informant. 

F~r e~ample, those patients who had acquired information about the FMC 

prior~to this ep;sode.~f seeking medical care, about one third of all pa

tients, al,so experienced the' greatest degree of discretion in terms of 
\ 

the perceived need for care that led to this first visit to the ,AMe. 
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A1though the search behavior of these individuals could not be determined, 

they did receive information regarding the FMC almost exc1usively via lay 

referra1 contacts, and also clearly had acquired the most extensive infor

mation regarding the clinic of any group of patients. For sorne patients, 

the search behavior occurring within the context of this episode could 

be determined. Only about half of these, or about one third of all pa-

ti~nfs, actively sea~ched for information about additional sources of med-

ical care. The other half, ~r the remai.ing one third of all patients, 

never did sol;cit such information in the context of th;s episode~ but 
~ ~ 

received 1t during the course of obtaining medica1 treatment in that epi

sode at an intermediary source of care. Individuals who inadvertently re

ceived information were informed exclusively via the medical ref~rral~-
1 

tem, tended ta have the -poorest information regarding the cl inie and $i1.so 
Ji 

experienced least di,cretion in terms of perceived need for care, in 
Q \ ot 

contra st to those indT,viduals with information prior ta this episode. 
\ 

The fonner type of pati'~nt was most 1 i kely ta have had the most urgent 
, ' , 

reason for visit of any group of patients,'while the latter was most likely 

to have the least urgent situation. It;5 these differences that would 

~ppear to expl'ain why the latter group went directly to t.he FMC. while 

~ the former group. by virtue of their pérceived urgent need for care, 

~went directly to a source/of care with which they already had experience 

or which wa~ readily identifiable within the medieal care system. 
~ , - J 

Finally, those individuals who did ûctively searCh for information rega~ing 

additional sources of medical c,are within the context of this episode 

of need were: (1) only slightly more likely to' use the'lay refe/ral system 

-for obtain1ng informati~n than ;the med~cal system; (2) acquired a level 

of knowledge regarding the fM~ somewhere between that aequired by the other 

. " , 
• t 

two groups mentioned'above; and (3) experien~ed a level of discretion in r 1 

- " 

, 

• 
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terms of perceived need that, a1though less dire than those individuals 

who,sought treatment rather than information, and.were inadvertently in-

formed at that source, was 1ess than that experienced by patients who 

acquired information p.rior to this episode. 

These findings, which show that the patient's perception of how urgently 

he requires care in.response to his needs not only determine,$ whether or 

not, but a1so how, information was acquired, have several important findings . . ""~ 
They are analagous t~ a body of research that explains the search for, and 

utilization of medical care in tenms of the 'health belief model', one 
-4> 

aspect of which is the patient's perception of need.* A priority should 
• 

be given to research on 'need ' • or the urgency of various situations 

and contexts within which i~dividuals seek medical care. For example, 

it was found that informa~n is pr;mari1y only acquired and specifical1y 

on1y sought wh en of inmediat'e relevànce to a gi'Ven episode of perceived 

need, and the circumstances surrounding that episode. Operational assump

tions made in sim~lation mode1s of spatial diffusion state that communica-
; . 

tion of the information about the innovation occurs upon interpersonal con

<, tact and that adoption occurs upon acquisition of the information. In 

, 

1 ight of evidence found ~n ~s research, these wou1d seem ta be true on1y 
'J' when that i nfonnati on, and innovation were of irmlediate potentia1 utility to 

the i ndi vidua 1. There al so, 'appears to be a criti ca l degree of urgency 

of perceived need, or sufficient discretion, that will simu1taneously stim

ulate, and yet a1so allow, a search for information .regarding ~ltêrnative 

~ources of medical care.' FjJrther research on this "threshold ' le,wel 

might be used as a basis for moqifying sorne of those ~peratio~al assumPt 

* 1\is work, pioneered b~ the "SOCiologist RosenStock, was' not rev;~wed . 
in thé s~ey of literature in Chapter,T,wo, and would have undoubtedly , 
been an opportune comRarison with"some of the findings in this research. 
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tions. The active search role that is operationalized in alternative 

formulations of the adoption process appears to be mediated in the medical 
• \, 

care context by the degree of urgency of need that characterizes that epi-

) sode l' 

With respect to how information is acquired. it has been mentioned that 

perceived need is not only assoicated with search behavior, b\t also with 
li.. 

those attributed characterizing the information source. ; .e., the network 

of contacts and geographics space. With decreasing discretion, as determined 

by increasing degrees of urgency of need. individuals appear, overall. ta 
\ 

be more likely talure more readily identifiable medical and institutional 

spaces as SOU1CIS of information or'treatment. Conversely, patients af

forded greater discretion are more likely, to re~he less visible network 

of lay contaots and personal and familiar geographic spaces. Having used 

one of these two sources is associated with acquir;ng rather discrepant 

amounts of information about the FMC . Thi's evidence ~ffers support 'bf one 
. 
of the conpeptual underpinnings of spatial diffuJion methodologies, which 

states that the most significant means of disseminating info,rmation is via 

the social network of ,~eer group contacts. The association of perceived need 

wi th a partîcular, source of information further suggests som. support for . , 
the corollary of this assumption, i.e.,.that the li"kelihood of interpersonal 

contact is contingent on the spatial proximity of individuals. This 

would' appear to be true. at least wh en sufficient discretion is afforded. 

ConsequentTy, perceived need, through its influence on which source of infor-, ' 

mation is used, also determines the relative importance'of distance on in-

formation acquisition. It is more 1ikel~ that proximity to a source of 
Q . 

informa~ion will play a greater role for indi.viduals with less urgent cir-

cumstances of need who tend to use the lay referral system, than for those 

. 1 

! 

; 
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with more urgent reasons for visit who use medical system informants. , 

Proximity however. is defined here in tenns of the personal and familiar 

geographic life spaces associated with interpersonal social contacts 

" rather than Euclidean space. As a result, there is no evidence to support 

the simple distance decay function that i 

disseminàtion of information in models 0 

hypothesizew to descrtbe the 

~patial·~iffUSion and alternative 

formulations of adoption. 

Final1y, given that patients infonned via the more readily identifiable 

medica~ contacts a1so have poorer information about the clinic. as reflected 

in the very limited kn0'11edge acquired, and that the, opposite'is true for 

patients informed via the la~, referral system, there ~s evidence that the 

availability of information at these sources d~ffers and may, in part, con-

tribute to the differential outcome of the information acquisition process. 

The likelihood of using one or the othe~ of the two sources identified 

;s assoc;ated with the search process, as determined by the degree of dis

cretion in terms of perceived need. These sources are differentiated 
, 

by the relative availability of information and/or educational behavior of 
, 

the informants. For indiyiduals ~endent on this network for information , 
about the FMC, the dissemination appears to be~very much in the grip of 

If 

the professionals, despite the relatively more valuab1e persona1 networks 

that are available. These findings,'also illustrate the relationship of 
\ '. . , 

the recipr.oca1 effect of structure and behavior on the process of information 

acquisition, as measured by the amount of information obtained. Further, 

the information acquired, as the' o'ti.tcome associated with the beha,vior by 

which it was obtained, provides evidence of the reciprocal relationsbdp • 
between behavior and iflfonnation in the medical cale context .. 

\, 'r , . 
This 'discussion has shown that perceived need not on1y mediates in 

whether or not, but also in how, information is aquired by discerning the 

, l 
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impact of medical need on search behavior, and hence on the information 

acquired, within the context of care-~eeking. As previously stAted, per

" .. 
ceived need has a ?imilar dual effect on the process of adoption. With 

respect ta its impact on how adoption occurs, the effect of perceived need 

may best be understood in terms of its mediating influence on other consid-

erations relevant to adoption. In this research, findings indicating the 

effect of perceived need in determining the importance of spatial efficiency, 

or the role of distance in influencing adoption, il1u:trate such an e!Ject. 

" ~ priori, an inverse relationship between need and travel time, as a 

measure of spatial efficiency was expected, but was not supported by the~ 
. 

findings. Because discretion is further determined by the level of 

knowledge of the individual, as the product of the process of information 

acquisition that is determined by need, a direct relationship was expected 

between the level of discretion defined by this variable and spatial effic-

iency. It was found that as discretion increased in this latter ~men-

sion, however, theoretically enabling efficient behavior, considerations 

reflecting other criteria began to show themselves. Findings suggested 

that various levels of overall discretion were associated with the var;ous , 
mixes and dominance of these criteria in a manner indicating a trade-off 

" ,l • 

between overall discretion and the importance of the criterion of efficiency. 0/,.. 

-For example, the lowest travel times were observed for those patients who, 
• 

as a group, had least discretion in bath dimensions of perceived need and . 

knowledge, and who did not seek any information on Inewl sources of medical 
;'" , 

care, but rathe~ received the inform~on inadvertently during 

the course of treatment . In contrast, the highest travel times were assoc-

• iated with patients who, as a group, experienced considerably more discretion 
1 ... 

in these dimensions and also actively sought information regarding additional -
sources ot mediéal care. It is plausible that ~he motivation for this 

.. 
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search. reflecting concerns for service effectiveness and personal satisfac-

tion. may explain the higher travel times of this group. It appears there-

fore. that when discretion is highly limited overall, an overt criterian 

such as spatial efficiency will be maximized.. As this level of discretion 

increases however, those criteria beyand efficiency will be accorded pr;ority 

in adoption. In summary, it may be said that within the constraints of 

the urge~ of perceived need for medical care, t~e individual will maximize 

those criteria of which he is aware, and further, which are important to 

him, in adopting the innovation in éfny given episode of need. Such an 

interpretatio~f findings supports prévious work examining the role of dis
e 

tance as a barrier ta seeking medical care which found the importance of 
( 

distance in that ro~e t6 be subject to the conditions impos~d by the partic-

ular paths and goals of the individual. Thus, the importance of effici~ncy 

as a criterion of rational decisionmaking, must be evaluated in light 

of the mediating effects of bath need and knowledge. and the relationship 

between the two, that determines the overall level of discretion afforded 
.. 

in adoption. 

Insofar a~elative. rather than absolute, distance has been cited as 

a better predictor of utilization, this measure of spatial efficiency also 

deserves discussion. Sueh comparative methodologies tacitly shift the 

problem frt>m one of util ization, ta one of "'ehoice" or "preference". In 

so doing, cholce is assumed to occur among a set of similar (in kind) alter-
• 

natives, and knowledge of that set is assumed for all individuals, This 

focus on choice processes, with its attendant assumptions, rather than on 

utilization, may be spurious for a number of reasons. Fi rst', the geo-

graphie scale of analysis detetmines the approp~iateness f sueh methodol

ogies, i.e., relative differences in distance will o~l manifest an effect 

on choice at scales ,greater'than intra-urban. bypass; ng 
\ 

1 , 
1 
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of a 'nearer' source that is viewed as spatially ineffi~ient behavior can-

not be construed as such if the individual bypassing it is unaware of its 

existence as a potential source of mediea1 care. 

Findings of this research are unequivocal in challenging these assump

tions within the context of medica1 care. An extremely small percentage of 
.;1" 

patients were aware gf more than one of the FMC clinics (11.3%), and only 

a single individual in 124 was aware of the entire set of clinics. Of 

those patients who were aware of more than one FMC clinic, those not using 

the closest one gave specifie personal preferences, experiences, and/or 

beliefs as reasons that overruled the consideration of relatix,e convenience. 

In contrast, those individua1s using the closer, or closest, of the 'clin;cs 

known to them pereeived the set of FMCs te be essentially equal in terms o~ 

such attributes as the quality and range of se~vices offered. These find-

~~ may be interpreted as further ev;dence supporting those above. In 

summary, efficiency, in relative as we11 as abso1ute terms, is subordinate to 

either criteria as mediated ~y both perceived need and information possessed 

and the relationship between the two in the medical care context. In 

that context, when the individual is. affor~ed the opportunity to maximize 
f 

,alternative criteria, he may b'e e'xpected to do 50. The ext'ent, ta which 

this opportunity 9ccurs, and the degree to which it eonforms to the pro~m 

objectives of the Family Medical Center clinic5 may'be enhanced by compensat

;n9 for the 1ack of discretion experienced in terms of perceived'ne~d and 

" those behavioral dimensions through the disseminat~n of information . 

, 
~These findings should be considered as exploratory. They provide,a basic 

groundwork and indicate numeraus 'leads t that warrant further and mQ~e 

,rigorous <investigation. The omiss'ions cited in Section 5.1. above wou1d 
! 
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r-
be likely directions far further research. The methods used ta generate 

the findings presented here have produced results which, although limited 

in terms of their generalizability, are firmly grounded in empirical abser-

vation and are specific to the context of medical care. They are valuable 

in a relative sense, for comparison with the theory, assumptions and 

methods regarding utilization, and the special case Df initial utilization, 
\ 

or adoption, that have been develo~ed in problem contex~s other than medical 
, ) 

care. They illustrate the mediating effect of the perception of the need 

for care on virtually every aspect of the process and outcome of adoption, 

and that of information acquisition, upon which adoption is contingent. 

The implications are that the urgency of various situations or contexts with

in which individuals make decisions should be taken intt consideration when 

evaluating their willingness and ability ta do so according to a criterion 

such as efficiency. In th"medical care context. those choice wnd pref

erence models develaped by geographers for application to such problems 

as shopping behav~or, need to go farther ta accommodate the peculiar 

discretionary effects of the perceived need for care and information. Cogni-.. 
zance of the impact of these effects on the validity of applying such theory 

and methods in the context of medical care is essential if the analytical 
~\ 

techniques upon which they are based are to make a contribution to reasoned, 

and responsible. health policy. 
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SUMMARY 

This research has used a common sense approach ta find out haw new 

patients came to the Family Medical Centers. It wa~ a question of interest 
u 

Il 

ta the administrators of the FMCs, as well as to geographers concerned with 

utilizatian and diffusion research. First, the administrators wished ta 

know the sources of" their new patients in order to build these relatively new 

practices. But in order to function in a way that'would provide cantinuity 
, 

of ca re, and a fu 11 range of serv; ces ta thei r new cl i ents, they a l sa wanted 

to know whether the way in which new patients came to the FMC could be used 

to prediét how they would use it subsequently. 

In answer to the first question, 'four scenarios were found to bring new 

patients to the FMCs. Although in and of themselves these âre not signif-

icant ta the adm;nistrators~ their ~ssociation with many descriptors is a 
"-means of understanding the different sequences of eve~ts ObservjP. These 

descriptors may be viewed as explaining, and even determining, the different 

scenarios. 

In answer ta the second question" only conjectures can be made due ta 

the limitations of the outcome measure us~d in this study. Based on th; s 
r" 

measure, the stated intent ta use the FMC as the regular source df medical, 

care, it seems likely that those patients who had greater overall discretion 

in coming to use the FMC for the first time might make better subsequent 

use, of it than those patien-.. with relatively less discretion. Such patients 

may be identified ~n terms of sorne of tÀe indicators singled out in this re-
l 

search as detenninants of adoption. Th.us, patients who (1) werE! less sick, 

i.e.', who perceived themselves td be in less urgent need of medïcal care, (2) 

were better connected with, and knowledgeable about, alternative sources of 
o 

medical care in the system at ~arge, (3) knew relatively more about the FMe 
t /' 
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specif;call" and especially about the innovat;ve attributes of it, and (4) 

had known about the FMC for a longer period of time, i.e., greater than a 

month but less than 12 months, would appear to have greater potential for 

becoming the type of regular and appropriate user of the FMC that adm;n;s-

trators wou1d w;sh to inc1ude in their service populations. The latter in-

dicatar may even be viewed as a cumulative measure of the degree of discre

tian afforded by the former three attributes. A mast relevant follow-up 

study to th;s research wou1d be to go back through the FMC records of those 

patients interviewed, and examine their utilization behavior over the past 

two years in terms of the characteristics of adoption identified above. 

In this way, the.re1ationship between the adoption process and outcome 

suggested in this research could be tested, and the administrators' second 

question tru1y addressed. 

To geographers concerned with utilization and diffusion research, there 
" are several r~levant points to be made. All of these sum to a bottom line 

suggesting that we ought ta have a careful look at the way in which the par

ticular problem context mediates the theoretical and operational assumptions 

of our analytical models in these f;~lds. 

First, regarding utilization research, there iS.the finding that distance, 
'-'.' 

as a cost measure, does have a role in determining utilization behavior. , 
. ~ 

However, its importance is determined fY the discretion available in the de-
, 

cisionmaking process. Thus, models that are based on assumptions of effi-

cient behavior are inadequate due to the mediating effects of the perceived 
" need for care and information about thls, and other, sources of care. In 

l, , . 
particular, it' was found that as patients had more and better information, 

--.. 

and were better connected with the medical care system in general, the rela-
• 

tive importance of 'distance' diminished •. With this information ~d exper-

ience, they concerned themselvés not with how efficently they could obtain 

.f 
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care, but ~ow effective, or how good, they perceived that care to be for 

thek needs. 
, 

These findings were paralleled and underscored by those that emerged 

with respect ta the notion of 'relative' efficiency. The results call into 

'question the 'choice' and 'preference ' models èf utilization in geography. 

In such models, utilization behavior is viewed as a decision made among 

a set of similar and competing alternatives: the criterian of relative dis

tance, or the incrernental distance required to reach the next nearest alter

native in the set. is seen as the primary factor determining which 'uf these 

facilities is used. Such a criterion proved to be irrelevant in most cases, 

since the pa~ient almost always only knew about the FMC he wa~ using. This 

extremely limited knowledge was both the most surprising. and unequivocal.~ 

finding of the study. There was just about no decisionmaking occurring dn 
tI'i- "'-_, 

the bas;s of a 'relat;v~ly closer' source of care. Moreover,;p the very 

few cases when the patient was aware-of more th an one FMC, the importance of 

relative distance was again mediated by that given ta other considerations. 

When it was not a determinant of choice, the FMes considered were believed 

to be unequal in sorne respect. and vice versa. 

'In surnnary. findi ngs sugges't that information about the service. rather 

th~~ distance (or the cost of getting to it),is the more~mportant det:rmi~ant, 
of whether an individual uses a Family Medical Center. The ràle of informa-). ... 

~n'as the primary barrier to access begs several question as tb its limited 

availability in the medical car"context. The use of the diffusion frame-
. ." / 

work in this research y;eld~d sev~al findings'relevant to this, as well as 

other issues. 1 

With ~respect to diffusion research, there are. again multiple points to 

'be made, 'mostly r~arding the dissemination of info~m8tion in the mediéal 

care context.· It ~s evident that the acquisition 0; !nfoMnat.ion about the 

'. 
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FMCs was almost entirely éontingent on the individual 's recognition of the 
.[) 

need for care. Further, his adoption decision was a1so dependent on this 

need. Inf9rmation is practically only disseminated, and virtual1y always 

only acted upon, under these c;rc~stances' of the perceived need f~r care. 

This definition of potential adopters, and receivers of information, contra

dicts the operational assumptions of existing computer simulation models of 
~, 

diffusion. Geographers might do well ta consider building in such qualifi

cations based on sorne probabi1ity function in order to better reflect these 

restrictive conditions. 

Another such asslI11ption of these models has ta do with the spatial order

ing of the flow of information. This flow is described by the theoretical 

distance decay function. It states that as the distance from the innovation 

itself increases, so does the availabil ity of information about it. This' 

'rule' is predicated on the basis of empirical patterns of cOlTtnunciation,and 

adoption' (at a regional scale), that are contingent by"hature on the prox-

imityof the message, or messenger, to potential receivers." In the- context 

of the medica~etPlace, however, there is little reason to expect ;uch 

an ordering of information. First. unlike the comp~tetive marketplace, 

there ;s no a~vertising. , Information can be transmitted only by pro~s

sional providers offering the service - after the individual cornes into con-, 
tact with him in the medical care del ivery system, or bi o'ther pptients of , 

the FMC. With respect ta these latter informants. the ,~inding~ suggested 

a smal1 ~le for distance, or proximity, in the disseminatio~ of'information 
l' , 

vja the lay referral network of home. workt, and neighborhood. 'Micro di~tance-
1 

deaay ~tions may be . .postula'ted for theseC'[infonnants that de~cr;be a greate:r 

prot5'a~il iJx of '<n~rrbyl ,1;ndi~;dual.? .~êqUir:n9 the infor~a~ion thaft 'those 

farther away from ,then\." 'Agaira, s.irnulation models might ,be modified to in-' 

cQr~raœ this observed inf1l!en,èe Qj distante on the di's~em~nation 9f infor-
'tt ' • 
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.. 
mation in this context. 

Fin"èlll'y. with respect -to the acquisition of information, there is the 
'1 • 

circular relationship betweeQ information ànd behavior that is documented 
" 

in this research. Information arises from, and ..... 
and clJTlulative experience. \-. The reciprocity of 

proc~ss of information dissemination and ~iO 
individuals will have a greater propensit~ than 0 

lso ènables. utilization 

es~o aspects of the 

gylrantees tha t certa; n ' 
1 

ers ta acquire informa-

tion earlier;' to inform others, to adopt, and also to defect more readily. 

Clarifying this.retationship is the key ta getting at the issue of dynamism 

of these processes: as the process progresses, how do developments ta that 

point enhance. modify. or retard subsequent progress? This is the mast 

recently recongized, and most chal1enging aspect of modelling a dynamic 

process like diffus'ion. Ironically, jt is also the key ta teing able 

. to advise the administrators of the Family Medical Centers as to how ta 

foster the successful implementation of that innovation. 
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APPENDIX 1: METHODS 

ITEM A: Registration Forms used by Each FMC for LAVAL Datlt Collection 

4" 
Registration fonn used by the Jewish ~eneral Hospital: 
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Registration form used b)Ythe Montreal General Hospital, the Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital, and St. Mary's Hospital (and the Montr~al Children's Hospital). 
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. l H.N w: 110del uf IntervIew Fumat used dunny the FIeld Test 

PJ~ TI un S()URCES: 

1. 
a. 

. 'b. 
c. 

" ... 
a, 
b. 
c. 
cL 
e. 
f. 
y. 

(an you tell me how you have happened ta corne here? 
lf teferred 

ftf)ere from? 
had you heard of this place bèfore t~lS referral? 
had you h~ard ot:.pther Fi"iCs ln the Clty? ' 

if sel f-referred 
who told you about this FMC? 
whdt relationship lS thls persan ta you? . 
what reldtionship lf any. do they have with the F~C? 
what were the Clrcumstances,of thlS cO'rlVersatlon? 
about how long aga was this conversation? 
~jhen did you phone for this appointment? 
had you heard of th i s F MC from dnYOne' other than th i s persun? 

TH l S FI'1C: 

1-
2. 

Cdn you remember what the persan OIay have sa id at that t lme about 
th i s FMC that may have encoura,yed you ta c:ome. or that ,\mpressed you 
about the FMC? 
were there any neyatlve aspects? 
WhlCh were [Oost Important ta you? . 

uTHlR FI~C: 

Have you heard of any other FMCs besldes. th;s one? 
1. can you ident if Y any? 
2. who IZlay have told you about them/ 1t? 
3 what was said regard.ing' them/it which was elther dlscollfaging or 

encouraging? 

ACEESSlbILITY AND DISTANCE: 

1. 

2. 

, 
Uid you consider convenience as a factor? 
if knew of more than l n~c i were you aware that thi s was the 
closest or farthest FMC from you home? 
if knew of only this FMC~ if you had kno~n of another alternatlVe 
FMC whict.\ vias closer dO you thlnk.you mght rather have used it? 

TRAVEl AND OTHER OPPORTUNITY COSTS: 

-

1-
? ... 

hbaut how long did it take you to get here today? 
by what mode of trallsportat ion? 
\-ohere dld you come from? 

a. v/h i ch tri P t from 1l0r.1e or fraI:! work. i s longer? 

- -~--
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HEi'l C: t10de 15 of 1 nÙoduct ion to the 1 nterv i ew. . 
• 

The 1ntroductton lS based on the reV1ew of the literature Wh1Ch suggests 

trlat the 'nterv;e\~er adequately ldentifoy hinself, hlS credefltlals and 

estat511sh le~1t1rJlac:y of purpoîe ~J1th respect tU'the.ta~k WhlCh i5 ta be 

asked a~ the res~anaent. The int~oduction used dUrlng~he field tes~ 

reassured the patlent of eonfidentJd~'ty and the'value of his ~artlcipatl0n 

1" aod offered hlm the oPlJortunity to make any requests of the intervlel'Ier he 

desir~d. 
v \ 

"f/aw ln dddlt10n to the fonn WhlCh you have Just comp1eted that the 
CllfllC requlres (LAVAL registration form) , 1 would dppreciate yuur 
cooperation ln answering Just a few~ore questions which 1 have here for 
Illy own lnterests. 
l''''Y name lS •••• and 1 am cl graduate student at t~cli;l1 Unlversity. 1 am 
dOlng sorne \'~ork for rny stuoies WhlCh deals with hmv lndividua1 S have 
happened ta Cal,1e to thlS pJace ill seek ing medical care. 1 am concerned 
with the ex~erlence that brought you and others here. Ther~ are no 
correct or "',ncorrect answers ta any of the quest ions 1 \'lou1d llke ta 
dsk. 
Your answers ta these few qu~stions will be held strictly confldentlal. 
Vou have been chosen'by chance and for no other reason. 
Do you have dn)') questlons? Then let's get started." 

" ouring the field test lt was found that cooperation was nat a problB~ 

and that patients were [,Iuch l~ss suspicious and/or hostile than antlclpated 

from same of the 1 iterature sources. lwo reasons come ta ~ind as 

ex~lana~ons for thlS effect: flrst, th~y did not perceive the interview 

ta ue threatening; and second, because of the instliutianal setting. they 

fe1t iolore obl iged ta cooperate. The mast ililportant points of the 

lntroduction were proven ta be: (1) ta establish~he legitir.1dcy of the 

lntervlewer.by assuciatlon with the unit or haspita1; (2) to assure the 

respondent that he ilould not be lncanvenienced. i.e., that the int~~v;ew ~ 

woulq not interfere with bis schedu1ed apPointment; and (3) to ernphas;ze 

the c,onversationa1 l,Iode of the interview, i.e •• that this was a chat and 

.J 
\. 
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not' d quest ionna'ire. Wi<~h only' sl ight /Oodificat iemS. othe fo11owing format 

was used as an introduction ,during data cOllecti(r: 

"Hello (patient's nallle), pleasantries "', my,' name is "" and l'm a 
gradua te student at McGill University workinQ with the hospital.and this 
clinic or;l a proJect dealing with new patie,nts. 1 understand thlS 1s 
your first viSlt is that right? {" , 
1 would like to ask you a few questions abôut how you found out about 
this place and what you knew about it bef6r.e you came here today. 
Can we talle a l ittle bit about that? JJst tell me in your own .words 
about your own experi ence. ,/ 
1 will be nating your respons~s as we t~lk but you will not be . 
personally identif1ed with the informat'ion. May we start? ( ~,\, 

.{ 
~ 

ITEM 0: Format for Interview Documentation 

~EGlSTRATION INFORMATION: 

1. p l,aée uf res i dence 
a. ci vic address 
b. municipality 

2. prlor res idence 
3.* length of residence (in years) 

d. L.T.2 
b. 2-5 
c. 6-10 
d.' G.T. 10 / 

! 
4.** sex and marltal 1tatus 

a. male 
i. single 
ii. married 
111. other 

b. female' 
i. sin91~. 
11. rnarried 
1 i i. other 

5.* household s\ze 
a. 
b. 
c. 

1 persan 
2 Pe.t:sons 
3-5 persans 

" 

G. T. 5 persons 
cl\ge of. pat i ent (i n years) 

d. 
6. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

•• 

L.T. 15 
16-30 
31 ... 45 
46-60 
61-75 
G. T. 75 

" 

\ 

( . 

-1 

", 
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G' 

( 7.* place of b1rth (for patient 
respondent) 

unless the proxy is the appropr; ate 

a. outs ide Canada 
b. out s i de Quebec 
c. outs ide Montreal 
d. ,Montrea 1 born 

8.* length of time in Montreal (in years) 
a. L. T. 1 
b. 1-10 
c. G. T. 10 
d. always 

9. languaç;e 
a. english 
b. french 

.. 
\~ 

r' c. italian 
d. other (as st CI t efJ ) 

INTERVIEW INFORMATION 

10. name 
11. el in ie 
12. date 
13. time 
14. phys le i an/team 
15. respondent 

a. patïent 
b. proxy 

i • , î nappropr; ate 
1 l • ,appropri ate (t) 

16. language comprehension .. 
a. no problems 
b. ~some problems ~ 

c. use of an interpreter 
17. past e~perience with this hospital , 

a. used this hospital as a patient in the past 
b. had ~en ta this h~spital before but not as 
c. s;ng e experience leading to the FMC· visit 
d. never been ta this hospital before 

. 18. past experience with this FMC (not as a patient) or other F 
a. yes <\< 

b. '. no 
19. •. purpose of initial visft 

d. satisfaction 
b. affil i at ion' 

20. medical problelll' as' perceived. by respondent 
a. hospitalization follow-up or other hospital department j 

f 
follow-up ... l 

b. ' acute , :r c. compul spry 
~ 

.. 
:1. '- d. chronic , , ('/ e. checkup . 

f. no l/m1ed 1 ate prob 1 ems .' 

·1 21- med1cal servfees used in the past 

1 t 
a. no regular phys~ian. mentioned 

1 ~ 
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1. 1 itt~e experlence ln the 1.1edlcal C(lre systP-/1 • 
11. u~e of hospltal dl,lbulatory Cdre servIces for prlr.1ary care 
1;1. sporadlC use of sp'l:!clallsts 
IV •• n~\-I ta the cIty 

b. ~entlon of a regular physltlan used ~n the Pdst 

.. 

-V) 
L.'- • 

23. 

24. 

25. 

1 • ne~ to the c Hy 

d. 

1 1 • 

1 1 1 • 

1 v. 

r,jarrl alje 
past phys le 1 an 

death 
ret i rec 
u:oved 
aged 
dlss·atisfaction 
vacationlng' 

use of speCldlist 
outgrown 
want a G.P. 

1 nforlr.ant 
éHlother fallilly rnember r-eylstered ln this FMC 

b. Illore than one Informant 
characterlZatlon of the prlrnary informatIon source (the source 
WhlCh IïIOSt a1rectlj resulted in ~tillzat;on and thlS viSlt) 
dccording te frequency of contact 

never seen or spoken~;th persan before d. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
e. 

d. 
D. 

c. 
d. 
e. 

a. 
b. 

seen and/or spoken ta the lnforr.lant before thlS conversatlon 
Dut not on a reyular baS1S 
seen and/or spoken to the 1 nfomant before th 1 S on d ~elnporary 
reyuldr baS1S , 
sees the informant on a reyular basls 
relative ln the household 

characterlZation of 'lnformant relatlOnshlp wlth thlS Frv,C 
clIent 
staff 

i . medical 
11. non-Illeoical 

physlclan ln the unit 
not determinable 
not rel dted -' 

charac.ter1zation of iriformant "relationship with the 110spital ',nth 
WhlCh"thlS FMC is affil~ated' 

user 
st~ff 

"'" , . .....,., . 
medical 
non-rnedica 1, ,-

1 
.j ;, 

' . 
i i . 

... 

c. pllysician ,,' 
!.l. 
e. 

26. 

not determi nab 1 e . • 
Ilot rel ated ""-' . 

charact~rization of circumstances'of "1nformation 'telliny 
a. , Ilei ~hborhood 
ù. 

c. 
9· 
e •. 
f. 

place of employment 
lIorne" . 
hospital ~ith specifie dep~rtment If relevant 
private phys;ciqns office 

. ot~er in~t'itutions such as schools, irllnigration, etc. 

.' 1 

- J 
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n. 
2U. 
29. 
30. 

31. 

·32 • 

33. 

34. 

d. 
b. 

c. 

A-8 

tlme aga recelved above informdtion 
twe after.thls when arran\jed an apPolntment 
liait 1 ng t lme for this appoi'ntment today 
appOI ntlilent 'fllaker 

~atlent or respendent 
1 nformant 

1 • [,led1eal 
il. non-llIedlcal 

ether 

t 

informat lOn content remernbered as being lfllportant at the t 1me 
a. 

1 • 
1 i . 
1 i i • 
1 v. 
v. 

b. 

specIfIe FMC charaeteristies mentioned 
reputation of FMC 4uality services 
comprehensive services 
word of the informant 
~lace to cret a regular doctor 
aonvenience attrlbutes 

FMC settlng irrelevant 
, - 1 

'1. phys le ian by name . 

a. 
b. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

ii. hospital reputatlOn and affiliation ~Jith hospita1 
111. aval1ability only .' 
respondent aware that he is in an FMC 

yes 
~ 

term used ln reference ta the unH ,by the l,nformant 
exact nallle 
lncluded th~ ward 1am11y 
naille of phys 1 Clan in the 
name ùf non-phYSlcian ln 

unit 
the unH 

e. ' hospital nalile on1y 
respo~ent could articulate 

yes a. 
any concepts of the FMC 

b. no 

", 

35. respondent knew of any other FMCs 
a. respondent knew of any other F~Cs 
a. no 
b. yes 

i. MGH 
11 • QEH 
iii. JGH 
i v. Sî1H '3 

v. MCH 
36. previous experience with any other Ff/iCs (nallle) 
37. this FMC)S geometrically elosest to the patient's"residence 

38. 
39. 

a. 
b. 

1 • 

11 • 

yes 
no 

~l i. 

MGH 
JGH 
QEH 
Si''lH 1 v. , " 

v. . llCH 
respondent i5 aware of whether this FMC is/is not the closest 
dlScussion of dlstdllce as an important variable influencin-g cho1ce 

) 
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41. 

42. 

d. 
b. 

, c. 
d. 
e. 

d. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

d. 
1 

l , 

r,:.9 
tr.vel tim. (in "'inut.~ 

L.T. 15' ~ 
16-30' ~ 
31-45 ~. 

46-60 t 
G. T. ~O 

mode of trans ortatlon 
car / 
c ~--~ 

.. UCTC 
alk 

ori in 
orY 

~/ 1055 time 
loss t ime 

home 

only (sa1ary) 
and money (wage) il. 

b. 

c. 

retired 
ii. 0 house\Jife 
iil. student 

tInemp 1 oyed 

1 • 

1 v. 
v. I11ness 

other 

variables augmentlng LAVAL registration data 
for patient unless the proxy 1S the decis10n maker 

ITEi1 l: Deternn nat i on of Samp 1 e S l ze 

-
USlng the fallow.ing hypothetical examples, a samp1e Slze of 30 was 

" determined to be ddequate for proportions testing. 

ln a pldnned series of interviews, consider the' question of whether the 
respdndents aid (A) or did not (B) have previous pat1ent experience with 
the hospltal with which the FMC in which they reglstered is affil iated. 
A null ~Iypothe.sis wou1d be that A and B accurred in equa1 proportions or 
were ~qudl1y likely. The level of siynificdnce is set at an adequate 

,,_ 5% and cl !\-/a tailed test is proposed. If, ln actuality the proportion~ 
fldvlng had past experience (A) is as high as .8, .then on1y a 5% chance 
;s risked of failing to conclude that A is signi~cantly yreater than B. 
The alternative statement of this latter specification is that if the 
true preference rate for A is .3 in the underlying populations, then we 
wish ta be 95~ certain that the test will result in the concl1Jslon that 
A occurred significantly more often than B. ...-
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U~in9 the equation: 

where:\ 

.. ' 2 
-; , "" 

n::: zollr'(l .. ,) 
( ~-l O' 0 

) 
l 

o ' 

,. 

'Ir -
1 

" . 

)( 0 afldtr1 are the nu~l1 ,and alternative hypotheses 
,r--

respectively~ or in this problem".5 and .3~ 
n \ 

1 

respectively. 

zo<. where the error specification indicates .5 and the 

two-s ide~ test at 5% gi.ves Z • 1.96. 

Z ~ ~here the erro~ specification indicates .8 and the 

one-sided test at 5% gi ves Z = 1.65. 

substituting: 

n = .:..:1.~96::.-..---l..( .~5J...)(l..:. • .;;;.J5 )'---." -....---l{....;-1;.::. • .;::.;6 5;.,J.)_.l.,;( .::.;::8.LJ){"':". 2~) 
• 8 - • 5 

2 

= 2~. 9 

ITEM F: Coding of Inte"rviews for Data Processing 

Variable Name Code . - ~ 

l. age in yeal"s 
4 

LTET 15 years 
... 

recode -0 
l 16-30 . ,- 0 

2 31-45 
, 

3 46-60 
4 61-75 \ 

5 GT 75 

2. sex 0 male # 

. , 1 female 
. 

3. civic status C a single male 
l "0 marr1ed ma 1 e 
2. othe-r male 
3 single female 
4 · marr1ed femal e 

• \ ~ 5 other Jèmale , 

.... 

l><~ 

.~ 

.è-, 
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C, .. 
4. 0 l persan .. ' ~, 

1· 1 2 .. 
2 3-5 

1 • 

3 GT 5 .. 
,,' . 

" . 
'-- !1. r.lother tangue 0 engl ish' 

1 french 
2 other t ' 

(Ci , , 
• 

o. pla.ce of birth 0 ~orn outside Canada 
1 barn outsidè ~ontreal ./' 

2 barn in Manfreal .. 

• 7. leryth of time in Montreal 0 LT 5 years . • 
" 

, l 

1 5~1O 

2 GT 10 , ) 

0 3 barn in l.1ontreal 

8. length residence at 
1 

0 LT 2 years ~ 

present address 1 2-5 .~ 

2 6-10 4 
3 Gr 10 . 

9. past experie~ce this 0 yes 1:' 
hospital 1 no 

./'- -----; 2 single ! 
lU. nun-patient hOspltal 0 yes * experience 1 no 

.. ' ." .. 11. other far.1ily r.lember 0 yes ~ 

registered 1 no 

, 12. trt p purpose 0 no 0 , 
1 " -yes ;. \ 

~ 
13. chief medical campl aint 0 acute 

\ 

r 1 chronic ~ 
'. 

fol1ow up fram other ~ospitai 
., 

2 f . ... 
1. • 

3 
c!epartment , " check up f-

t 4 no probl ems , '" 5 - compul sory 4 .... ft 
~ ~ 

'l'. 
14. past source and patterps a no regul~r MD mentianed " 

l of Care 1· regul ar ~jl) ment ioned 
9 

15. no regul ar ;10 ment ianed 0 little use of services ever 
1 new ta city 

Cf 
2' sporadic use of specialists 

.... ,3 use of hospi ta 1 -based ar.lbu latory 
\ fac il it i~s 

9 y,es t;) 

n , 
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16. reyular ~D mentluned 

• 
recode 

'" 
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o new to Clty 
1 marnage 
2 i'ID death 
3 m ret lred 
4 ~~l) moved 
5 ND aged 
6 1"10 dlssatlsfled 
7 outgrown 
8 use of 1 or more speclallsts 
9 "MD vacatlOlling 

10 no 

o clearly un~et demand 
1 othenll se 

17. i nforfilant i 5 another famil y 0 yes 
no 101ember reglsterea thlS Fi'iC 1 

18. r.1U 1 t 1 ~ 1 e lliforma nt S. 0 yes 
no 1 

1~. previous frequen~y of 0 first and only t~me 
not regularly contact Idth 1 nformant 1 

20. place of contQct and 
lnformation transmlttal 

2 
3 
4 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

regular basis ln the past 
reyular basis presently 
relative ln household 

neighborhood 
work 
hOllle 
hospital 

,:~D office 
. other lnstitution 

21. lf1forroldnt affillated Ivith 10 yes ~ 
th15 hospital 1 no 

22. lnformant affiliated with 
an: F MC 

23. tlme known a~ut this F~C 

\ 0 

recode 

24. t lIfle after i nformat 10n 
I,hen made appoi ntment 

Oyes 
1 no 
2 unknown 

o LT 1 week 
1 2-4 weeks 
2 1-6 (nonths 
3 6-12 months 
4 GT 1 year 

OLT f /1Ionth 
1 CT 1 

o 1r;1lled i a tel y 
1 LT 1 \'oeek 
2 2-4 weeks 
3 1-12 months 
4 GT 1 year 



') 

25. fJerSon maklny the 
âflflO 1 ntlolent 

t ./ 
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D 
1 

3 

patlent/respondent 
lnforlllant (lf lî1edlcal) 
lnformant (lf non-medlcal) 
other 

• 

26. 1 nforrilat JOn content abo~ 0 yes 
Ft1C relï1embered as be1ng 1 no 
llTlportant 

27. FHC tra1ts remembered 

~J. FMC trd1ts lrrelevant 

~9. term of reference used by 
respondent for FMC 

30. aWdre tha.,t tl1l s 1 S F[~C 

31. lileanlng art1culated ta Fr~C 

32. knml~J)f other FMC 

33. contact w1th other FMC 

34. this 15 the closest FMC 
from place of res1dence 

3:). 
, 

dlternatlve bypassed ln 
corni ng to th 1 5 H1C 

Q qual1ty of serV1ces 
1 convenience and rellabl1lty of 

serVlces 
2 recommendat 10n of informant 
3 affl1latlon of FMC wlth hospltal 
4 source of a regular MO 
9 no 

o :--10 by nalile 
1 place to get a doctor 
2 hospita1 reputatlon on1y 
3 ava11abil1ty of serv1te lrrmed1ateLy 
4 yes 

o exact name 
l 'fam11y' something 
2 name of MD or staff person 
3 hosp1ta1 name on1y 

Oyes 
1 no 

Oyes 
1 no 

Oyes 
1 no 

Oyes 
1 no 

Oyes 
1 no 
2 equid1stant 

o 
1" 
2 .., 
.) 

4 

9 

MGH 
JGH 
QEH 
Sr~H 
more than one ether alternative lS 

"l4 closer 
yes 
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( 36. 1 f (O~ 1 f not) closest, 0 yes 
the ~wdre 1 no 

9 no (subyroup) 

37. travel tlme ln mlnutes 
recode l 

0 L TET 14 r.nnutes .,;1 

1 16-30 
2 31-45 
3 46-60 
4 GT 1 hour 

1 

38. travel mode 0 cab 
l private auto 

, 2 walk' or bicycle 
3 MUCTC 

\ 4 train 

39. trlp orlgin of 0 home 
today's vis;t 1 work 

2 other 
0 

40. opportunlty costs ) $ and time 
t;me 

2 none 

4l. no oppqrtunlty costs '0 ret 1 red 
l housewife 
2 student .,. 

3 unemployed 
4 111ness/disabllity 
9 yes' 

42. ;tlon type l 0 ONE 
1 TIo/O 
2 THREE A 
3 THREE B 
4 FOUR A 
5 FOUR B 

43. hospital affiliation 0 MGH 

of FMC 1 JGH 
2 QEH 

", 3 SMH 

44. identification number 
of respondent record 01-33/31/30/30 

'" ~ .' t 
t ~ 

(~' 
k 

f ~ 

f 
1 .. 
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hPPEN~IX Il: BR[AKGUWN OF PATIENTS LY ~ODIFIED TYPULOGY 

" 
CUU;, T I~DliPTYPE t\DOPTYPE ADOPTYPE ADOPTYP.E RU',J 
CUL ~a 1 

4 

Il 1 1 1 IV TUTf,L 
<:! 

AOOPTYPE 44 0 a rr 44 
~ lüO.U~ (J.O Cl.O o ," ·t 3 5. 5~~ 

ADOPTYPE II 0 115 0 0 45 
0.0% 100.0 0.0 0.0 36.3~ 

ADOPTYPE 1-\ 0 a l31 7 20 
G.(;% 0.0 56. 58.J 18. 5~J 

ADOPTYPE b 0 0 10 5 1J 
O.L)% 0.0 ~3.5 41.7 9.7~ 

l.ULU,iN 44 45 23 12 124 
TOTAL 35.5% 36.3~ 16.1~ 12 .1 ~~ 1UO.0% 

1 
j . 

, 1 

'i 

'. 
J 

(~, 

, 
" i 
f l / 

~~ 
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,\PPENOIX rI 1: CUDED VARIABLCS ~y SCTS 
r 

rl~"Cl;~~~t::a:E::c::~:CAL 
a. I1lother tangue 

CA~E 

b. birthplace' 
2. vea 1 s:pos 111g f dctors 

a. age 
b. sex 
c. 

~d. ( . 3" 
civic status 
household size 

i 11 ness context 
ch1ef medica1 COI,lp1alnt a. 

4. 
a. 
b. 
c. 

5. 
a. 
D. 

1nfluence of past patterns of obtaining 
past source of riled ica 1 care 
with a ~egular MD 
w1thout a regu1ar MO 

lasses incurred 
opportunity costs 
without opportun1ty costs 

\ 

fned 1 cal ca re 

THE'ACQUISITION OF INFURMATION ABOUT THE FMC 

1. the 1 nforrllant. 
a. 1 nformant l s a member of the falllil y 
b. there lS more than one informant 
c. the frequency of contact III th the ; nformant at t H1Je of 

1 n f 0 rlua t ion a c q u 1 ~ 1 t ion 
d. aff1l1at10n of the informant \l1th the hospital 
e. dff1l1ation uf the lnformant wlth the FMC 

,. lnformat ion content regar-din'=t1 the nie, 
a. reco11ect1un of any FMC tralts 
b. reco11ect1on of FMC traits as being lmportant 
c. recullectlOn uf tra1ts mot specific ta the FI~C tllat ~Iere 

lm!-lortant 
d. the 'term uf r ference used by the pat ient for the Fr'lC 
e. aWdreMess of where the patient was 
f. ability ta art1culate sO/l1e liJeanlng to the term FI·:C 

3. place of lnformatlOn transr.llttal 
4. the lnformat;on space 

a. blrthplace 
b. nUlilber of yea rs 11 ved 1 n {'Iont re.à 1 
c. numher of years 11ved at current address 
d. a ~atient history at this hospital 
e. any experience with this hospital (including other than as a 

patient) 
f. ~ast sources of med1cal care 
g. witl1 a re~ul ar MD 
h. v.ltoout a regular j'If) 

i. fal.lily i.lel1}ber registered at th;s FI';C 
tl 
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LV f\L UA TI ur, GF r\L TERf\h TI VES AllO C HO l CE OF TIIE Ff·;C 

1. 
a. 

other dl terndt 1 ves knorln to the lJat 1 ent 
past sou'rces of llied i ca l care 
w1th a regular ~D (r 

c. \- ~ilthout a reyular i'ID 

2. 

\. 

~ 3. 

4. 

d. 
e. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

6: 
c. 

aGpatient hlstory at thlS hospltal 
any experience ~Jith thlS hUspltal (Hlcludlng other tllan as a 
patient) , 

the FMC alternat1ves 
patient is aware of other F~C(s) 
patient has had contact with other FMC(s) 
patient has used the closest FMC of the set of four 
1f not closest.ry ratient has bypassed ~,hlCh fMC(S) 
pdtlent 1s awa e of either go1n9 to or bypassing the closest 
FMC • 

the spatial acce~slbility of the F~',C \ 
trave 1 t 1rne / 
travel Hlode 
trip Or1~l1n 

tri p purpose • 
IhITIJ;L UTILlZATIUII 

• 

l. 
2. ' 
3. 

4. 

\ 

trip purpose 
the t i Ille thdt the pat i ent lias been a."are of th i s Fi~C 
the tlrne ld!) following lnfOrmàtlOn acq~iSltlOn untll dppointr.1ent 
\~as lIIade 
the appolntmdk~r 
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APPENiJIX IV: CROSS-TACULATIONS OF PROCESS AflD 
UUTCOME Vf\fUA~LES OF ADOPTI O:J 

ITErvl t\: kelatiol'1shlP ~etween 11EDVISIT and PLACE 

COtlNT l ay 'referra 1/ medica1 referral/ 
C()L~" personal space lnstitutlOnal space 

dcute 31 27 
44.91- 49.1 

chronlC 3 7 
4.3~ 12.7 

fo 11 uw-up • 0 9 
O.O~ 16.4 

check-up 19 6, 
21.5';:. 10.9 

no IJroblems 14 4 

cor.l~l sory 
20.40;;, 7.3 

2 2 
2.<J~ 3.6 

Oit 

('ULü/'vIN 69 55 
TOTAL 55.6~ 44.4~ 

X2 = n.9; c = .39 ; 5 d.f.; P <.000 

ITE~1 1:): HelatlOnshlp between PLACE êf11d RECALFMC 

COUNT 
COL ~. 

1 ay referra 1 / 
personal space 

med 1 ca 1 referra 1/ 
spdce 

(.ULUiV,N 
TOTAL 

artlculates so~e 
attribute of the FMC 

52 
72.2":. 

20 
27.8% 

72 
58.1% 

xZ = 17.5; C = .37; 1 d.f.; J.l <.000 

- -

, 

" 

can not 
do so 

17 
32.7 

35 
67.3 

52 
41.9~ 

RU',J 
TOTAL 

. 58 
4G.8~ 

.. ..1 0 
ë.1~ 

9 
7.3":0 

1 25 
\ 20.2~~ 
1 12 \ 

114 .4~ 
4 

3 J • .?~~ 

124 
100.0~ 

ROil 
TOTAL 

69 
55.6% 

55~ 
44.4~ 

124 
100.0% 

( 

, 

" 
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(: l TE.'I L~ kelatlunshlp between RECALF~C and TPURPOSE .-" 

CUUrH 
. 

aHi Hat lOn no aff1l1at ion HO;-I 
CuL ;. lntenJed intended TOI'rAL 

artlculates so~e 35 
~ 

f37 72 
attrlbute of FMC 81.4~ 45.7 58 .1~, 

cannot do 50 8 4A 52 
13.6~ 54.3 41. 9~. 

CuLur~N 81 43 1 124 
TOtAL 65.3% 34.7":, 100.0-:' 

X2 = '13.3; c = .33; 1 d. f. ; p <.000 

ITEI"l 0: Relationshlp between PLACE and APPTMAOE 

COUNT immediately L. T. 1 2 - 4 1~- 12 G. T. 1 R~ 
COL ~ week· weeks Ilionths y"ear TOTAL 

lay referral; 12 3 }2 17 25 69 
jJersonal space 24. O~ 37.5 70.6 81.0 89.3 55. 6~, 

,. 
medical 38 5 5 4 ., 55 .J 

... r~ferral/sjJace 76.0c:;, 62.5 29.4 19.0 10.7 44.4 

CULU,'1N 50 8, 17 21 28 124 
TOTAL 40.3~ 6.5~ 13.7~ 16.9t 22.6":' 1 OC .{)~ 

X2 = 41.2; <.. = .50 ; Id.f.;"p <.000 .. 
ITEIvI E: Relationship .between TPURPOSE aQd APpn,AO[ loi" 

\ 
COUNT illll'Iediately L. T. l 2 - 4 1 - 12 G. T. 1 ROil 
COL % week ,\'/eeks (/Ionths y"ear TOTAL 

affiliation 8 3 b 12 12 43 
i ntended ' 16.01- 37.5 47.1 57.1 42.9 34.7~ 

r 
no i:lff,liat;on 42 5 9 9 II 81 
lntended t84.ü%, 62.5 52.9 42.9 57.1 65.3~ 

{. 
1. 

CUlUt1N 50 8 17 21 28 124 

1 TOTAL 4U.3% 6 r..f 13.7~ 16.9~ 22.b~ lOO.I)~ .;J,. 
~ 

,. 

(- X2 = 14.4; .32 ; 4 d.f.; <.006 ;1 .. 
C = P -\ 

Il 
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• Taule a: 

coum 
CUL ~; 

acute 

ch rOlll c 

follow-up 

check-up 
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," (frf-' 

kelatlonship between ~EDVISIT Dy TPURPUSE ~pntTolllng for ~L~~E 
,J 

RelatlOnshlp beÜleen r-:ECVISIT dnd TPURPOSE for patl,ents lnforr.lcd 
vla the la,Y referral system and personal space 

dffil idt ion no affi 1 hlt ion ~OW 
~ i ntended i ntended TOTAL 

28 31 
70.0 44.9% 

0 ,3 
0.0 4.3~ 

.0 a 
.0.0 \o.o·~ 

10 19 
25.0 

no prab 1 er.ls 

3 
1O.J~ 

3 
lU.3% 

o 
U.o% 

9 
31.0~ 

14" 
48.4% 

o 
U.O% 

0 
~27 .5~; 

14 

cOlllpul sor:; 

COlUMN 
TlJTAl 

29 
42.0% 

0.0 
2 

5.U 

40 
58.0% 

20.4~ 
') 
<-

2. 9~ 
,; 

69 
'100.0% 

x2 = J~.44; C = .bO; 4 d.f.; p,' <.OCO 

Table u: 

COliNT 
COL % 

àcute 

chrunic 

fo 11 Ow-up 

cheCK-Up 

no Vrob 1 elliS 

compu 1 sury 

CÜLU~N . 
TUTAL 

X2 = 42.14~ , 

RelatlOnship between ~;EOVlSIT and TPURPOSE for patients lnformed 
via the medlcdl referral ~ystem and institutlonal space 

C = 

aHil iat ion 
Vltended 

.66; 

o 
0.0% 

6 
42.9~ 

o 
O.O~ ... 

5 
35.7":0 

3 
21.4% 

o 
O.O~ 

14 >Q) 

25.5% 

5 d. f. • 

, 

1 -

p <.uoo 

no' c1ffil iàtion 
j , 

" nte(1ded 

• <, 
II, _ 

27 
65.9 

1 
2.4-

9 
l2.0 

1 
2 .. 4 

1 
2.4 

2 . 
.' 4.9 

41 
74.5~ 

" 

,ROI-< 
JDJAL 

t ',,, '10, 

2-7 .. 
40 1;' .. ,-.....,0 ,t\ 

, 7 " .. 
°1.?,. 7Y:, 

p. 9 
o 16.4~~ .. ~, 

6 ' 
10.9% 

4 
~ 7. 3~ 

, 2 
3 ~ tl"~ 

55 
'l 100,," O~ 1 

.1 
':"l' 

~ 
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lTEI" \.J: RelatlOnship :;,eb/een Fr~CAfF * 

COU tH 1 ay referra 1/ 
COL ~"' Bersona 1 S~ace 

lnformant affll1~ted 61 
Illth the FMC 88.4~ 

1nfo~ant lS nut 8 
dff, 1ated wlth the Il.6~ 
Ff'tIC 
COLUI'IN 69 
TOTAL 3'5. 6~ 

x2 = 9.37; C = .28; } d. f.; p <.002 

ITEM H: Reldt1unship between KOSPAFF 

COuNT 
COL ~ 

1nforlolànt affil1dted 
with the nosp1t'al 

1 ay referra 1/ 
. persona l spaE:e 

23 
33.3~ 

lnforHlant 15 not aff,l iatE;d 46 
wlth the hospltal 66.7~ 

COLU:",N 
TOTAL \ 

69 
55.6~ 

and 

• ii
nd 

x2 = 27.13; C = .43; 1 d.f.; P <.000 

" 0 

' . 

.. , 

" 

PLACE 

r.ledlcal referral/ 
in5tlt~tional sè~ce 

35 ... 63.6 

2Q 
36.4 

55 
44.4% 

" 
~ 

PLACE 

medical referral/ 
instltutlOnal space 

45 
81.8 

10 
18.2 

55 
,44.4% 

~ note that these cateyories are not (;jutually exclusive; l.f., an 
lnforlolant may be "ffillsted with b9th, either, or neither. 

• 
.. 

RlJl-J 
TOTAL 

96 
77 • 4~. 

28 
22.6~ 

124 
.' 100.0~ 

RO\~ 
TOTAL 

613 
54.8~ 

56 
45.2~ 

124 
100.0% 

.' 
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ITL:l: keldtlonshlp between HOSPAFF and RECAlFMC 

COUin 
CUL ~ . 

'In h. the hospita 1 
. , 1 JO rr,"" t .ff i ) ldted 
"ln armant not affillated 

wlth the tlOspltal 

CULVI'jN 
TOTAL 

. . . 
artlculates sorne 

attrl~ute of the FMC 

31 " 
43.1% 

41 
56.9~ 

72 
58.1% 

,# 2 X - 8.52, C = .27;- 1 d. f. , p <'OC4 

cannat 
do 50 

37 
71.2 

15 
28.8 

.52 
~1. 9% 

ITEI'! J: R~ at lOnsh l p bet"/ee.n R[CJ\lFI1C dnj APPTf>:ADE 

COUiH 
CUL i. 

01: 

artlculates some 
attrlbute of FMC 

cdnnot 00 50 

CuLUiYlN 
TOTAL 

ll11lllediately 

'20 
iP 40.0~ 

30 
60.0~ 

50 
40.3~ 

L. T. 1 
week 

5 
62.5 

3 
37.5 

8 
6.5% 

X2 = 14.47; C = .32, 4 d.f., P <.U05 

• 

2 - 4. 1 - 12 
\-/eeks r.Jonths 

10 18 
58.8 aS.7 

7 ./ 3 
4'1.2 14.3 

17 21 
13.7"', 16. 9~: 

RD'I! , 
TOTAL 

! 

68 
54.8~ 

56 
45 .2~, 

124 
10Q.O~ .. 

(j. T. 1 ROw 
year TOTAL 

19 72 
b7.9 58.1 ~ 

., 9 52 
32.1 41. g~, 

2~ 124 
22.6% 10U.U~, 

... t,)" 
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